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INTRODUCTION

Lenin, the founder of the Communist Party and the Soviet
state, the great strategist of the socialist revolution, the lead-
er and teacher of the working people of the whole world,
elaborated the plan for building socialism and communism
in the Soviet Union. This plan strengthened the belief of
all the working people in the complete triumph of the new
social system. It ideologically armed the Communist Party
and the Soviet people for the struggle against the enemies
of communism. The complete success of this great cause,
Lenin said, depended on correct political leadership by the
Communist Party-the vanguard of the working class.

Lenin strongly emphasised the international si.gnificance
of the plan for building socialism and communism in the
USSR. He believed that the Great October Socialist Revolu-
tion was the prelude to the world proletarian revolution,
and that it showed the road to socialism to all the peoples
of the world.

The Soviet people, led by the Communist Party, have
fulfilled their ievolutionary duty and turned Lenin's great
ideas into reality. They have built and consolidated social-
ism, and defended it in the deadly struggle against the nazi
invaders. They liberated many peoples of the world from
the nazi yoke and helped them to take the road of indepen-
dent development. u

Today the Soviet people are tracing for the first time in the
history of human society the new, sure road to communism
for all mankind.
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Lenin's brilliant ideas and principles have been further
developed in the decisions of the Party congresses and the
Programme of the CPSU adopted by the 22nd Party Con-
gress. At every congress and at all plenary meetings of the
Central Committee the Party improved Lenin's plan
step by step and rendered it more concrete. It has always
worked for the accomplishment of the tasks set by the plan.
In the Central Committee's Report to the 24th Congress of
the CPSU, the General Secretary of the CC CPSU, Leonid
Brezhnev, said: "In his day Lenin emphasised time and again
that one of the cardinal tasks of the Party congresses is
to sum up the results of practical experience, of all that
has been found to be valuable and instructive, criticise short-
comings and find ways of removing them."l

Proceeding from the ideas expressed by Lenin, the CPSU
outlined at its 24th Congress new and majestic plans for
building communism. The Party appealed to the entire
Soviet people-the workers, the collective-farm peasantry
and the Soviet intelligentsia-to work enthusiastically for
the prosperity of the Soviet Union and the triumph of com-
munlsm.

| 24tlt Congrcss of the CPSU, Moscow, 1971, p. 125.

I

THE MAIN STAGES IN LENIN'S WORK
ON THE PLAN FOR BUILDING SOCIALISM

2 K. Marx and F. Engels, Selected Works, in three volumes, Vol. t,
Moscow, 1969, p. 179.

1. THE GROUNDWORK

In charting the road of transition from capitalist society
to socialism, Lenin adhered to the laws of social develop-
ment discovered and formulated by Karl Marx and Friedrich
Engels. The founders of scientific communism uncovered the
natural trends in the succession of the socio-economic for-
mations and proved theoretically that the downfall of capi-
talism was inevitable. They elucidated the historic role of
the proletariat as the grave-digger of capitalism, whose mis-
sion is to destroy the capitalist system and build a new society
without private ownership of the implements and means
of produition, without classes and with no exploitation of
man by man.'They proved the need to set up a revolutionary
party capable of leading the working class in its struggle
against the bourgeoisie, for the dictatorship of the proletariat
and building the new society.

Marx and Engels examined in detail the question of the
basic tasks of the proletarian revolution. In the "Address
of the Central Committee to the Communist League" (March
1850) they wrote: o'It is our interest and our task to make
the revolution permanent, until all more or less possessing
classes have been forced out of their position of dominance,
until the proletariat has conquered state power. .. . For us
the issue cannot be the alteration of private property but
only its annihilation, not the smoothing over of class antag-
oniims but the abolition of classes, not the improvement of
existing society but the foundation of a new one."2
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Marx and Engels also indicated the ally of the wo,rking
class by calling attention to the conjunction of the proletar-
ian revolution and the mass peasant revolutionary move-
ment. This idea was explicitly stated by Marx in his letter
to Engels of April 16, 1856. "The wh,qle thlqg ip. Germany,"
he wr-ote, "will depend on the possibility of backing the pro-
letarian revolution bv some second edition of the Peasant
War. Then the affair *itt te splendid. . . ."3

Proceeding from the ideas ixpressed by Marx and- Engels,
Lenin devel6ped Marxism in the epoch of imp-erialism^ald
created a geniuinely scientific and liarmonious the-ory of the
socialist revolution; he successfully upheld it in the uncom-
promising struggle against Menshevism and its varieties-
TrotskviJm. opllrtun"ism and revisionism of all hues and
shades. Talirrs'Marx's idea of the uninterrupted- revolu-
tion as his staiting point, Lenin worked out the- theory of
the transition of th. bortgeois-democratic revolution into
the socialist revolution.

Marx and Engels held that the victory of socialism in one

country was im]possible. But when capitalism entered the
stase of imperialism, the situation underwent a drastic
.tfig". Lenin made an analysis of the new and-higher phase

nf .ititutirm-the strussle'of the monopolistic groups for
markets and spheres of inlluence, the redivision of ttre already
ai"ia.a world, the imperialist wars and th-e- sharpening
contradictions between- labour and capital' He noted the
;;;;,h ;"dihe hish level of the revolufionarv struggle both
;i th; Russia, ut dth. international proletariat. In the article
;Oo th" Slogan for a United StateJ o{ Europe", which was
printed on August 23, l9l5 by the Party's central- organ'
'sotsial-Demohiat, Lenin came to the conclusion that "uneven

;;;;;;i. ;d potiti.ut development is 
- 
an absolute law- of

.rp11rtit*.'Hd.;, the victory- of socialism is possible first
i""."iiul or even in one capitalist country alone"'4 4 vt3t
later Lenin once again took up the q-t'e-stion, this time in the

;ii;l;;"rh. Militlry Programme oi the Proletarian Revo-

I;ii;;;'. H.-.r"phusiied thit "the development of capitalism

3 K. Marx and F. Engels, Selected Correspondenca, Moscow'

o. lll.' 4 V. I. Lenin, Collccled(l)orhs, Vol' 21' p' 342'

I 965,
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proceeds extremely unevenly in different countries. It cannot
Le otherwise under .o**odity production. From this it fol-
lows irrefutably that socialism &nnot achieve victory simul-
taneously i.n all countries. It will achieve victo-ry first in one

or seveial countries, while the others will for some time
remain bourgeois or pre-bourgeor-s111.

Lenin's teiching on the possibitity of achieviqg- the vic-
tory of socialism inlne countiy is the cornerstone of the theory
of ihe socialist revolution. This teaching, as well as the other
theses of Leninism, laid down the fundamental Einciples
of the concrete plan for building the new societv. The p]an
has its roots in fhe period when Lenin was working hard to
set uo a Marxist paitv of the working class in Russia. In the
Party's Draft Programme, whigh Lenin prepared in Decem-
ber i895, it was 

*emphasised 
that the proletariat's struggle

against the bourgeoisie 'ocan only end in the passage of p-o-

liTical power into'the hands of the working class, the t-ransfer
of all ihe land, instruments, factories, machines, and mines
to the whole of society for the organisation of socialist pro-
duction, under which ill tt at is produced by tJre workers-and
all improvements in production must benefit the working
people'themselves"a. Similar tasks were formulated in the
i'uriy'r first Programme, prepared by the editorial board of
Lenin's Ishra aid adopted 6y the Second Congress df the
Russian Social-Democratic Labour Party (RSDLP) in I903'
Thus, while the revolutionary Marxist party was- yet in the
making, Lenin was expressing some of the general principles
for building the new societY.

In many" of his works written in the pre-Octobe-r peligq'
Lenin devotes much attention to the practical tasks which
the working class would have to tackle after se?inC polit-
ical power."He examines this problem in such articles as "A
Greai Technical Achievemeni", "Iron on Peasant Farms",
"A Fashionable Branch of Industry", "The Question of Min-
istry of Education Policy",, "On-the Question of National
Policy". In one way or anotler he expressed in these articles
the ideas which later, after the establishment of the dictator-

5 Ibid., Vol.23, p. 79.
6 Ibid., Vol. 2, p. 95-96.
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ship of the proletariat in Soviet Russia, were incorporated
and further developed in his plan for building socialism.

Typical in this respect is his article entitled "A Great
Technical Achievement".ln l9l2 the British chemist William
Ramsay advanced the idea of turning coal into gas under-
ground.e In his article Lenin called that a gigantic tech-
nical revolution, and stressed that under capitalism such an
upheaval would further worsen the position of workers,
wrhereas the profits would be pocketed by Morgan, Rockefel-
ler, Ryabushinsky, Morozov and other money-bags. Ramsay's
idea iould benefit the working people only under socialism.
"IJnder socialism," Lenin wrote, "the application of Ramsay's
method, which will 'release' the labour of millions of miners,
etc., will make it possible immediately to shorten the work-
ing day for all from 8 hours to, say, 7 hours and even less.
T[e 'eiectrification' of all factories and railways will make
working conditions more hygienic, will free millions of work-
ers from smoke, dust and dirt, and accelerate the transforma-
tion of dirty, repulsive workshops into clean, bright labora-
tories worthy of human beings."7

In his works written in"February-October 1917 Lenin
elaborated important theses for the plan of transition from
capitalism to socialism in Russia.

0n April 3, 1917 Lenin arrived in Petrograd. His long
and forced emigration had come to an end. The qorking
oeople accorded an enthusiastic welcome to their leader.
1r, i spe.ch which he delivered from an armoured car in
the squire opposite the Finland Railway Station, lenin ".tggdthe working ilass to fight for the victory of the socialist
revolution.'On Aprit 4-he addressed a joint meeting of the
Party's Central Committee, the Petrograd Committee and the
delesates of the All-Russia Conference of the Soviets of
Woikers' and Soldiers' Deputies. The theses of Lenin's report
entitled "On the Tasks of the Proletariat in the Present
Revolution" were printed in the April 7 issue of Praada. In
these brilliant April Theses Lenin charted the Party's course
in turning the bourgeois-democratic revolution into a social-

6a First ideas concerning this problem were expressed in 1888 by
the Russian scientist Dmitry Mendeleyev.

7 V. T. Lenin, Collected,Works, Vol. 19, p. 62.
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ist revolution; he worked out the Party's political and eco-

nomic platform for the new stage in,the revolution.
Recalling the lessons of the Paris Commune and two Rus-

sian revolitions, Lenin advanced in the April Theses the
idea of the Republic of Soviets as the political form of the
dictatorship of 

-the 
proletariat' He proved,that the Republic

of Soviets 
-was 

a belter form than the parliamentary repub-
lic for the political organisation of so-ciety in the-transition
from capitalism to socialism, "Not a parliamentary
republicjto return to a parliamentary republic from the
Soviets of Workers' Deputies would be a retrograde step-
but a republic of Sovieti of Workers', Agricultural Labour-
ers' and?easants'Deputies throughout the country, from top
to the bottom."8

The Theses formulated the Party's economic platform and
maooed out a gradual but resolute course towards socialism.
In'iildustry thi Theses envisaged control by Soviets over
social production and the distribution of products, immediate
amalgimation of all banks in the country into- a singl-e na-
tional bank and control of its activities by the Soviets. Lenin
regarded the control over the banks, syndicates and other
ca[italist monopolies as a transitional and, preparato-ry
,rrias.rr. for nationalisation, i.e., for turning them into the
property of the whole people.^ Iir agriculture Lenin proposed that all landed estates be

confiscited and that all lands in the country be nationalised,
and placed at the disposal of the Soviets of Peasants' and
Agriiultural Laboureri' Deputies. lhqt wgs-lhe only correct
rJlrrtion to the agrarian pro6lem. The April Theses envisaged
the creation of large farms at the decision of local Soviets.
Such farms, set up on the confiscated estates, were to serve
as models for the peasantry. Lenin explained the adva{rtages
of large-scale farm production and the need..for introducing
it gralually. "It is'necessary," he wrote, "to thi,nk- about
goirrg orer to large-scale farming cond,ucted -on public lines
Ind"to tachle thi; iob at once by teaching the masses,-and
in turn learning fiom the rnasses, the practical expedient
rneasures for bringing about such a transition."9

8 V. L Lenin, Collected Worhs, Vol. 24, p. 23.
s Ibid., Vol. 24, p. 169.
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Lenin believed that the organisation of the agricultural
proletariat and poor peasants was a cardinal prerequisite
lor the success of the revolution in the countryside and for
the development of agriculture along the socialist lines. In
the April Theses and in other works written at about the
same time Lenin emphasised that the alliance of workers
and poor peasants under the leadership of the proletariat
and iis vanguard, the Marxist Party, was the foundation of
the victory 

*of 
the socialist revolution and the building of

the new society.
In the programme of transition to the socialist revolution

Lenin outlined practical measures to overcome the economic
ruin which resulted from the imperialist war and the anti-
popular policy of the bourgeois Provisional Government.
The war put Russia on the verge of economic disaster. Lenin
said that the only way out was to place all powgr into the
hands of the revolutionary proletariat, establish people's
control over social production and distribution of products,
and implement othei transitional measures and steps- leading
to sociallism. That was Russia's only escape from the impend-
ing catastrophe. Lenin expressed these 

-ideas 
in such articles

as-"The Impending Catastrophe an^d-How to Combat It",
"Materials Relating;"to the Revision of the?artyProgramme",
"Can the Bolshevifs Retain State Power?" and "The Tasks
of the Revolution".

In the articles "The Impending Catastrophe and How to
Combat It" and "Can the-Bolsheviks Retain State Power?"
Lenin substantiates the necessity and complete feasibility of
the simultaneous nationalisation of banks and modern in-
dustry unified by capitalist monopolies-. He outlines the meth-
ods for socialising lhe means of production and nationalis-
ing them after t[e victory 

-o-f 
thq socialist revolution' The

priperty of medium and small capitalists, not unified by mo-
nopoliei, was to be gradually turned into public property,
anh they themselves 

"were 
to- be engaged in socially useful

labour under the control of the proletarian state.
Thus, the April Theses posed the task of establjshing

control'by Soviets over banks and enterpris-es, social pr.o-

duction uird ditttibrrtion of products; but in the works writ-
ten on the eve of the Octbber Revolution Lenin put the
main emphasis on the nationalisation of banks and big indus-
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trial monopolies-the syndicates. In full accordance with
Lenin's prdgramme, thi Sixth Party Congress envisaged
"the nationalisation and concentration of the banking busi-
ness, the nationalisation of certain syndicates (e. g., oil, coal,
sugar and metallurgical enterprises and transport)".10 _ . -Lenin indicated the particularly important role which
awaited the nationalised banks in the building of socialism.
"A Single State Bank," he wrote, "the biggest of the big,
with brinches in every rural district, in every factory, will
constitute as much as nine-tenths of the soci,alist apparatus.
This will be country-wide book-heeping, country-wide ac-
counting of the production and distribu[ion of goodf, this
will be, so to speak, something in the nature of the sheleton
of socialist society."ll Lenin drew up the programme of the
socialist revolution and the practical construction of the new
society on the basis of all the material prerequisites provided
by capitalism. He proved the need to employ state capital-
ism and bourgeois specialists and to train new specialists in
building the Jocialisi economy. "We need," he wrote, "good
organisers of banking and the amalgamation of enterprises
(in this matter the capitalists have more experience, and it
is easier to work with experienced people), and we need
f.at, far more.engineers, agronomists, technicians and scien-
tifically trained specialists of every kind than were needed
before. We shall give all these specialists work to which
they are accustomed and which they can cope with."l2

Lenin's economic programme allocated a prominent place
to workers' control ovei production and the distribution of
products. The control was necessary to arrange the supply
of commodities to the population and prepare the working
class for independent management of production. Lenin
believed that the introduction of universal labour conscrip-
tion in conjunction with the socialist principle "he who does
not work, neither shall he eat" would also serve the interests
of the working masses and the proletarian state. In his works

r0 The CPSU in the Decisions and, Resolutions of lts Congresses,
Conferences and Plenary Meetings of the Central Committee, Moscow,
1970, Vol. 1, p.490 (In Russian).

11 V. I. Lenin, Collected Uorks, Vol. 26, p. 106.
12 Ibid., Vol. 26, p. 1I0.
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Lenin placed .great emphasis on the idea of the co-ordina-
tion of produCtion and distribution by workers in the in-
terests oi the formerly exploited masses, stressed the impor-
tance of democratic centialism in the management of the
economy.

The seizure of political power by the proletariat,- allied
with the poo. p.dsantry, was an essential--prerequisite for
the implementaiion of Lenin's economic p-olicy.-The ideolo-

.qists of the bourgeoisie claimed that the Bolsheviks would not
f,are to take thJreins of government or, if they did so, they
would not hold out for airy tength of time. Lenin shattered
these allegations and ridiiuled the arguments of bourgeois
henchmen- who asserted that the proletariat and its Party
would fail to set the state apparatus in motion and place
it under their control.

Lenin pointed out that the proletariat had a wonderful
means of- retaining the state apparatus-the broad masses

of the working p.ofrle governing fhe state. Not a single capi-
talist state could boast of possessing such a means'

L.rrir;t works were invaiuable foi the Party's planning of
the socialist revolution.

A conspicuous place in Lenin's works is Siven over to
the agraria., probl.*. In the article "The Tasks of the
Riroi,ltir.r", piinted at the end of September 1917, he indi-
.rt.J it 

"t 
thJ revolution was the cause of the whole people,

oointed out the correct wav to solve the agrarian problem in
ihe interests of the peasaniry. The article said that the pro-
letarian state should immediately annul the private,owner-
tfrip "f tr"aed estates without any compensation, and trans-
i.r'tt. iu"a to the jurisdiction of 

"peasants' 
committees' That

was the cardinal .[urt. in the programme of the Commun-
ists on the eve of the Great OCtober Socialist Revolution'

l" tt. pre-October period a partiqularly imp.ortant place

in Lenin's work on thl plan for building socialism belongs

to tris brilliant essay Thi state and Reaolution. Developing
i;.*ir 1;;;hi;s ;; the state, T.enin defined the role and

,in"in.u".. of iire dictatorship of the proletariat.in b_uilding

tt? ".* society. "The proleiatiat," -he wrote, "needs state

;;;;;, a centralised organisation of force, an. organisation
;i "i;i;.;, both to crish the resistance of the- exploiters
u"a to kad the 

"rrorrnort 
mass of the population-the
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peasants, the petty bourgeoisie, and semi--.proletarians-in
ih.;;;( of organiiing a slocialist ecoromy."13 Lenin indicat-
ed the leading role o-f the Party. *By educating the work-
.ir'"';;*t h-" 

-tuid, o'Marxisrn 
.eduiates the vanguard of

;h; fJ;i;riat, capa|le of assuming.power and leading the

;;i"i; 1rn:opin io socialism, of direiting at-'g organising the

,',"* tyit.*, of being the.teact-rer, the guide, the. leader ot

all the working and exploited people in. organtsrng therr
social life without the bourgeoisie and against the bourgeot-

sie."l4-in 
the bookThe State and Reaolution l.enin analysed the

f""au-.*ul questions of the transition from- capitalit*.19
r"A"fit* and mapped out the plan of h-ow to begin to. buil*
;h;;;;^t;;i;tt: A'; drew attention to the need to utilise all
ifi. *rt.ri"l prerequisites created by-capitalism fo"r the,or-
ganisation of socialist production in the interests of workers
and ooor Deasants'-"C;;t.q;;"iiy, *h." the Communists were making ready

for-1h. 
-'p-leiarian 

revolution,. they already had a. pl3n'
;;rk;a oll uy i."in, for the initial it'ls of the organisation
of the new siate and social system' However, prior to the

irctoil R"-rolrtiot, the plan was worked o-ut qllv in prin-
.ipi", f..urrse it was impossible to predict the diverse qYes-

iiJ"t' tfrrt would arise'during the building of socialism'

Before the victory of the october Revolution, Lenin sard,

ifr. 
-r*i.iitts 

knew, for example, that -c-apitalist ownership

would be replaced by socialist ownershrp' "We knew tnrs

when we took power for the purpose of proceedtng^wrtll

socialist reorganisation; but we couli not know the torms

ol tiorrtfo.-a"tion, or the rate of development of the concrete

;;"r:qr;it;ii;;. Coliective gxperience, the. experience of,,mil-
lions"can alone give us decisive guidance in this rgspe:t' '1J.

- lit., the viciory of the Greit October Socialist Revolu-

ti;-i;"i;- developed his plan for building socialism and

;;a;t;"r. ,p..ifi., on tte basis of -the generalised expe-

rience of the ,riatt.t and the practical results of the soctat

t;;;;i";*"tions. The plan wal enriched both from the top

13 V. I. Lenir,, CollectedUorhs, Vol' 25, p' 404'
14 Ibid.
15 Ibid., Vol. 27, P. 410'

2-624
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(elaboration of the scientific programme and economic
policy) and from the bottom (creative activities of the
masses).

_ Thus, Lenin showed the Bolshevik Party, the working
class and all the working people of Russia the way to overl
|hrory the exp-loite_rs andislablish the dictatorship of the pro-
letariat, and he also mapped out the plan, in general teims,
for cre_ating the new soCiEty. In his tLeoreticai' works, writ-
ten before and after the October Revolution, Lenin scien-
tifically substantiated the possibility of the victory of social-
irq il one c_ountry and worked out the basic piinciples of
socialist production and the revolutionary reorganisaiion of
s,ociety.. Lenin's brilliant ideas of the seizure of power by
the_working class in alliance with the poor peasantry and oi
building a new social system were tlie coinerstones of the
programme with which the Bolshevik Partv undertook the
socialist revolution.

2. LENIN'S PLAN FOR THE INITIAL STEPS
IN SOCTALIST CONSTRUCTTON

The victory of the Great October Socialist Revolution
marked the beginning of the transitional period from capital-
ism to socialism, the psriod of tbe revolutionary reorgani-
sation -of society. The Bolshevik Party began to" implement
the political and economic measures which"Lenin had work-
ed out on the eve of the revolution. Lenin's plan for remodel-
ling Russia was becoming a reality.

The Second Congresr of Soviets, which opened on the
evening of Novemb er 7 , lglT , announced that power had
beenassumed by the working people-workers and peasants.
The Congress passed the first'histoiic decrees of Soviet power.
The Decree on Peace laid down the principles of s6cialist
foreign.policy ?nd proclaimed Lenin's thesis of the possibility
of coexistence between states with different social systems. It
denounced the, imperialist_war as o'the greatest crime against
humanity". The Soviet Government p"roposed. that ail the
belligerent countries should immediateiy ionclude a just and
democratic peace without annexations or indemnitiels. From
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the very beginning, the Soviet Republic demonstrated to the
whole rvorld its peaceful foreign policy.

A vital revolutionary and democratic step was the Decree
on Land, which the Congress adopted on Lenin's initiative.
The Decree proclaimed all land and its deposits (oil, coal,
ores and other minerals) to be the property of the whole
people; landed proprietorship was abolished without any
compensation. Thus, the centuries-long dream of the
peasantry came true. The peasants acquired more than 150
million hectares of land. The Soviet Government released
them from their huge debts to banks, landowners, usurers
and kulaks (rich peasants), and also from the payment of
annual rents, interest and mortgage rates, etc. The Decree
incorporated the Peasant Mandate on the Land which
envisaged equal land tenure, though the Bolsheviks were
against the principle. Lenin and the Party were confident
that the peasants would in practice reali se that equal land
tenure would not save them from want and the kulak yoke,
and that it would not help to raise their living standards.

Being consistent Marxists, Lenin and the Bolsheviks op-
posed the retaining of an economy based on petty ownership.
They explained that only large-scale socialised production
and a collective economy could ensure the well-being of the
peasants.16

The Soviet Government introduced an 8-hour working
day and state insurance against unemployment and illness.
The Declaration of the Rights of the Peoples of Russia, which
was published on November 15, 1917, proclaimed the
fundamental principles behind the nationalities policy, the
equality and the sovereignty of the peoples of Russia, and
their right to self-determination, including the right of seces-

16 Public ownership of the land created the prerequisites for the de-
velopment of socialism in agriculture. Lenin wrote that "the nationalisa-
tion of the land has given the proletarian state the naximum opportuni-
ty of passing to socialism in agriculture"(V. I. Lenin, Collected. (l)orhs,
Vol. 28, p. 315). It must be said that, in addition to the land, the
peasants received machinery, cattle, draught animals and farm im-
plements which had belonged to the iandowners. The best landed es-
tates were turned into state farms which became the embryos of
socialism in agriculture, setting an example for the peasants around
them.

9t
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sion and formation of independent states. Making use of
their power, the working people destroyed the old order and
made revolutionary changes in all spheres of social life.

The Party began to fight for the command posts in
the economy. But it is a very difficult and complicated task
to transform capitalist ownership into socialist where there
is stubborn bourgeois resistance. The factory owners would
not co-operate with Soviet power, they sought to disorganise
production and cause economic chaos. The proletariat had no
experience in managing production. That was why the Soviet
government did not immediately nationalise industry en bloc,
but established workers' control in capitalist-owned enter-
prises. This control marked in essence the transfer of the
country's industry into the hands of the proletariat. Work-
ers' control, which was proclaimed by the All-Russia Central
Executive Committee and the Council of People's Com-
missars on November 27, 1917, covered all aspects of work
in enterprises; it was an important step towards state regula-
tion of the economy. From the very first months of the
socialist revolution the Soviet government began to crush
the resistance of the bourgeoisie and of those who openly
opposed it, refused to obey its instructions and decrees, and
concealed raw materials, fuel, etc. At the same time the
Soviet government began to nationalise industrial enterprises.
The first to be nationalised were enterprises of paramount
importance for the economy. In December 7917 the Council
of People's Commissars set up the Supreme Economic Council
(SEC) in order to pave the way for the total nationalisation
of heavy industry and to strengthen workers' control. Local
economic councils were set up in regions, gubernias and
districts. They r,vere entrusted with managin.g the local
economy and production.

On June 28, 1918, after creating the necessary conditions,
the Soviet government issued a decree on the nationalisation
of all large-scale industry. The Decree was enthusiasticallrz
approved by the entire working class. By the middle of 1918
t[e state had taken over most of the coal, metallurgical,
textile, oil, chemical, engineering, and food industries. By
August 1918 the number of nationalised enterprises topped
the-3,000 mark. Socialist production relations-relations of
comrarlely co-operation and mutual assistance-were spread-
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ing throughout industry. For the first time in human histo-ry
thE means of production had ceased to be instruments for
oppressing the working class and had been turned into instru-
*&ts foi defending the workers' interests. The- way was
laid open for the continuous and accelerated- developm-ent o{
the country's productive forces. As for small-scale and craft
industries,'the Party and the state followed a policy of co-
operating them step by step.^Nationalisation-of'the-banks was one of the most im-
portant measures which undermined the economic might of
ih. borrgeoisie and which helped to organise the new society.
In the first days of the revolution the Soviet Government
took over the State Bank; the Decree of December 15, l9l7
announced the nationalisation of all private banks in the
country and annulled all debts incurred by the. tsar and -the
bourgebis Provisional Government. The state's total debt
amorinted to 60,000 million rubles, of which 16,000 million
were incurred abroad.l7 So the Decree was a heavy blow to
international financial capital.

Railways, river and sea merchant fleets became state prop-
erty; foreign trade became a state monopoly.

Socialisi.public property was the foundation of the new
system in Russia, the basii for building -a socialist society.ls' When the Party and the Soviet state began to implement
Lenin's plan for the socialist transformation of RL-ssia, they
encount6red tremendous difficulties. The undertaking had
no precedent in human history' Many co-nceptio-ns Ed 1o
be 'checked, reviewed or eYen rejected. Soviet Russia
was following an untrodden path, but, led by the

17 Decade of Soui.et Poaer in Figures (1917-1927), Moscow, 1928,

p. 490 (in Russian).' 18 Important socio-economic and political measures -were impiemen-t-
ed in th'e initial period of the socialist revolution^(Nove{rber 1917-
February 1918), ;hich Leqin called the period of the Red Guard
;tt*k ;; capital. These measures included sbcialisation of the principal
means of pioduction, destruction of the old state,apparatus, creation
of the ne# Soviet state apparatus, destruction of the rcmnants of the
olrl estate svstem and thl'reeime of national oppression, abrogation
of orivileees for the church, ind thc abolition of all counter-revolu-
tioriu.y p.:.r. orgur* and organisalions, The mcasures were implemented
in spiie-of the lomplicated-international situation and the fierce fesis-
tance of the deposed classes and their parties.
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Bolshevik Party, her onward march was steady and confident.
In November l9l7 Lenin urged the working people to take
all state power into their hands. "Your Soviets," he wrote,
"are from now on the organs of state authority, legislative
bodies with full powers.

"Rally around your Soviets. Strengthen them. Get on
with the job yourselves; begin right at the bottom, do not
wait for &Dyone."l9

The formation of the new state apparatus and the socialist
transformations of the economy greatly strengthened the
eositiot of the Soviet government. However, the young
Soviet Republic was in a precarious state. Her economy wai
ruined, the people were exhausted by the war, the old army
was demoralised, the Red Army was yet in the making. The
country needed a breathing space, and so Lenin and the
Party acted accordingly. Having overcome the fierce re-
sistance of the Trotskyites and the "Left-Communists", the
Party headed by Lenin succeeded in effecting a truce with
Germany. The peace agreement provided the necessary
respite for rehabilitating the ruined economy, embarking on
socialist construction and building up the country's defences.
The period of the "Red Guard attack on capital" came to
an end, and a new stage began-the development of the
Soviet economy.

In the spring of 1918, having generalised the experience
of the socialist revolution and thoroughly analysed the home
and foreign situation of the young Soviet Republic, Lenin
wrote "The Immediate Tasks of the Soviet Government",
an impressive plan for building socialism in which he in-
dicated the concrete ways and forms of building the new
society. Later he developed these ideas in "The Chief Task
of Our Day", "Draft Plan of Scientific and Technical
Work", "Left-wing Childishness and the Petty-Bourgeois
Mentality"20 and other articles. During that period Lenin
substantiated the plan for building up the socialist economy
and specified the economic policy of the Soviet state in the
transitional period from capitalism to socialism. He stressed
that Russia had all the prerequisites for building the new

le V. I. Lerin., Collected Uorky, Vol. 26, p. 297.
20 Ibid., Yol.27.

society and becoming a mighty socialist state. "Our natural
wealth, our manpower and the splendid impetus which the
great revolution has given to the creative powers of the
people are ample material to build a truly mighty and
abundant Russia."2l

Lenin's plan indicated the key points for a successful start
to the socialist construction and made the organisational
task-the administration of the country-the focal point of
the further development of the revolution. "We, the
Bolshevik Party," Lenin wrote, "have conainced Russia. We
have aon, Russia from the rich for the poor, from the exploit-
ers for the working people. Now we must admi.nrlsfer Russia.
And the whole peculiarity of the present situation, the whole
difficulty, lies iii understanding the specific features of the
transition from the principal task of convincing the people
and of suppressing the exploiters by armed force to the
principal ti,ik of a"dministraiion."22 Diafting the Communist
Party's basic tasks in building socialism, Lenin pointed out
that it was necessary to strengthen the dictatorship of the
proletariat as the main instrument for organising the economy
of the new society. In the struggle against the Trotskyites,
"Left-Communists" and other opportunists Lenin advocated
the leading role of the state of workers and peasants in build-
ing socialism and communism. He frequently emphasised that
the dictatorship of the proletariat in the economy was the
crux of the proletarian revolution.

Lenin's s-cientific programme for the first stage of build-
ing socialism took account of the material requirements for
the development of Soviet society, and it contained a deep
analysis ofthe econoriy during the transitional period. Lenin
expounded the principal features of the Soviet economy and
indicated that it encompassed five socio-economic structures:
l) patriarchal, i.e., essentially a natural peasant economy;
2) imall-scale commodity production (incorporating mogt
grain-growing farms); 3) private capitalism; 4) state capital-
ism; 5) socialism.

All'these structures were closely intertwined, and the
economy of the transitional period was marked by both
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2r lbid., p. 16l.
22 Ibid., Yol.27, p.242.
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socialist features and the vestiges of a dyin.g capitalism. The
struggle between socialism and capitalism was the principal
conflict in the transitional period.

Lenin explained that the policy the Soviet government
should adopt towards the capitalist structure should be that
of first restricting and ousting it, and then abolishing it com-
pletely. As for small-scale commodity production, however,
he advised long and scrupulous preparatory work to set up
the conditions for the socialist reorganisation of agriculture.
The private economies of small and medium producers would
continue to exist for a certain time. Steps towards the crea-
tion of big collective farms would be taken after mass co'
operation, first, in the field of supply and marketing and then,
in the field of agricultural production itself. Lenin set the
task of a "gradual but steady transition to joint tillage and
large-scale socialist agriculturs. . ."23.

Lenin's plan for a start to building socialism envisaged
the final expropriation of the big bourgeoisie. Nationalisa-
tion placed the socialist structure in the key position in large-
scale industry. In practice, however, the take-over of the
expropriated enterprises was proceeding unsatisfactorily. And
so in the spring of 1918 Lenin said that the task was not to
hurry with the expropriation of the bourgeoisie but to secure
the gains already made. That required strict and widespread
accounting and control over production and distribution.
That, according to Lenin, was the essence of the socialist
transformation. Socialism meant accounting. Without ac-
counting it was impossible to ensure the correct functioning
of the first stage of the communist society. All political and
economic work should be focussed on the organisation of ac-
counting and control in nationalised enterprises and in the
entire economy. Accounting and control were an important
means of bridling the petty-bourgeois anarchy which was a
serious threat, to the socialist structure. Lenin wrote: "The
programme of this accountin.q and control is simple, clear
and intelligible to all-everyone to have bread; eyeryone to
have souqd footwear and good clothing; eyeryone to have
warm dwellings; everyone to work conscientiously; not a
single rogue (including those who shirk their work) to be

23 V. I. Lenin. Collected Uorks, Vol. 27, p. 153.
Uorhs, Vol. 26, p. 414.
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allowed to be at liberty, but kept in prison or serve his
sentence, of compulsory labour of the hardest kind; not a
single rich man who violates the laws and- regulations-o-f
socialism to be allowed to escape the fate of the rogue which
should, in justice, be the fate of the rich man. 'He who does
not work, neither shall he eat'-this is the Braci:ical com-
mandment of socialism."24

Accounting and control spelt NO to the restoration of
capitalism; tirey guaranteed the victory of the new, socialist
syitem. It was t{re road of gradual transition to socialism.' 

Lenin then drew attention to the great role of hi.qh labour
oroductivitv in the creation of modern socialist production.
t'Ir, .rr..y socialist revolution," he said, "after the proletariat
has solved the problem of capturing power' and to the extent
that the task of expropriating the expropriators and suppress-
ing their resistance has been carried out in the main, there
neiessarily comes to the forefront the fundamental task of
creating a social system superior to capitalism, namely, rais-
ing thelroductivity of labour, and in this conne-ction (an{-for
thii puipose) securing better organis.ation of labour."25

HiAhei labour productivity, aciording- 16 T- enin, should
result from the development of large-scale industry, expan-
sion of its material base (production of fuel, iron, engineer-
ing and chernical products), and, on that,basis, from technical
pr"og.ess. The creation of an advanced tech,nological. base,

the"industrialisation of the country and the electrification of
the national economy should be accompanied by a steady rlse
in the educational and cultural standards of the people. The
cultural revolution was indispensable for higher labour pro-
ductivity. Lenin paid much attention to the need for enforcing
labour discipline and a conscientious, socialist attitude to
labour.

Lenin held that, alongside methods of persuasion, the
dictatorship of the proletiriat should resort to measures of
compulsion toward idlers, parasites, extortionists, swindlers
and'all those who sought to benefit thernselves at the state's
expense. He insis,ted on an uncompromising struggle against
diJorganisers of production, hooligans and proponents of capi-

24 V. I. Lenin, Collected
25 Ibid., Yol.27, p. 257.
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italist morals. There could be no talk of raising labour pro-
ductivity without a new, conscientious discipline or without
coercion against all sorts of disorganisers in enterprises. That
explains why Lenin and the Communist Party focussed their
attention on the question of enforcing labour discipline.

Lenin considered socialist emulation to be instrumental in
raising labour productivity and viewed it as an indispensa-
ble form of encouraging initiative and activity of the masses
and as a powerful means of mobilising the people for the
economic and cultural build-up. Socialism, Lenin said, does
not extinguish the flame of competition; on the contrary, it
offers for the first time an opportunity to conduct the com-
petition on a really mass scale. He pointed out that the emu-
lation of free workers was superior to rivalry as a form of
competition in capitalist society. In this connection he paid
much attention to the dissemination and utilisation of
advanced experience, the publicity of the results of the work
of different enterprises, and to the relevant role of the Soviet
press. The organisation of socialist emulation became one of
the cardinal tasks of the Soviet state.

Lenin placed much hope on bourgeois specialists and their
role in the utmost development of the country's productive
forces and enhancement of labour productivity. But, he said,
it was also necessary to train specialists from among workers
and peasants. Many specialists, including such prominent
scientists as Michurin, Pavlov, Timiryazev, Gubkin, Vilyams
and Komarov decided to work hand-in-haud with the Soviet
government in building the new society. They-scientists,
ergineers, writers and artists who accepted the platform of
the Soviet government-greatly contributed to ihe realisa-
tion of Lenin's plan for building socialism.

The plan envisaged the large-scale introduction of state
capitalism. "State-monopoly capitalism," Lenin pointed out,
"is a complete material prepaiation for socialism."26 The
various forms of state capitalism (enlistment of capitalists for
service in branch administrations of industry, agreements
with the owners of factories which had not yet been
nationalised, concessions and bourgeois co-operatives) could
contribute to the building of socialist economy.

26 V. I. Lenin, Collected (Dorhs, Vol. 25, p. 359. 27 V. I. Lenir, Collected Uorhs, Vol. 27, pp. 268-69.
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The Russian bourgeoisie, however, relying on the support
of foreign imperialists, refused, in essence, to work under
the dictatorship of the proletariat. Even worse, some attempts
were made, under the coyer of state capitalism, to save certain
big industrial enterprises, natural resources and even whole
sectors of the economy from nationalisation.

Lenin also elaborated a number of other important pro-
blems related to the initial steps of building socialism. He
revealed and substantiated the tremendous importance of
the economic law of distribution according to the work done
and the related material interest of each worker in the
results of his labour: he who works better must get higher
pay and more material and cultural benefits. Lenin indicated
the necessity of one-man management, without which the
correct organisation of labour and discipline in enterprises
are quite impossible. o'Machine industry," he said, "calls for
absolute and strict uruity of zttill, which directs the ioint
labour of hundreds, thousands and tens of thousands of
people. The technical, economic and historical necessity of
this is obvious, and all those who have thought about
socialism have always regarded it as one of the conditions of
socialism. But how can strict unity of will be ensured? By
thousands subordinating their will to the will of one."27

In his plan for building socialism Lenin included such
measures as the planned and balanced development of the
economy, the introduction of the principle of democratic
centralism into the management of the economy, state control
and regulation of commodity circulation, the development
of Soviet co-operatives, self-accounting and the regime of
economy. He also indicated the principal goals of the
economic policy of the dictatorship of the proletariat during
the transitional period from capitalism to socialism.

Thus, Lenin, in his work "The Immediate Tasks of the
Soviet Government", formulated a concrete plan for a start
to building socialism. It was a scientifically substantiated
programme for building the foundations of a socialist eco-
nomy.

Lenin's plan was approved by the Party's Central Com-
mittee and adopted by the All-Russia Central Executive,
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Committee. It was accepted by all the workin.g people and
became a programme of action for the Soviet people, the
Communist Party and the state.

In implementing Lenin's, plan, the Communist Party
mobilised the people for building the foundations of the
socialist economy. The socialist sector in industry was being
strengthened, and so was labour discipline in nationalised
factories and plants; Lenin's instructions to create a large-
scale machine-indristry on the basis of electrification were
being realised. New industrial enterprises, electric power
stations and railways were under construction.2s The con-
struction projects in the Urals, the Kuzbas, Petrograd, Moscow
and other industrial centres were of great economic impor-
tance. They helped to develop the country's productive forces
and improve the working people's living standards.

While introducin.q socialist changes in industry, the Com-
munist Party and the Soviet Government never lost sight
of the countryside and continually strengthened the alliance
between the working class and the peasantry-the alliance
which is the cornerstone of the dictatorship of the proletariat.
The class struggle in the countryside was spreading. The
kulaks and other hostile elements took advantage of the dire
food situation to oppose Soviet power. They concealed grain
surpluses and created difficulties in supplying workers and
soldiers with foodstuffs. The battle for grain, Lenin said,
was the battle for socialism. The Party mobilised the pro-
letariat for the ,war against hunger; workers ioined food
detachments which went to villa.qes to procure bread and help
poor peasants.

The socialist revolution in the countryside was greatly
advanced by the poor peasants' committees which were set up
followin.g the Decree of June 11, 1918, issued bv the All-
Russia Central Executive Committee. The committees fought
shoulder to shoulder with the food detachments against the

28 Il the spring of 1918 the Soviet Government planned to build
the first electric power stations. Comn-rittees on electrification were set
up in different pirts of the country. In April 1919 the Management of
tfie Supreme EConomic Council reported to'Lenin that it had set up
special'agencies for building the Svir. Shatura and Kashira projects.
Old electric power stations were repaired and new ones were built,
particularly in Volkhov, Shatura and Kashira.
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kulaks and confiscated their land, grain, farm implements and
cattle for distribution among poor peasants. They backed
Soviet power in their localities, helped the local authorities
to recruit people for the Red Army and set up the first
collective farms-agricultural communes, artels and societies
for collective cultivation of the land. The poor peasants
committees were reliable instruments of the dictatorship of
the proletariat in the countryside.

The gains of the Great October Socialist Revolution were
proclairned in the Constitution of the RSFSR which was
adopted on July 10, 1918 by the fifth All-Russia Congress
of Soviets. It was the first Soviet Constitution. It proclaimed
the victory of the socialist revolution, the dictatorship of the
proletariat, the public ownership of land, factories, banks,
iailways, water transport and the monopoly of forei.qn trad9.
It guaianteed the working people the great right to work,
education, rest, and the freedom of association and assembly.
These guarantees were backed by material support. The
Constitution embodied the principles of Soviet democracy,
the supreme form of democracy-for the working peoPle.
"What the Soviet Constitution gives us," Lenin wrote, 'ono
other state has been able to give in two hundred yea15."2e

The first Soviet Constitution was a priceless contribution
to the consolidation of the Soviet Republic. It was a triumph
of Marxist-Leninist theory and the policy of the Communist
Party.

3. INTERVENTTON AND THE CIVIL WAR

The breathing-space which the Soviet Republic gained at
the beginning of 1918 was a short one. American, British,
French- and Japanese imperialists joined hands with the
internal counter-revolutionaries to oYerthrow the Soviet
government and restore the bourgeois-landowner system in
Russia. By the middle of 1918 the Soviet Republic found
itself in dire straits. The interventionists and the whiteguards
seized Arkhangelsk, Murmansk, Central Asia, the Far East,
the Urals, Siberia, part of the Volga basin, the Don area, the
Ukraine and the Caucasus-nearly three-quarters of the

2e V. I. Lenin, CollectedWorks, Vol. 30, p. 511.
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country's territory. Their combined actions obstructed the
peaceful endeavours of the Soviet Republic. The Communist
Party mobilised the working people to fight both home and
foreign reaction. Everything was subordinated to the
exigencies of war-time. The economy was militarised. The
working people devoted all their efforts to defendin.q the
Soviet Republic, crushing the interventionists and the white-
guards and gaining victory in the Civil War.

Lenin directed military operations and presided over the
Council of Workers' and Peasants' Defence, r,vhich was set
up on November 30, 1918 to co-ordinate the work of military
and civil departments. Lenin and the Party's Central Com-
mittee led the armed struggle of the workers and peasants
against foreign interyentionists and internal counter-reyolu-
tion. The merciless war between socialism and capitalism
compelled the Soviet governrnent to resort to the severe
policy of War Communism. All medium and many small
enterprises were nationalised. The country's industry was
made to work for defence purposes. Other important
measures included the nationalisation of private railways,
abrogation of the private ownership of property in towns,
labour conscription for the entire able-bodied population,
extraordinary lump-sum taxes on the bourgeoisie and pro-
hibition of private trade in grain and other prime necessities.
During the Civil War the Soviet state confiscated the bulk
of the social product.

On January 11, 1919 the Government introduced the
surplus-grain appropriation system-one of the most typical
aspects of War Communism. Peasants were ordered to deliver
surplus grain and other farm products to the Soviet state at
fixed prices. Sometimes they were ordered to do so on credit
without any compensation. That was the only way to provide
the Red Army and workers with foodstuffs, keep industry
going and achieve victory in the Civil War. In introducing
the surplus-grain appropriation system the Soviet government
was relying on the military and political alliance between the
working class and the peasantry. Its hopes were fully justified.

The policy of War Communism was a forced but necessary
step. Lenin explained it thus: "'We could not restore industry
when we were blockaded, besieged on all sides, cut off from
the whole world and later from the grain-bearing South,
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Siberia, and the coal-fields. We could not afford to hesitate
in introducing War Communism, or daring to go to the
most desperate extr-emes: to save the workeri' and'peasants,
rule we had to suffer an existence of semi-starvaiion and
worse than semi-starvation, but to hold on at all costs. in
spite of unprecedented ruin and the absence of economic
intercourse."So

But , even then, in spite -of _ the war-time hardships,
economic ruin and starvation, the Soviet people did not relen[
in their labour efforts. The country *.rrt on with its plans
for. electrificatio_n, the public sectoi was strengthening,' and
socialist 3rinciples of work took root in indusiry and''agri-
culture. .The Party made the most of the advaniages of 

'the
new_so-cial system and implemented Lenin's plan.-
- While continuing to direct the country's ilefence, Lenin
furth-er developed and qpecified his plan for building social-
ism in such works as The Proletar:ian Reuolution"and the
Renega!!.Kau.t-sll (November l9l8), Draft programme ol
t!.e- RLP(p) (March l9l9), Let't-ibing Communism-qn
Infantile D-isorder (March 1920) and iiro in reports and
speeches which he made at t.hat time. In these works he gave
a detailed analysis of the experience gained during the Gieat
October Revolution and the first tra]rsformations'of society
along socialist. principles, stressed the international sig'-
nificance o{ this experience which corroborated the g.r.iul
lar.vs of the transition from capitalism to socialisir, and
charted the road of building socialism and communism.
_ Mo-st comprehensive in this respect is The Proletarian
Reaolution and the Renegad,e Kdutshy, in which Lenin
exposed Kautsky as a renegade who betrayed the interests of
working_ people, took sides with the bourgeoisie and deni-
grated the victorious proletarian revolution-. Lenin furnished
answers to many questions concerning the proletarian reyolu-
tion and the socialist transformations in Russia; he indicated
that_they were- of great international importance. Lenin
vividly expounded the political and econoniic course of the
Soviet state and revealed the difference between the pro-
]etarian and bourgeois democracies. "Proletarian democracv.,,
he wrote, "is a million times more democratic that any bour-

30 V. I. Lenin, Collected (Dorks, Vol. 82, p. 551.
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geois democracy; Soviet power is a million times more demo-
Eratic than the most dembcratic bourgeois republic."3l

Lenin worked out the .principal th'eses of the 
-PartlsPr[q.i*rr" adopted by the'Eighth Congress of the &CP(q)

in il{arch 1919.'In this Progrimme he-defined the Party's
tasks in building socialism arid outlined the fundamentals of
the Soviet goveinment's economic policy during the entire
transitional"period. The programme pointed out that the
main and decisive task waithe development of the productive
forces. The target was to complete the ex-propriation of the
bourgeoisie ut a convert the means of production and
distribution into the property of the whole peoPle, to^ con-
tinue with the policy ol .o-opetating local and craft in-
dustries, and subiect the country's economy to a single state
economic plan. In agriculture the programme recommended
the setting up of stale farms, societies for collective cultiva-
tion of the iand and agricultural artels, and support. agri-
."ii"rut communes, in oider to help with the organisation of
lalge-scale socialist agriculture. Specific measures were
eniisaged to raise produltivity on private peasant economies,

,olr. tlte housing 
-problem 

and problems concerned with
p"Uti. health and"education. All these measures were desigrled
io strengthen the dictatorship of the proletariat and further
the buiiding of socialism. The programme mobilised the
working people to fight for the victory of the new social
system.-'Ait.t 

hearing Lenin's report, the Eighth longress^adopted
an exceptionaliy important resolution on the shift from the
policv oi neutralising middle peasants to a policv of a strong
alliance between the proletariat and the middle peasants,

with the reliance on the poor peasants in the struggle against
the kulaks and for the victoiy of socialism' That was t!.9
ijul'ty;r irri,'d strategic slogan on the agrarian question'32

Speiking about this'move,'Lenin noted: "The dictatorship of

31 V. I. T,e:nin, Collected Uorhs, Vol. 28, p' 248.
e: The iartyjs first slogan on the agiarian question -was.: 

joint
action-with the'whole peasintry against fhe tsar and the landowners
u"a tt" neutralisation df the bou.g-.oisie, for the victory of the bour.-

;;r-;;;;ii.-i""oi"tio". The sEcond slogan was:,ioint action with
the noorest Deasants against capitalism in -town and country for the

iri.'ot the proletariat,"with the^neutralisation oI thc middle peasants.
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the proletariat is a specific form of class alliance between the
prolltariat, the vanguard of the working people, and the
,.rrrr.rorm non-proletirian strata of the working people (pett-y

bourseoisie, small proprietors, the peasantry, the intel-
ligen"tsia, eic.), or thi majority of these sttata, an alliance
aiainst caoitii. an alliancE wlrose aim is the complete over-
tlirow of capi[al, complete suppression of the resistance
offered by tlie bourgeoisie as well as ^of attemPF -ut restora-
tion on iis part, an-alliance for the final establishment and
consolidation of socialism."33 Lenin's justification of the
switch-over to a strong alliance between the-working class

and the middle peasaits was a great contribution to the
Communist Part|'s theory and policy on the agrarian and
peasant question.^ The sfring of 1919 was marked by the first communist
subbotnifrs-irass voluntary and pay-free labour by work-
ers on Saturdays. The initiative belong-ed to the Communists
and their svmpathisers at the Moskva-Sortirovochnaya depot.
On Saturday'April 12, 1919 they worked overtime and
without any'pay from 8 p.m' to 6 a.m' and repaired three
locomotives. Laiet they dicided to arrange communist sub-
botniks until the complete defeat of Admiral Kolchak, one
of the leaders of the counter-revolution'

Lenin regarded the subbotniks as the offshoots of commun-
ism. In tgtb he devoted to the subject the remarkable wotkA
Great Beginning. Heroism of the Workers in the Rear.
"Commuii,st Suibotniki' in which he described the subbot-
niks as "the beginning of a revolution which is more difficult,
more tangible,- morJ radical and more decisive than the
overthrow of the bourgeoisie, for it is a victory over our own
conservatism, indiscipline, petty-bourgeois egoism, a victory
over the habits left is a heritage to the worker and peasant
bv accursed capitalism."sa Lenin noted that the dictatorship
oi th. proletariat signified not only coercion against. the ex-
ploiters. and not eien coercion as the principal aim. The
iictatorship of the proletariat implies a social o-rganisation
of labour iuperior to that under capitalism. In this connec-
tion he undirlined the great role of communist subbotniks
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in raising labour productivity and proceeding to a new and
conscientious labour discipline.

Lenin was full of praise for the initiative of the Moscow
railwaymen and called on the Party ard the Soviet press
to pay more attention to communist subbotniks and publiqise
the offshoots of communism and all progressive traits. "Ex-
emplary production," he wrote, "exemplary communist sub-
botniks, exemplary care and conscientiousness in procuring
and distributing every pood of grain, exemplary catering
establishments, exemplary cleanliness in such-and-such a
workers' house, in such-and-such a block, should all receive
ten times more attention and care from our press, as well
as from eaery workers' and peasants' organisation, than they
receive now- All these are shoots of communism, and it is
our common and primary duty to nurse them."35

Having analysed the role of communist subbotniks in rais-
ing labour productivity, Lenin came to the firm conclusion
that the vi-tory of communism in the country was in-evi-
table36. At the iame time Lenin drew attention to the differ-
ence between socialism and communism, and recalled that
socialism meant the first stage of the new society, as it was
emerging from capitalism, while communism meaqt a _hlslrer
stagJoflhat society. Thus, in spiie of the raging Civil War,
Lenin worked for the country's future and outlined the pros-
pects for building communism.' 

His work "Economics and Politics in the Era of the Dic-
tatorship of the Proletariat" (October 1919) contails great
ideas a6out building socialism. The work deals with the basic
forms of the couniry's social economy-capitalism, small-
scale commodity production, socialism, and the corresponding
classes-the bourgeoisie, the petty bourgeoisie, the peasantry

35 V. I. Lenin, CollectedUorhs, Vol.29, p.430.
36 Communist subbotniks were widespread in the country. This pa-

triotic movement gained particular mohentum after the directive of
the Ninth Congreis of tlie RCP(B) to encourage socialist emglation
and the organis"ation of subbotniki on a mass siale- In 1920, .for in-
stance, mor"e than two million people took part in the communist sub-
botniki in N{oscow. Subbotniks^ pliyed a gieat role in improving .the
supply of provisions to front-line 

'troops, 
,overcoming the- fuel.c.risis,

o.ii.nirirE 'oublic services and amenitiis in towns, assisting villages
aoi the Turi,ili.t of Red Army men, and introducing the social orga-
nisation of labour.
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in particular and the proletariat. The work is concerned
with the ways of abolishing classes and building socialism.
Lenin points out that socialism means the abolition of classes,
but not at a single stroke. One of the most difficult ques-
tions was to eliminate the difference between workers and
peasants. A distinction should be made, Lenin indicated, be-
tween the worker-peasant and the proprietor-peasant, be-
tween the peasant worker and the peasant huckster. The
essence of socialism lies in these distinctions. These words by
Lenin express in a nutshell the Party's policy on the agrar-
ian question in the period of transition from capitalism to
socialism.

During the Civil War Lenin neyer relinquished his in-
terest in the agrarian questionandtheproblem of the gradual
transformation of the countryside on socialist principles. On
December 4, l9l9 Lenin addressed the First Congress of
Agricultural Communes and Agricultural Artels. He called
on the delegates to make the communes and artels model en-
terprises for disseminating communist ideas among the peas-
antry and showing the advantages of collective work, and
spoke of the need to render financial and other state assis-
tance to communes and artels. He said: "We would not be
Communists and champions of socialist economy if we did
not give state. aid to every kind of collective agricultural
enterprise."3T

Lenin explained that to ensure the victory of socialism
it was necessary not only to overthrow the landowners and
capitalists and deprive them of their property, but also to
abolish all forms of private ownership of the means of
production and replace small-scale production by large-
scale socialist production. Lenin further elaborated the prin-
ciples of co-operating peasant farms. He said that the
working class should guide small-scale producers (working
peasants), re-educate them by gradual and careful organisa-
tional work, strictly observe the principle of the voluntary
amalgamation of working peasants in agricultural artels and
communes, abstain from commandeering and coercion, and
make concessions to middle peasants while determining the
ways of effecting socialist transformations.

37 Ibid., Vol. 30, p. 198.
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Lenin's ideas of collective farming formed the basis of
the Law on the Socialist System of Land Tenure and the
Measures for the Transition to Socialist Agriculture, which
was endorsed by the All-Russia Central Executive Commit-
tee on February 14, 1919. The law laid down the ways of
passing from piivate to collective land tenure, arrd it lleter-
mined"privile$es for state farms and collective farms in the
allocatibn of land, provision of machines, cattle, seeds and
all types of land *at agert et t, agronomical and technical
assistance.

In spite of the extremely difficult conditions of the Civil
War, frundreds of collective farms, particularly lgricultural
artels and societies for collective cultivation of the land,
were set up. Lenin advised rural Communists to be cautious
in setting ip .o*tt rrt es and to focus attention on the devel-
opment of collective socialist agriculture. 

-'At the same time Lenin devoted much thought to public
education and the polytechnisation of Soviet schools. He
indicated, for instanie, that the senior forms of secondary
schools sirould produce qualified workers who would be

iipabie of becoming craftsmen and possess a "broad general
education".38 Childien of workers and poor peasants were
given wide access to higher educqtio-nal establishments. The
fountry was starting to train qualified workers and specialists
with secondary or higher education.

The need to creatJthe material and technical basis of com-
munism always preoccupied Lenin. From the very first-year
of Soviet power'he began to direct the drafting of a.long;
term scientific plan for"socialist transformation and technical
reconstruction.^ In April 19I8 he instructed the Russian
Academv of Sciences [o work out "a plan for the reorga-nisa-

;ir"; industry and the economic p-rogress of Russia"3e on
the basis of electrification.

I.."irr attached overwhelming importance to the plan of
the electrification of Russia, which he regarded as a great
programme for creating the economic..foundation of social-
il;;a the transition t"o communismz "Com'rnunism is Soaiet

ii.i, plus the electrification ol the ahole country. Otherwise

38 V. I. Lenir,,CollectedUorks, Vol.36,
3e Ibid., Vol. 27, p. 320.

p. 584.
40 V. I. Lenin, Collected Worhs, Vol. 31, p. 516.
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the country will remain a small-peasant country, and we
must clearly realise that. We are weaker than capitalism,
not only on the world scale, but also within the country. That
is common knowledge. We have realised it, and we shall see
to it that the economic basis is transformed from a small-
peasant basis into a large-scale industrial basis. Only when
ihe country has been electrified, and industry, agriculture
and transport have been placed on the technical basis of
modern large-scale industry, only then shall we be fully
yictorious."4o

Lenin regarded the electrification of Russia as the first
important milestone on the road to communist organisation
of 

-the 
economic life of society. The plan's success, he be-

lieved, was ensured by the fathomless energy and initiative of
the working masses, led by the Communist Party.

Durin.q the Civil War the Soviet people took up arms to
defend their government and were at the same time engaged
in peaceful labour. They embarked on the road indicated by
Lenin and continued to build the new social system. Lenin's
brilliant ideas illumined the road to a free and happy life,
the road to socialism.

TI{E TURNING POINT

The victorious end of the Civil War (1918-20) enabled
the Soviet people to devote their efforts to peaceful work, to
rehabilitate the ruined economy and develop it. The principal
task of the Communist Party and the working people was
to build socialism.

The conditions for building socialism were very difficult.
When the intervention failed, foreign imperialists began to
hatch plans for strangling the world's first state of workers
and peasants economiially. The country was devastated, and
mosf of the industrial enterprises stood idle for lack of fuel
a.nd raw materials. In 1920 Russia produced only 50 per cent
of tsarist Russia's agricultural output while large-scale in-
dustry produced almost 86 per cent less than in pre-war
times. The population, particularly the urban population,
suffered from tire shortage of bread and other foodstuffs. The
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peasants were dissatisfied with the surplus-grai1 appropria-
tion policy, and that helped the counter-revolution to stage
uprisings against the Soviet government.-Und& tf,e circumstances,' the Communist Party, headed
by Lenin, decided to shift over from the policy of War
iommunism to the New Economic Policy (NEP), which cor-
responded to the conditions and tasks of peaceful socialist
construction. The decision was adopted by the Tenth Party
Congress in March 1921. NEP was designed to strengthen
the illiance between the working class and the peasantry-
the supreme principle of the dictatorship of the proletariat-
and to ensure the victory of socialism in the struggle between
the socialist and capitalist sectors. Lenin pointed out that
oothe essence of this policy is the alliance of the proletariat
and the peasantry, tfe union of the vanguard of the proleta'
riat with the broad mass of the peasants".4l

In works, speeches and reports written or delivered after
the Civil War, Lenin developed ideas that he had expressed
in 1918, and worked out a new economic policy of the prole-
tarian state, uniquely suited to the period of transition from
capitalism to socialism. He substantiated this policy in his
reiorts and speeches made at the Tenth Party Con-gress and
the Tenth Ali-Russia Partv Conference, the Seventh Moscow
Gubernia Party Conference, the 1Ith Party Cong1s5s, the
Fourth Congress of the Communist International and the
Ft"""r" MeEtins of the Moscow Soviet. In the booklet The
Tax in Kind (fhe Significance of the Nery lolicy-and lts
Conditions), the article "The Importance of Gold Now and
After the Complete Victory of Socialism" and other works,
Lenin worked out the plan for building socialism in the
Soviet Union.

According to Lenin, the Soviet Republic had made too
much head#ay towards socialism duling the Civil War,-and
there was a danger that it could find itself isolated from
the rear, i.e., the peasantry. It was necessary-to retreat, re-
align the forces and then to launch a decisive attack on

.upitulir-. Lenin made it plain that it was- necessa-ry to "link
up with the peasant masses, with the rank-and-file working
plasants, and begin to move forward immeasurably, infinitely

{1 V. L Lenin, Collected Uorht Vol. 33' p. 171. /'2 V. I. Lelain. Collccted Uorhs, Vol. 33, pp.27l-72.
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more slowly than we expected, but in such a way that the
entire mass will actually move forward with us. If we do
that we shall in time progress much more quickly than we
even dream of today".42

The most characteristic feature of the New Economic
Policy was the abolition of the surplus-grain appropriation
system in favour of a tax in kind, as proposed by Lenin and
approved by the Tenth Party Congress. That made it possible
to establish an economic liaison between socialist industry
and the small-commodity peasant economy through com-
modity circulation, financial resources and the market. The
new economic policy opened the road to freedom of trade.
This stimulated capitalism in town and country to a certain
extent, but there was no danger here, since all industry,
banks, railway and water transport, foreign trade and land,
i.e., all command positions, were in the hands of the
Soviet state. The Party and Lenin believed that under
the dictatorship of the proletariat, when all command
positions were in the hands of the working class, it was pos-
sible and necessary to utilise commodity production, the
market, trade and money in the interests of building a new,
socialist society. State control was established over private
capital-non-nationalised enterprises, trade institutions, etc.;
the activities of private capital were restricted.

Lenin believed that it was necessary to employ state cap-
italism-concessions to foreign capitalists, the lease of small
state factories to private entrepreneurs, bourgeois co-opera-
tives, etc.-in order to speed up the rehabilitation of industry
and the national economy as a whole. Lenin regarded state
capitalism under the dictatorship of the proletariat as a sub-
ordinate economic structure in the transitional economy,
and saw that it could be advantageously employed for build-
ing socialism. As the proprietor of enterprises or natural
reiources leased to others, the proletarian state controls and
regulates state capitalism. "The state capitalism," he noted,
"that we have introduced in our country is of a. special kind.
It does not agree with the usual conception of state capital-
ism. We hold alt the key positions. We hold the land; it
belongs to the state . . . our proletarian state not only owns
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the land, but also the vital branches of industry."43 State

capitalism is a peculiar form of competition between the

;i;liJ;..i"t I"a private capitalism which Pursues the

,i- 
"-i,tr."Stlr."i"S 

ind then ensuring the complete victory
of the socialist sector."-i;;i; 

paid sreat attention to the rehabilitation and dev-

.rri-."t? h;;;t industry, power. supplies, the resto-ration

of electric power stations and the builling of new o1tl: 
-l,t*u, u diffiiult and complicated task' The shortage. .9t tuel'

;; ;r;;;irit u"a n"ur.. *ut a barrier-in the rehabilitation

"i'irr. ".,i""-;:-Aee;;tting 
the Tenth.Partv Conference in

Mu' tgZt. Lenin said: "O"ur main task is to restore large-
,."i" iriJ"itr,,-U"t i" order to approach the task at all seri-

;;;i;;;J tv'siematicallv *. -.,ti restore small industtv!'!
t1";'.;i;i;Ji' ;;'-;; it . '.t uuititation of the -large-scale
i;a;t;;iJt;hich froduced consumer g-oods and of the t-*?11-

;;-rl. ild;ttries, in oiJet to improve Ihe material well-being
of the working peoPle.- 

The New "E.or^or"i. Policy concentrated, among other

thinss. on the new methods of economic management' the

;;;f"itrti"; of oioa".tion and labour, and the mobilisation
;i"th;;;kt"s ilurt.t for economic construction' Lenin ex-

"fui""d that iire new-methods of mobilising_the- -m.asses 
for

[t. U"itai"g of socialism and communism should be based

il fi;';;fi.ip1.-;f ;;,erial incentives and not solelv. on

.rtt,rriu'r*, brrt .er,oluii*uty enthusiasm was not Rlecluded'""ffi;ffi;t; NnP v.*t r.ii" explored the wavs of-switch-
i.ru ,*uit-r.ul. p.u"u"i economiei onto the lines -of large--

1.3r" is.t;,i;;;".';ii p;rsant farming is to develop"' he s.a.i{'

'.Je-;;;i ;lro urrrr.'it, iii"titio" Io the-next stage ytrl,ltt
must inevitably be one of gradual amalgamation ot tn-e

r*itt, isolated peasant farms-the least profitable and most

U*ii*"ia-into large-scale collective farms"'ab" L-;;i";"iii".d #ays of mobilisin-g for the socialist con--

,d;i;; th" i;;;.i;il;.k*;.4 peoplis and n ationalities with
;;;;i;";i p;;iti""";;a te"ait'ilutio"'' He substantiated

;h;;il;ily'trt" pottiriiitv ;f the transition of these peoples

43 V. I. Lerrin, Collected Works, pp. 427-28'
44 Ibid., Vol. 32, p. 408.
a5 Ibid., p. 288.
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to socialism (by-passing the capitalist stage), and indicated
concrete methods for bringing about a socialist restructuring
of a primitive economy. Lenin's policy of industrialising the
countiy and co-operating agriculture generated socialist
transformations in the economy of the outlying areas.

Lenin's plan for building socialism also incorporated-ques-
tions of cultural construction. IJnderscoring the significance
of the cultural revolution, Lenin wrote in 1922: "Our primary
and most important task is to attain universal literacy, but
we should in no circumstances limit ourselves to this target'
We must at all costs go beyond it and adopt everything that
is truly valuable in Eurbpean and Amlrican science'"46
Soviet power, Lenin stressed, created all the_p-rerequisites
for raiiing the cultural level of the people. Workers and
peasants longed for education and knowledge.- 

Lenin's piogramme for building socialism in the NEP
period envisaged definite stages in economic development.
Agriculture hid to be developed without delay. Lenin wrote:
"fhe most urgent thing at the present time is to take mea-
sures that wili-immedialely increase the productive forces of
peasant farming. Only i.n thi.s zoay will it be possible to
improve the condition of the workers, strengthen the alliance
between the workers and peasants, and consolidate the dic-
tatorship of the proletariat."4T It was planned to develop
simultaneously small-scale and light industries and then, o!
that basis, heivy industry. A powerful material and technical
base was considered the essential prerequisite for the recon-
struction of the national economy. After that the task was
to prepare and effect the transition of working peasantry
to sociilism, and also to eliminate the remnants of capitalism
in town and country. This sequence of stages in the building
of socialism resulted from the concrete social and economic
conditions in the country. It was impossible, for example,
to develop heavy industry without rehabilitatin.q agriculJur-e
which is,-of course, industry's principal market and which
supplies industry with raw materials.

Wt it. elaboiating and enriching the plan for building
socialism, Lenin never lost sight of the results of the rehabil-

46 V. I. Lenin, Collected Uorks, Vol. 33, p. 368,
47 lbid., Vol. 32, pp.4l-42.
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itation of agriculture, the development of industry, improve-
ment of the state apparatus and the work of consumer co-

no..atives. etc. He iei the correct course for the Communist
fartv and the Soviet people towards socialism' Lenin was

fiilly .o""i"..d that "'eionomically and politicallv NEP
makes it fully possible for us to lay the foundations of
socialist economy"."8

ffr. New Economic Policy was an important and indis-
pensable step to socialism. "The purpose of thjs -policy," 

as

[fr. Tt ir.r of tt. Central Commiltee of the CPSU indicate,
; *ut io t**ount the economic dislocation, create the founda-
tion for a socialist economy, develop heavy industry, e-stablish

an economic link between town and country, strengthen the

alliance between the working class and th.e peasants, oust

and then abolish capitalist elements,and achieve socialism."av
it. implementation of the New Economic Policy was ac-

.";;;i;e by a thutp struggle between socialism-and capital-
ir*:'ih;;"6tiio" "who .i'iil beat whom" on the economic

iro"t frua to be settled. The capitalist elements attempted
i, trt . idrrarrtag. of NEP to take over the cou-ntry, win -over
it.-*iaat. pea"santry to their side _ and defeat socialism.

if*i. pt"" rlceived ihe support of the Mensheviks and the

Socialiit-Revolutionaries.- 
NBp was also attacked by the so-called workers' opposi-

tio", th. Tioiskvit.s and the Bukharinites' Proc-eedins flop
ii,"-M."tt *ik th.otv of the impossibilitv of buildigg social-
ism in one country, the Trotskyites denied the socialist nature

of the Soviet economy, claimed that state enterprises belonged

1; it; state capitalisl sector' a!4 regarded NEP as a retreat
;; ;il; i,"Jitir"i "f capitali-sm. Thev looked upon the middle

""".u"i, as elements hostile to the proletariat and overesti-
;;t".i lh;p"*.t "f 

the bourgeoisie and the kulaks' Bukharin
.iir.f..a the monopoly of Ior-eign trade and proposed to
i.pi"..lt by a customs policy. Suih a position onlY favoured
ifri^ f.drt r,' pront."tt and ?oreign capitalists' The Right-
;;s;pd;tuirists championed the irnplantation of the bour-
geoisie into socialism.

48 V. I. Lenin, Collected (Dorhs, Yol' 33' p' 252'
ts i6ti Aiit;nrrory ,i tni crigt^gctobir'socialist Reaolution. Theses

of thc Central Commiitec ol the CPSU,p' ll'
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The Party and Lenin defeated the theories advanced. by
the opponents of NEP. In spite of natural calamity (th.e

droughi of 1920-21), the workinf; masses, guided by Lenin's
New-Economic Poliry, successfully rehabilitated the national
economy. In the spring of l92l the peasants, who approved
of the replacement of the surplus-grain app-ropriation -system
by the tax in kind, increased the acreage of sown lands. The
position of the working class was improved, and large-scale
industry was reinvigoiated. At the llth Party Congress
(Marclr 27 -April 2, 1922) Lenin, summing up the results of
ihe first yeai of NEP, said that the retreat was over and
posed a new task-the realignment of forces for the onslaught
on the capitalist elements.

Lenin's New Economic Policy and its implementation were
a major contribution to Marxism-Leninism,.and^ the theo-ry
of sciLntific communism. In spite of its peculiar features, the
policy reflected the general liws of the socialist transforma-
tion of society. As Lenin noted, the three fundamental social
structures-socialist, small-commodity and capitalist-would
be present in all countries during their transition to socialism.
Thi experience accumulated during the NEP years would
be useful to all of them. Lenin said that the problem, which
was being solved "for the time being on our own, seems t-o

be a purily Russian one, but in reality it is a task which
all socialisti will face. The new society, which will be based
on the alliance of the workers and peasants, is inevitable'
Sooner or later it will come-twenty years earlier or twenty
years later-and when we work on the implementation 

^ofour New Economic Policy, we are helping to work out for
this society the forms of 

'alliance 
between the workers and

peasants."50- 
Lenin was correct in his scientific forecast. Many countries

which have established the power of workers and peasants
and taken the road to socialism are availing themselves of
the experience of socalist construction in the Soviet Union.
Followin.q the example of the Soviet IJnion, they are consol-
idating tlie alliance between the working class ald thepeas-
antry, developing the socalist economy and applying Soviet

50 V. L Lenin, Collected. Worhs, VoI. 33, p' 177.
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methods of economic development, which ensure the victory
of the new social system.

The New Economic Policy developed the country's pro-
ductive forces and thereby raised the international prestige
of the first state of workers and peasants, influencing in this
way the world revolutionary movement and the course of
world history. The Soviet lJnion's economic achievements
were of tremendous international importance.

The ideas which Lenin expressed in his works, reports and
speeches during the introduction and implementation of NEP
are an invaluable achievement of creative Marxism and a
great contribution to the theory and practice of scientific
communism. In charting the road to socialism, Lenin was
confident of the victory of the new social system. In his last
public address, on November 20, 1922, the leader of the
Party and the Soviet people said: "We have approached the
very core of the everyday problems, and that is a tremendous
achievement. Socialism is no longer a matter of the distant
future. We have brought socialism into everyday life and
must here see how rnatters stand. That is the task of our day,
the task of our epoch. Permit me to conclude by expressing
confidence that difficult as this task may be, new as it may
be compared with our previous task, and numerous as the
difficulties may be that it entails, we shall-not in a day,
but in a few years-all of us together fulfil it whatever the
cost, so that NEP Russia will become socialist Russia."5l

Lenin's enthusiastic confidence rallied the Party and the
state to fulfil this historic task.

5. THE FINAL STAGE
OF THE ELABORATION OF THE PLAN

Lenin was gravely ill when from December 1922 till March
1923 he dictated his last impressive articles and letters: "Let-
ter to the Congress", "Granting Legislative Functions to the
State Planning Commission", "The Question of Nationalities
or 'Autonomisation"', "Pages from a Diary", "On Co-oper-
ation", "Our Revolution (Apropos of N. Sukhanov's Notes)",

51 V. L Lenin, Collected Uorhs, Vol. 33, p. 443,
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"How We Should Reorganise the Workers' and Peasants'
Inspection (Recommendation to the Twelfth Party Con-
gress)", "Better Fewer, but Better". These articles and let-
ters, justly called the leader's political testament, constitute
the last stage in the elaboration of the plaq for building so-
cialism in the USSR. Lenin made a suryey of the Soviet
people's creative labour and set down the programme for
socialist transformations in the country. The wealth of ideas
and theoretical principles they contain gives them a promi-
nent place in Lenin's ideological legacy.

The fundamental quesiion Lenin raised was the future of
socialism in the USSR. He scientifically substantiated the
programme thesis that the Soviet people, led by the Commun-
ist Party, could, and should, achieve socialism and build a
socialist society. This brilliant conclusion was the logical
result of a profound and comprehensive Marxist analysis of
the internal and external situation and the correlation of
class forces at home and abroad.

Lenin's plan was opposed by the Mensheviks, the Trotsky-
ites, the Bukharinites, the Democratic Centralists, the Work-
ers' Opposition, and other opportunists. ln 1922, for example,
Trotsky openly declared that it was impossible to build social-
ism in a single country in "the national-state framework"
and that it could be done only after a victorious proletarian
revolution in the principal countries of Europe. Lenin con-
vincingly disproved this defeatist theory.

He also shattered the dogmas of the Mensheviks, foreign
reformists and their supporters, who asserted that Russian
productive forces and culture had not reached the required
level for building socialism. In the article "Our Revolution"
Lenin refuted their stale theories. He wrote: "You say that
civilisation is necessary for the building of socialism. Very
good. But why could we not first create such prerequisites of
iivilisation in our country as the expulsion of the landowners
and the Russian capitalists, and then start moving towards
socialism? Where, in what books, have you read that such
variations of the customary historical sequence of events are
impermissible or impossible?"52 Lenin further says that if a
ceitain level of culture is required for building socialism,
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then a start should be made by obtaining the prerequisites
for this level by revolutionary means, and only after that,
relying on the workers' and peasants' government and the
Soviet system, can a move be made to overtake the other
nations.

Lenin made it plain that the Russian proletariat had every
opportunity to tread the first path to socialism in world's
history. Russia was a middle-range capitalist country and,
therefore, had all the material prerequisites for the transition
to socialism; its economic, technical and cultural backward-
ness could be overcome in the course of building socialism
and on the basis of the Soviet system. The dictatorship of
the proletariat, the alliance of the working class and the
peasantry, the friendship of nations, and the leadership of
the Communist Party guaranteed the creation of a socialist
economy and culture and the formation of a new social
system.

Lenin believed that the public ownership of the main in-
struments and means of production was an economic prere-
quisite for the reorganisation of Soviet society along socialist
lines. In his last articles, which in effect constitute a single
whole, he speaks about the vital link in the creation of the
material and technical basis of socialism. The principal task in
that respect was the industrialisation and electrification of the
country. In the article "Better Fewer, but Better" Lenin point-
ed to the need, "by exercising the greatest possible thrift in
the economic life of our state, to use every saving we make
to develop our large-scale machine industry, to develop
electrification, the hydraulic extraction .of peat, to complete
the Volkhov Power Project, etc.

"In this, and in this alone, lies our hope. Only when we
have done this shall we, speaking figuratively, be able to
change horses, to change from the peasant, muzhik horse of
poverty, from the horse of an economy designed for a ruined
peasant country, to the horse which the proletariat is
seeking and must seek-the horse of large-scale machine in-
dustry, of electrification, of the Volkhov Power Station,
etc."53

53 V. I. Leoin, Collected Uorks, Vol. 33, p. 501.
5" V. I. Lenin, Collected Uork.s, Vol. 33, p. 473.
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While working out the programme for building socialism
on the basis of NEP, Lenin allocated a prominent place to
the large-scale machine industry which was producing the
means of production. He emphasised that without rehabili-
tating heavy industry there could be no question of building
up any industry at all, and that, without industry, the country
was doomed to lose its independence. Lenin indicated the
ways and methods for the socialist industrialisation of the
country, with the priority development of heavy industry;
he called upon the Party and the people to economise in
everything in order to achieve this aim. He was happy when
in 1922 the Soviet government found it possible to allocate
the first 20 million rubles in gold from its trade profits to
the rehabilitation of heavy industry. Lenin regarded heavy
industry as the key to the introduction of socialist transfor-
mations in agriculture and the consolidation of the country's
defence.

Lenin enriched and made more explicit his plan for social-
ist changes in agriculture. The plan is most comprehensively
set down in the article "On Co-operation", in which he
showed that under Soviet power and with the public owner-
ship of the basic means of production the role of co-opera-
tives changes radically. Under capitalism the co-operatives
are capitalist enterprises, but under the dictatorship of the
proletariat they become socialist enterprises. "IJnder our
present system," Lenin wrote, "co-operative enterprises differ
from private capitalist enterprises because they are collective
enterprises, but do not differ from socialist enterprises if the
land on which they are situated and the means of production
belong to the state, i.e., the working class."54

Lenin's co-operative plan shows specific ways and methods
for organising the peasantry along the socialist lines. The co-
operative offers the peasantry the most simple, easy and
practicable path to socialism; the co-operative combines the
private interests of the peasants and the interests of the
whole of society in the optimal manner. Lenin said that the
Soviet state should support co-operatives in every way, offer
them material and financial aid, and provide credit and
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property privileges. He called upon the Party, to enco-urage
io-operatives, increase their membership and develop heav_y

induitry, so as to equip agriculture with new machinery. He
wrote: 

-"If 
the whole of the peasantry had been organised

in co-operatives, we would by now bave been standing with
both feet on the soil of socialism."5s Lenin made no secret
of the fact that it was a difficult, lengthy and painstaking
task. The amalgamating of the peasants into co-operatives
was to be conducted on a strictly voluntary basis, no com-
mandeering was to be tolerated; persuasion and demonstra-
tion were to be the principal methods.

Lenin's co-operaiive plan was a creative development of
Marxism in new conditions. Lenin charted the only correct
way of reorganising villages along socialist lines; it was the
road of the iollectivisation of agriculture and the elimination
of the kulaks, the last exploiter class in the country. The col-
lective-farm movement was the practical implementation of
Lenin's co-operative plan.

Lenin attached trernendous significance to the cultural re-
volution, without which mass co-operation of the peasants
was doomed and without which it was impossible to raise the
people's educational level. The subject is dealt with in his
irtiile "Pages from a Diary", wh6re he speaks about the
development of public education, enhancing the role of public
teacheis and giving'them a status unattainable in bourgeois
society. Lenin suggested that towns should als-ume pat-ronage
over villages and that urban workers should spread com-
munist ideas in the countryside.

In his last articles he strongly emphasised that the in-
strument for buildins socialism was the socialist state, which
should be fortified and improved in all ways. The primary
task was to improve the state apparatus. He suggested that
this should be- done by amalgamating the Workers' and
Peasants' Inspection wi[h the eentral Control Commission
and by granting sweeping powers to this -new agency- 

^inorder io'-improv:e the ita[e apparatus. -Lenin was mindful
of the need-to enhance the leading role of the Party and
consolidate its monolithic unity. That, according to him,-was
an essential condition for building socialism in the USSR.

55 V. I. Lenin, Collected Uorks, Yol. 33, p. 474.
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In the same articles Lenin also made a survey of the in-
t.r""tio"al situation and expressed his confidence in the pos-

riUiiitv-ri-ite victory of socialism in one country, in spite

of caoitalist encirclement."^ It ';;;L;"i";r futi wish that the Communist P-artv should

f"il;;; prii.y "f safeguarding the existence of the Soviet

ii.r"[fi.,'frusirating imlperialisi attempts to crush it, ma!1-

il;il;-;.;.; fo. as long as possible and ensurin.q socialist

transformations in the countrY.
Lenin was aware of the difficulties which lay.ahea{of

th;-S;;i.; p."pt" in their advance towards socialism' The

;;;.irlitit'Jii uil they-could to stop..this onward march'
it!" r.f"ted to grant'loans or credits, and accepted no

.^"".'.rriL,l; th. Boviet Union that could have accelerated

itr. r.fr"Uiiii.lio* of the ruined economy' The Soviet- pe9p19

*.-r.-U"ifJi"g-s;cialir* all alone, but Lenin never doubted

it ul tt ." *o"rtd succeed in accomplishing this task' He was

io"na."l that the Soviet people would -overcome the country's

t*ii"i."t, 
- 

e.onomic and' cuitural backwardness and, in 
- 
an

;"pt;;;a;1;Aiy 
-shott 

period of time, catch up with other

countries.""Wirif"'*"rking 
out the plan for building socialism', which

included the pertinent political, economif and cultural tasks'

i;";il4;;roi.a it " 
thesis of the two phases of communism

;a-id;ifi;d'th" conditions for the transition from the lower
t" ih;-high;; pt ut. of communism' "As .we begin so.cialist

reforms,""he wrote, "we must-haYe a clear conceptlon ot

il;;;i to*urar *ni.n these reforms are in the final-analysis

;i;.?t.d, thui ir, th. creation of a communist society that goes

;;;i;'i*pii*e"ti"g the principle 'From ..each according
i" rrir "[iiiit;, 

to each according to his needs""56"-il;;i;;;i;;al 
the buildin"g of socialism and communism

ur-""-i"L*'.al process;. "sociaiism.is the society that grows

[i...tf" orit of-capitaiism, it is the first form of the new

;;;i.d Co**rtit* is a'higher form 9f society'.3?d.t?.!
onlv develop when socialism has become hrmly establrshed' "'
5;;1di; 

-'";J 
communism share common features:

;;f;;"..tt ip of the instruments and means of produc-

56 V. I. Lenin, Collected (Dorhs, \ol' 27 , p' 127 '
57 lbid., Vol. 30, P. 284.
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tion; no exploiting Qlasses, no exploitation of man by man;
pl-anned and balanced development of the economy; tie sat-'
isfaction of the growing material and spiritual neLds of the
whole of society as the goal of production; participation of
all members of society.in socially useful wori<; the complete
supr:magy of commtnist ideology and communist morility,
etc. But the basic differences are that communism has a hiEhei
leve-l of social production, a single form of properfy-
public property, and no distinctionibetween town-ani coun-
try and betwee! mental and physical labour. Labour under
communism will become a vital necessity, while the distribu-
tion of products will follow the principle: from each accord-
ing to his ability, to each according to liis needs.

Lenin advanced the thesis of t[e international significance
of socialist construction in -the USSR, viewing it in'the light
9{ the gene-ral prospects of the world revoluiiona.y p.o.E r.
Ee stressed that the Great October Revolution iaid open
the road to socialism. "This path of ours is the right orr.,'fo.
it is the path which, sooner or later, all other coulntries must
inevitably take."58

Lenin urged the Communist Party to avail itself of the
opportunities provided by the Great October Revolution and
the Soviet system, so as to develop the country's productive
forces at lightning speed and prove in practice that "social-
ism contains within itself gigantic forces and that mankind
had now entered into a new-stage of development of extra-
ordinarily brilliant prospects."5e

Lenin was absolutely confident that the successful build-
ing of- socialism in Russia, tle fusion of the revolutionary
struggle of the proletariat in the capitalist countries with thi:
national liberation movement of the colonial and dependent
peoplgs into a qi,ngle war against the common enemy-im-
perialism-would quicken mankind's progressive maich to-
wards, democracy and socialism. According to Lenin, the his-
torical inevitability of the victory of sociilism over capital-
ism stemmed from the fact that the vast majority of man-
kind was swiftly joining the struggle for its libeiation. "In
this respect," he wrote, 'othere cannot be the slightest doubt

:: y. I Lenin, Collected (Dorks, Vol. BB, p.'16l.
5e Ibid., p. 498.
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what the final outcome of the world struggle will be. In this
sense, the complete victory of socialism is fully and abso-
lutely assured."s

Lenin's brilliant plan for building socialism in the Soviet
Union is an invaluable contribution to the theory and practice
of scientific communism. The idea that permeates the plan is:
the Soviet Republic has all it needs to build a developed
socialist society. Lenin noted that the Communist Party "looks
farther ahead: socialisrri must inevitably evolve gradually
into communism."6l The victory of socialism in the Soviet
Union is complete and final, and today the country is en-
gageg in preparing the material and technical basis of com-
munrsm.

The decisions of the 20th, 21st, 22nd, 23rd and 24th Party
congresses and the Central Committee's plenary meetings
emphasise the tremendous importance of Lenin's plan. The
plan embodied the marvellous foresight of the great revolu-
tionary scholar and leader of the working people and his
skill in employing Marxist theory in practice. The theoretical
theses laid down in the plan are being implemented not only
in the Soviet lJnion, but also in the other countries of the
socialist community; they guide the whole of progressive
mankind.

In its theses on the centenary of Lenin's birth, the
Central Committee of the CPSU noted: "Socialism, turned
by Marx and Engels from utopia into science and enriched
by Lenin with new conclusions and discoveries, has been em-
bodied in social practice on a world-wide scale and has
become the main ievolutionary force of our time."62

tio V. I. Lenin, Collected.Uorhs, Vol. 33, p. 500.
61 Ibid., Yol.24, p. 35.
62 On the Centeniry of the Birth of a. I. Lenin. Theses of the Cen'

tral Committee of the-CPSU, Moscow, 1970, p. 3, (in Russian).
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r. THE DECISIVE ELEMENT

In elaborating his plan for buitding socialism in the USSR
tenin indicated'three principal elements. He "elaborated the

""ti." of the proletarian sta[e for the entire period of transi-
iion iro* capitalism to socialism' He evolved the New Eco-

;;;i. Foti.v (NEP), designed to bring about the vic-tory of
ro.irtir*. Th. -ain eleirents of the Lenin plan for the
building of a socialist society were industrialisation of the

."""try, agricultural co-operation, and the cultural revolu-
tion."1

tt " most important compongnt e-le-ment in Len-in's plan
for lavins the material and technical foundation of the new

ro.i.ty wis the developmen-t of large-scale industry, primarily
heavv industrv. and electrification.-Ac'cotding 

io Lenin, the material and technical founda-
tion of sociilism implies the planned organisation of large-
scale mechanised production in all fields of the economy in
iown ut d country on the basis of advanced elgineering and

ih;i;to;r of people free from exploitation. Such a founda-
iio" i, essentiai foi raising labour productivity and, therefore,
fo. th. victory of socialifm over iapitalism in the economic
.o-p.iitio". i"h. t.urtition from capitalism to socialism is

i".oir.ei"uble without a rise in labour productivity in the en-

terprises of the socialist sector.

II

THB COMPONENTS OF LENIN'S PLAN
FOR BUILDING SOCIALISM IN THE USSR

t The Roail to Communism, Moscow, p. 457.
2 V. I. Lenin, CollectedWorhs, Vol.32, p.408
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Russia was a technically and economically backward coun-

trv. In 1913, as Lenin noted, she had 75 pet cent less modern

i""ir"*."it of production than Britain, Sq-n9r c-ent less tlan
G..^urry, and 

-90 per cent less than the United States' 'I'he

countrv'had no machine-tool manufacture' no automobile,

;;J;; u"J1o*. other industries' Russia accounted for only
Z-.0-"". .."t of the world industrial output; the per capita
industrial production was 21.1 times smaller than in the

U;it.d St"ies, 14 times smaller than in Britain, and 13 t-imes

;;il.r it u" i" Germany. The first imperialist war and the

dffi-W;--inflicted tremendous damage on the- country's
economy. A peculiar contradiction arose between the world's
;;;t ;;;gt.r'rirr" gorr.tnment-Soviet P'ower-and the back-

;;;;'t .ti;;t aia economic base inherited from the old
larrdo*r.t-capitalist system. So the .historic task was to
;;;; ; p"wirful matlrial and technical base -for ensuring
th;;";";il 1"d.p."d.nce of the Soviet Republic, strength-
;;i; iis defence capacitv and building socialism and com-

;;il;. This task cbuld'be accomplislied onlv on the basis

of the country's industrialisation' That was the linchpin of
i[.-;h;l. op6ration. Lenin wrote: "Large-scale industry is

ah; ";; and tnly real basis upon which we can-multiply our
i.ro"r..t and build a sociaiist society' ' ' ' We can, must

u"a *lt lay the basis of large-scale industry for our economy'

Without it, no real socialist foundation for our economlc lrle
is possible."2^" 

L;;i; firmly emphasised the decisive role of electrifica-
tion as the moit ,rro^dem technical basis for the rehabilitation
,"J al".t"p-ent of the country's^1c-ololly.The State Plan
for the Eleitrification of Russia (GOELRO), whichwa,s {r1y-n
,o under Lenin's direction and adopted by the Eishth All-
Russia Congress of Soviets in December 1920 as the Plan ot

ii. -Ete.triHcation of the RSFSR, contained two sections:

A. Plan-minimum-the rehabilitation and modernisation of
ihe existing electric power stations, and B. Plan-maximum-
consiruction of 30 new electric power stations (20 steam

;;J i0 hydropo*.t stations) with a total capacity 
-o!

i,soo,ooo kwh in eight economic regions within the next 10

;; 15 ;;";;. 
-The 

plan envisaged a" total annual output of
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8,800 million kwh of electricity against 2,000 million kwh
in 1913 (in the country's present boundaries) and 500 million
kwh produced in 1920.

The GOELRO Plan envisaged a twofold increase in the
output of industrial products over the pre-war level and a
tenfold increase over the level of 1920; lccelerated develop-
ment in the ferrous metallurgy, engineering, the power engi-
neering, coal and mining industries; the solution of the fuel
crisis, greater output of peat and development of the oil
industry; the founding of a national machine industry. By
the end of the period covered by the plan the manufacture
of the means of production was to exceed the pre-war level
by 116.7 per c-ent, and the production of consumer goods by
47.4 per cent.3 The general theses of Marxism concerning
large-scale industry as the material foundation of socialism
were incorporated in Lenin's plan for the electrification of
Russia as the concrete task of the socialist reorganisation and
technical reconstruction of the entire economy on the basis
of advanced techniques and the electrification of the country.

Lenin highly assessed the GOELRO Plan. He called it a
great plan,. a broad and wonderful scientific work, the Party's
second Programme. He pointed out that the Programme of
the Communist Party should be turned into a programme of
economic development. "It must be supplemented with a
second Party programme, a plan of work aimed at restoring
our entire economy and raising it to the level of up-to-date
technical development."4

The GOELRO Plan received the full support of the Soviet
people. The working people regarded it as the road to
Russia's economic revival on the basis of widespread use of
electric power and the gradual transition of the economy
on to a new technical base-modern large-scale production.
Lenin paid a good deal of attention to publicising the plan
at home and abroad. He suggested that the GOELRO com-
mittee should prepare and print popular booklets for workers
and peasants, make use of the propaganda trains of the All-
Russia Central Executive Committee ("Kalinin train", etc.)

3 The Plan of the Electri.fication of the RSFSR, 2nd ed., Moscow,
1955 (in Russian).

a V. I. Lenin, Collected (l)orks, Vol. 51, p. 515.
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and the special lecturing committees to popularise the idea.
On the eve of the Third Congress of the Comintern Lenin
advised the State Planning Committee to acquaint the dele-
gates with the plln for the electrification of Russia, prepare
f.or the purpo-se_booklets in three languages and pui ,rp io
the congress hall- on_e general and a-few district maps of
electrification and also- a map of the location of elictric
power stations with short explanatory notes in three lan-
guages.

The plan evoked comment abroad. It demonstrated to the
whole world that the state of workers and peasants was
putting to the_ fore the gr,eat tasks of building a new, social-
ist economy, laying the foundation of comrnunism 

'and 
of

life without capitalists, landowners and merchants, without
the exploitation of man by man. The resolution of the 12th
Party Congress underlined: "The plan for the electrification
of Russia, which was approved by the Soviet government
and which must remain the corneritone of all the economic
efforts of the -Republic, will serve as the basis for the plan-
ned economy for many years to come."5

The comments abroad were different. The workinE class
welcomed the courageous undertaking by Soviet powei'while
our enemies predicted failure. Even many progressive-mind-
e.d intellectuals regarded the plan as a uiopia.'.After visiting
the _co,untry late_ in 1920 and meeting Lenin the famou-s
English science fiction writer H. G. Wells wrote the book
Russia in the Shadouts, in which he called Lenin ',the
dreamer in the Kremlin", and the whole idea a utopia.
Wells expressed his doubts to Lenin who asked him to make
another trip to Russia in ten years' time and see how mat-
ters stood then. Practice p,roved that Lenin was right. The
Soviet pegple, 1"4 bV the Communist Party, successiully im-
plemented Lenin's electrification plan. In' 1925 the el'ectric
poyel st_atilns in the USSR had a capacity of 6,928,000
kwh (including 896,000 kwh in the caie oi hydroelectric
power stations instead_ of 645,000 kwh as originally plan-
ned); the capacity of district electric power stations exceeded
by two and a half times the figure envisaged in the GOELRO
Plan.

-|ie 
l%h Congress of the RCP(B). Minutes, Moscow, 1968, p. 672

(in Russian).
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The GOELRO Plan was the first to embody the objective
law of the development of planned socialist economy-con-
tinuous growth of 

-social 
production on the basis of sustained

technical progress. It also reflected the peaceful foreign pol-
icy of the Soviet state. The independent developme-nt of
the Soviet economy took into account the possibility of eco-
nomic co-operation with other countries on the basis of mu-
tual advantage.

The GOELRO Plan was of tremendous international sig-
nificance. It proved to the whole world that the state of
workers and peasants was primarily concerned with buildin-g
the economy- of. a new society. The economic plan, which
included the electrification of 

-Russia, 
triggered off peaceful

economic competition between the Soviet economic system
and the world capitalist economy. Lenin was confident that
victory in that competition would go to ttre Soviet system.
He wiote: "If Russia is covered with a dense network of
electric power stations and powerful technical installations,
our communist economic development will become a model
for a future socialist Europe and Asia."6

It was extremely difficult to rehabilitate the whole of in-
dustry in the first year of peace. There was--a shortage of
raw materials, fuel,-finances, food and specialists' That was
why Lenin thought it advisable to begin with small-scale
industry and those branches of large-scale industry- which
produced consumer goods. "Our principal productive forces,"
he wrote, "the peasants and workers, are in such 4 state
of impoverishment, ruin, weariness and exhaustion that for
a time we must subordinate everything to this main consid-
eration-increasing the quantity of pioducts at all costs'"7
In the first place, it was necessary to create market, -raw
material, and food prerequisites for the development of in-
dustry. Nevertheless, the Party and Lenin continued to re-
gard ihe rehabilitation of industry as the principal task. Lenin
paid particular attention to the recoYery of the Donbas-the
iountry's main coal and metallurgical centre-and the de-
velopment of the oil industry in Baku. In SeptemLer 1922
he wrote to his deputies in the Council of People's Commis-

6 V. I. Lenin, CollectedWorhs,Yol.
7 Ibid., Vol. 32, p. 234.

31, p. 518. Lenin Miscellany XXXA, p. 351 (in Russian).
V. L Lenin, CollectedUorhs, Vol.33, p. 168.
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sars: "The newspapers tell me that the situation in the Don-
bas and Baku iJ desperate. . . . Perhaps we should take the
risk and allocate a leut milli,ons from the gold reserve?
Perhaps it is wrong to ignore the matter and do nothing
about it?"8

Lenin was at the centre of all work to rehabilitate the
economy, he rejoiced at every minute advance. When in late
1921 the metallurgical industry showed the first signs of
revival, he wrote: "We are producing possibly something
like six per cent of the pre-war figure. That is the extent of
the ruin and poverty to which the imperialist and civil wars
have reduced Russia. But we are, of course, making head-
way. We are building centres like Yugostal. Difficult as our
position is, we nevertheless can see tremendous successes in
this sphere."e

Lenin closely followed the development of metallurgy in
the Kursk Magnetic Anomaly district. In April 1922he wrote
to the State Planning Committee that narrow-gauge rail-
ways in the Kursk Gubernia should be built not later that
spring, the peat bogs should be prepared for the installa-
tion of electric power stations and other measures should be
taken. He ordeied his deputies to quicken the work in the
Kursk Gubernia and not to grudge allocations'of gold for
the purchase of drilling equipmenf abroad. Lenin was confi-
denf that the district of the Kursk Magnetic Anomaly had
the world's richest deposits which could revolutionise the
whole of metallurgy.

From the very first years of NEP the Party gave serious
attention to the development of industry not only in the
central areas of Russia, but also in the national republics.

The Party took a constant concern about the electrification
of the eastern and other outlying regions of Russia. Lenin's
electrification plan envisaged, for instance, the erection of
eight district electric power stations in the Urals and Volga
area, four in the Caucasus, three in Siberia and Turkestan
and two in the Northern Caucasus. It was also planned to
electrify the Grozny and Baku oil-fields. All this created the
prerequisites for the gradual electrification of outlying dis-

8

I
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tricts and their industrialisation. Thus the foundation for the
elimination of their economic backwardness was laid.l0

On November 13, 1922, in the report "Five Years of the
Russian Revolution and the Prospects of the World Revolu-
tion" to the Fourth Congress of the Comintern Lenin said:
"The salvation of Russia lies not only in a good harvest on
the peasant farms-that is not enough; and not only in the
good condition of light industry, which provides the peasant-
ry with consumer goods-this, too, is not enough; we also
need heaay industry."{1

In saying this, Lenin proceeded from the Marxist theory of
extended reproduction according to which social production
in Group A (production of the means of production) ad-
vances and should advance quicker than social production
in Group B (production of consumer goods), otherwise there
can be no extended reproduction. Lenin wrote: "To expand
production (to 'accumulate' in the categorical meaning of
the term) it is first of all necessary to produce means of pro-
duction, and for this it is consequently necessary to expand
that department of social production which manufactures
means of production."L2 Lenin pointed out that the priority
growth of the production of the means of production, as op-
posed to consumer goods, was an economic law which gov-
erned the expansion of socialist production, rising labour pro-
ductivity and higher living standards.

The development of heavy industry is essential for the
sustained growth of agriculture, of the light industry, the food
industry, and accumulation of resources in socialist society.
The restoration and development of heavy industry is the
principal means of elevating the working class, increasing
its role in society, consolidating its alliance with the peas-
antry, increasing its leading role in this alliance, strengthen-
ing the proletarian state and enhancing its economic and
military capacity.

- 
Ba-r; the October Revolution more than three-guarters of all

industry was concentrated in the vicinity of Moscow, St, Petersburg,
Ivanovo-Voznesensk and the Urals; industry in Central Asia, Kazakh-
stan, the Far East and 'Westera and Eastern Siberia was poorly devel-
oped. The 10th and the 12th congresses of the RCP(B) set the task of
industrialising the outlying districts oI Russia.

1r V. I. Lenin, Collected.Uorhs, Vol. 33, p. 426.
12 Ibid., Vol. 2, p. 155.
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Lenin indicated the ways of solving the difficult problem
of finding resources for financing the heavy industry. The
capitalist countries, as we know, developed he,avy industry
on credits from abroad and by plundering other countries
and exploiting colonies and semi-colonies. The Soviet state
could ciunt only on its own resources and efforts. According
to Lenin, the means for industrialisation should be raised
by accumulating the internal resources and- th-e profits-from
the light industry, collecting taxes (particularly.from the bou-r-
geoii-elements and by other NEP capitalists),- reducing the
maintenance costs of the state apparatus, and by resorting
to strict economy.

Lenin taught that heavy industry should be developed on
the basis of-the inviolable unity of the working class and
the peasantry under the leadership,of the workiqq class.-

From the very beginning of the New Economic Policy the
Party and the Soviel Government undertook the rehabilita-
tion, under Lenin's directions, of the country's industry'
Lenin was preoccupied with the elaboration of the forms
and methodi of industrial management, improvement of the
management and planning of production. Man-y enterprises
began to work on a self-supporting basis which ensured
economic efficiency. Lenin stressed that "trusts and factories
have been founded on a self-supporting basis precisely in
order that they fhemselves should be responsible and, more-
over, fully responsible, for their enterprises workigg without
a deficit."l3 The Party resolutely exposed the defeatist pro-
gramme of Trotsky and his followers, who, i1 the first ye-ars

,jf NEP, insisted that heavy industry should be curtailed
because it was unprofitable. The Trotskyites also insisted on
the closure of the-Putilov, Sormovo, Bryansk and other fac-
tories, claiming that economically they were inefficient. Events
proved that the Trotskyites were completely wrong:-all these
ind other factories overcame their difficulties and became
an important factor in the rehabilitation and development of
socialist industry.

Lenin urged 
-the 

executives to master the art of rational
managemeni. In the draft report to the Ninth All-Russia
Congress of Soviets (December 1921), Lenin, noting certain

13 V. I. Lenin, Collecteil Worhs, Vol. 35, p. 546.
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14 V. I. Lerin, Cornplete Works, Vol.44, pp.49l-92, Fifth Russ. ed.
15 V. I. Lenin, Collected Uorhs, Vol. 33, p. 59.
15a Pood:I6 kilogrammes.-Ed.
t6 Ibid., Vol. 33, p. 168.
t7 Ibid., Vol. 33, p. 169.

successes, wrote: "We began to study more seriously; all of
us, the Party, the state bodies and trade unions, began to
give more thought, consideration and attention to the art
of building up economy, managing industrial enterprises
and rehabilitating and operating large-scale indus-
tries. " 14

The introduction of the self-supporting principle and the
new system of wages (wage rates instead of the utriform dis-
tribution of products), the bonus system for executive offi-
cials of plants and factories, and the encouragement of emu-
lation helped to strengthen discipline and raise labour pro-
ductivity. Lenin emphasised the need to raise the material
interest of working people. "Personal incentive," he wrote,
"will step up production; we must increase production first
and foremosi and at all costs."l5 These and other measures
helped to recruit qualified workers and specialists for indus-
try and step up its rehabilitation. In 1921 in the Donbas, for
initance, the output of coal reached 350 million poods 15a as

against 272 million in 1920. Addressing the Ninth 9on^gress
of Soviets, Lenin said: "This is a very, very small figure
compared to the maximum pre-war figure-1,700 million.
But stilt it is something. It proves that there is an important
advance."16

Thanks to the constant concern of Lenin, the Party and
the Government, the country rehabilitated its oil industry and
implemented the Plan for the Electrification of the RSFSR'
In his report to the Ninth Congress of Soviets, Lenin noted
that in igZO-Zt a total of 22f electric power stations of
12,000 kw aggregate capacity were commissioned as compared
with only 51 stations of 3,500 kw capacity commissioned
in 1918-19. "Of course, when these figures are compared
with Western Europe they seem extremely small and paltry.
But they show that progress can be made even in face of
difficulties such as no country has ever experienced."lT

The restoration of the coal and oil industries and the in-
crease in fuel resources stimulated the rehabilitation of heavy
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industry, including metallurgy.ls The Resolution of the 13th
Party Congress said, in part: "Since the fuel problem has
been solved, trasport repaired and the cgrrency reform car-
ried out, it is now the turn of metal."l8' In the resolution
on the Central Committee's report, the Congress underscored
the need to develop metallurgy, without which it was impos-
sible to set the light industry, transport, electric power engi-
neering and agriculture going on a sound basis. The Congress-
gave tlre general directive for the priority development ,of
fieavy industry. It stressed that to set up the production of the
means of production in the USSR was tantamount to creat-
ing a firm basis for the development of the socialtqt ec-onomy
an-d to achieving independence from imports of industrial
equipment from abroad. That was a, g,reat contribution to
the iehabilitation and development of the metallurgical in-
dustry.

Lenin paid much attention to the introduction of advanced
technology and to technical progress. He advised planners
and managers to compile economic development plans in
keeping with contempoiary achievements in science and tech-

"ologyl 
and he eniourafed and supported scientific dis-

coveiies and technical improvements aimed at raising the pro-
ductivity of labour.

Trem-endous,. unbelievable difficulties stood in the way of
rehabilitating and developing heavy industry. But, as Lenin
believed, thele difficulties could be overcome thanks to the
advantages of the socialist mode of production and the new
production relations in large-scale industry. "Notwithstan4-
ing the ruin, poverty, backwardness*and starvation prevail-
in! in our country," he wrote in February 1922. "In the
ec6nomics that prepare the way for socialism we have begun
to mahe progress, while side by side with us,,all over the
world, countiies which are more advanced, and a thousand

18 The need for the quick restoration of the metallurgical industry
was indicated in the Deiree by the Council of Labour and Defence,
which was siened by Lenin on November 2, 1921. The Decree instruct-
ed the State Planning Committee to draft within two -weeks 

(three, weeks,
for the Urals) a piogramme for the production of metals, coke . and
ores, and expand [o t-he maximum the existing -technical opportunities'

18a L\th-Congress of the RCP(B). Minutes, Moscow, 1963, pp. 601-
02.
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times wealthier and militarily stronger than we ate, are sti.ll
retrogressing in their own vaunted, familiar, capitalis-t.eco-
nomii field,-in which they have worked for centuries."le

Lenin's instructions and behests became the principal
course in the Communist Party's policy of socialist industrial-
isation. Nearly all Party congresses and conferences dis-
cussed the development of heivy industry. The Party qpared
no effort to achieve the technical and economic indepen-
dence of the Soviet Union and to put the country in a posi-
tion to render industrial aid to countries taking the road of
socialism.

By the end of the rehabilitation period the country, through
implementing Lenin's economic policy, had attained consid-
erable s.rcceii; by the end of 1925 agriculture was putting
out 87 per cent of the pre-war figure.,Large-scale industry
was fully restored to itsJormer state. The Soviet {Jnion con-
siderably outstripped the principal capitalist countries of Bu-
rope in'the rats 

-of 
induslrial development. In the financial

veZr 1924-25 the gross industrial output reached 7 5.5 pet
cent of the pre-war"level; the light industry and the food in-
dustry were catching up; the railway transport, the fuel and
textile industries w6re-restored. The share of the state and
co-operative sectors in the gross output was rising, tt-te share
of tLe private sector was lalling. Tt. general volume of
internaftrade reached 70 per cent of the pre-war figure, and
of that volume the private sector accounted for only 25 per
cent.

The Soviet people, led by the Communist Party, r{ere
successfully implementing Lenin's electrific-alioq Plan'.T-.Y
built the Kashifa, Shaturd, Nizhny Novgorod (Balakhna), Red
October (in Leningrad) and Kizel electric power stations and
the Volkhov Hydioelectric Power Station. The plan was put
into effect at an unprecedented rate.

The rehabilitation of the national economy brought out
the advantages of the Soviet planned economy. The public
ownership oT the means of production, the Pa-rty'q correct
oolicv an-d orsanisational woik ensured the swift rehabilita-
tio" of the cointry's economy. Relying on the New Economic
Policy, the proleiariat was ousting the capitalist elements

re V. I. Lerrin, CollectedUorhs, Vol. 33, p. 207.
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from the economy and consolidating the socialist sector. The
question "who will beat whom?" was undeniably being set-
tled in favour of socialism.

But at the same time the country was experiencing serious
internal difficulties. Private capitalist elements tried to hold
their own, the material position of certain groups of work-
ers remained unsatisfactory, unemployment was rife. The
so-called commodity hunger threatened the unity of national-
ised industry with the small-commodity peasant economy.

The Communist Party mobilised the Soviet people to over-
come these difficulties; it guided them along the road to
socialism and defended the country's independent economic
development. The consolidation of the Soviet lJnion's inter-
nal and external political situation made the Party and the
Soviet people more confident in the feasibility of Lenin's
plan for building socialism.

By the end of the rehabilitation period, the international
situation had changed. For the time being, capitalism was
stabilised and the pace of world proletarian revolution'had
slackened. Under the circumstances, the dominating ques-
tions on the agenda were the prospects for the building o{
socialism, the victory of socialism, and whether or not it
would be complete and final. Relying on Lenin's teaching,
the Party came to the conclusion that the Soviet people had
everything they needed to build socialism through their own
efforts.

The Party pointed out that there were two aspects to the
problem of the victory of socialism in one country-the
internal and the international aspects, and that the principal
point was the question of guarantee from a restoration of
capitalism. The internal conditions for the building of social-
ism in the USSR were quite favourable, but, given capitalist
encirclement, the danger of intervention and the restoration
of capitalism remained. The 14th Party Conference in April
1925 decided that the Party should "devote all its efforts to
building socialist society in full confidence that these efforts
can and will be triumphant if we succeed in protecting the
country from all attempts at restoration."20

N The CPSU in the Resolutions and, Decisions..., Moscow, 1970,
VoI.3, p. 214.
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The Conference once a.qain underlined that the USSR had
all the necessary prerequiiites for building socialism and that
victory could be'achieved by a- correct policy towards..the
p.ururrtry in the country, and by a correct foreign po-tiSy'

Tfi. n"ili"n Communist'Party had to oYercome all the diffi-
."tii.t stemming from the slickening pace of world revolu-
;i"*-Th; Cotf.t.t.. resolutely came-out against Trotsky's
assertion that it was impossibie to build socialism without
the state assistance of ttre European proletariat, and it- co-n-

J.il".a nit position which doomed ihe proletariat of the

Soviet Union to fatalistic passivity. The conference stated

that the Party's task was to build socialism with courage

and resolution.
The Conference developed and gave concrete expresston

t" i."i"t-teaching about the posiibility of the victory of
socialism in one country. Its coiclusions-about the future of
;;;i;iil in ttre USSR'and the possibilitv of building it ir.r-

dicated to the working people the prospects in ttte slruggle
f;; th. U"ifJi"g and vlct^ory of the new iocietv' The Confer-
ence was of tiemendous significance for the international
work.rr' and communist mlovement: it inspired ^the Com-
;;i;il ut J tt. proletarians of all countries to fight for a

bright future.- fi;..tn." oroved the correctness of the Party's conclusions

abi"t tt J luitaing of socialism in the USSR'2l-"Th;i;;tyt diiective for the-buililing of socialism and the

..r^"oti.-i"'a.p.t d.t.. of the USSR wis fiercely opposed by

opportunists who denied the possibility of the victory ot

socialism in one country. The iriternal difficulties encouraged
il;;k" .;a his follower Preobrazhensky and also the "new
oppotiiir"" headed by Zinoviev-and Kamenev' In essence'

ifii oooortunists wanted to turn the country into an agrar-ian

urrd ia* material appendage of the imperialist states and to
."tti"ut. private, piiticula"rly-for-eign, capitalism' Kamenev

and Sokoinikov opposed the development of home rnd-ustry'

S;Ll"ii;;Tt""t it h.iiir.d that the countrv's economv should

Le orientated towards the development of agricultural export

2r In a new historical situation, in 1959, the 21st Party Cong.ress

.r.o.lui-.d in its decisions that socialism had won a complete and hnal
^'ri.toty in the USSR.
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and the import of manufactured goods from abroad. They
wanted to involve the Soviet Union in Dawes' plan.2l" The
Party unmasked and countered all attempts by followers of
Trotsky, Zinoviev, Bukharin and other opportunists to prove
that the country's economic and technical backwardness was
an insurmountable barrier to socialism. The Party made it
plain that the so-called theories and actions of opportunists
were nothing but a counter-revolutionary attempt to frustrate
the Party's Leninist course of building socialism in the USSR.
The Party decided to make the country economically in-
dependent of foreign countries in the home market. That
required the intense development of heavy industry at home.

In December L925 the Party held its 14th Congress, which
went down in history as the Congress for the country's social-
ist industrialisation. The Congress noted with great satisfac-
tion the remarkable achievements in the rehabilitation of
the national economy. However, the Congress pointed out,
that was only the first step in building a firm material. and
technical foundation for socialism. Economically and tech-
nically, the country remained backward, which created a
threat that the imperialist countries could enslave the Soviet
Union economically, and which endangered the country's
defence potential. Economic backwardness prevented the
country from showing the great advantages of socialism over
capitalism, and that, in turn, slowed down the world revolu-
tionary moYement.

The task, therefore, was to surmount the technical and
economic backwardness and develop socialist industry, par-
ticularly heavy industry. That was in the interests of build-
ing socialism in the USSR, and also in the interests of the
world proletariat and the working people of all countries.

Being a component of Lenin's plan for building socialism
in the USSR, socialist industrialisation became actually tea-
sible only after the rehabilitation of the country's economy
and as a result of the consolidation of the alliance of workers
and peasants and the improvement of livin.g standards. On

21a According to the plan drawn up by Dawes in the United States,
Germany was to fleece other countries, primarily the Soviet Union, in
order to pay the reparation sums. That would have turned the USSR
into an economic appendage of Germany.

5-624
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these grounds the 14th Party Congress proclaimed th:
course 

"of socialist industrialisation. The Congress approved-

the Central Committee's policy of priority development -of
heavv industrv. Its directive' read: "In building up the
..orro*r, the soal should be to change the USSR from a

country i*port-ing machines and equipment into a count-ry

manuflctuting mlchines and equipment, so as to^ prevent the
USSR, in conlitions of capitalist encirclfment, Irom becom-
ing an economic appendage of the world capitalist econ-omy'

lo"make the USSR-an in?ependent economic unit, built on
ihe pri"ciples of socialism aqid capable, thanks to its economic

ero*th, oi se.ving as a mighty instrument of revolutionising
ihe workers of ajl countries-and the oppressed peoples in
colonies and semi-colonies,"22

ffr. 
-pattv 

declared that its general line was that of
socialist indirstrialisation. The Con[ress underlined with par-
ticular force that the course of industrialisation, being one

of ihe most important directives g-iven by I-enin, acquired
the character oi Party law. The direct and urgent task of
the Partv. the workins class and all Soviet people was the
developrirent of heavy"industry and its core-machine-build-
ing.

'By the end of 1927 the industry's gross output surpassed
the level of 1913.

Great successes in the country's industrial development
were scored during the first two' five-y-e-ar- plals. The first
five-year plan gavJbirth to the Dnieper Hydroelectric Power
Station urd rrrih maior factories aJ the Stalingrad Tractor
Works, the Urals Machine-Building Plant,-the Gorky Auto-
mobile Works, the Kuznetsk Metallurgical Work-s, the Rostov
Farm Machinery P1ant and many -others. The fulfilment of
the first five-vear plan resulted in the creation of new indus-
tries-machirie-to6l manufacture, chemical, aviation, farm
machinerv and other industries. During the first and second
firo.-y.u. plan periods the Soviet pe-ople,- led 

" 
by tg 9o*;

munist Pirty, ^created the material and technical basis of
socialism, and by 1937 the USSR became an advanced in-
dustrial rtut". nyi that time the country had commissioned

,z The CPS|.] in the Resoltr,tions and Decisions..., Vol. 3, p. 245'
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6,000 new plants and factories, and the output of industrial
products went up 4.5 times. It took the United States, for
instance, nearly 40 years (from 1890 to 1929) to reach the
level of industrial production which the Soviet Union
rea_ched in just 10 years. In L937 the gross industrial output
qf.large-scale_industry topped the figure for 19lB by 8 times.
The Soviet Union succeeded in satisfying its 'needs 

in
m-achines and-equipment, and in lg37 beganlo export them.
The industrialisation helped to create i powerfui defence
industry, modernise indr,itry and transpoit on the basis oi
advanced engineering, and greatly enhince the mechanisa-
tion_of industrial production. That signified the victory of
the Party's general line and the triumph of Lenin's plan for
industrialisation.

In 1939 the 18th Party Congress approved the third five-
year economic development plan for tg38-42, but its imple-
mentltion was tqrpedoed by the treacherous aggression of
nazi. G_ermanlr. The Party's execution of Lenin's'f,rogramme
for industrialisation was an important factor in the difeat of
lhe qaz! aggressors and Japaneie militarists during the Great
Patriotic War.

In the post-war period the country continued to increase
i^ts industrial power. In 1950-the iast year of the fourth
five-year plan;lhe output of industry wui 7g per cent higher
than in 1940. More th-an 6,000 industrial enterprises ilere
repaired or built during the period. Great successes in the
development of h-eavy_ industry were made in the following
y.e3I!, particularly _during the seven-year plan period
(1959-65)- Industrial production increased by'84 pe? cent
ins_tead-o{ 80 per cent as originally planned; nearly 5-,500 big
ind\r,strial enterprises were commlssioned; eleclric powe"r
available per worker in industry was increased by 6b per
cent.zr

The implementation of Lenin's plan for industrialisation
was m-arked_by tremendous successes. They can be assessed

{r.opIh. fol]owing figures. In 1926-the year following the
14th Party Congress-the country produced 2.9 million'tons
of steel, in 1965, the concluding year of the seven-year plan,

B, 
-Documents of the 23rd Congress of the CPSIJ, Moscow, 1966,

p. 316.
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it oroduced 9l million tons of steel; the output of electric

.rniu., increased from 3,500 million to 507,000 mil-lion kwh'

5"ilf-lif,-it"- a.s *illiot to 243 million tons' New suc-

..rr.r iotfie output of industrial products were scored dytigg
tfr.-"i-ntf, five-vear plan. In 197b the country produced 116

millioi tons of steel, 740,000 million kwh of electrictty' and

ilt-;i[i;; to"t oi oil. These figures were {eported.by
i;;"ie B;;rhrr.r, to the 24th Pattv* Congress' The fact that

in 1970 alone the country produced ,?pproximately ^twrce 
as

;";;' i"J"iitirr products'as' during alithe pre-war.five-year

"tu"'r 
tut ., togeiher2" is a fine illustration of the increased

|"rl.iir^-,]i t"?iaitt production' Today the Soviet Union
ilfir-l'h.;"Jd; ;.o'rrd plu.. in the volume of industrial

;;;;;di;",'urrd .u"t ihe-first place in the case of certain

types of products.''It"othl, 
eloquent illustration of the Soviet Union's-I-righ

i"a"ririrf-f*.t'ir tt . fact that it occupies advanced positions

il ;;;" ;";L ar.h, nuclear phys i cs, el e ctroni cs, t'1.'," tlq':"^ti;
inE.-metallurgy, rocket engineering, airctalt constructlon ano

ililfi;ie;^;f '';i;;;; af,d engiieering' Todav the Soviet

Union possesses moder-n, first-^class military tq"ip3""i,111
ur-a*6ttt for the defence of the country-.and the wrrole

ro.iuiitt camp against any aggression' Socialist industry has

;;;;,i tt.-i""Errpt."i'ot ihl entire economv qf lhe YS|R
;;e ; i-pror,e*erri in the livin.q standards of the Soviet

oeoole.
""ti?'co*munist party of the Soviet union overcomes.all

aiffi."ttiet in its way aird confidently implements the policy

of raising further lhe level of industry and the entrre

economv.""D;;ft 
the eighth five-year plan the Communist Parlv' ip-

ot"*.rii'rrE the icorro*i.'d.u.iop*ent plan approved bv th,e

IirT-C""*".tt' aia much to improve economic ma-nagement'

A;;r;il?;h: t41h P;1v Corforess, Leonid Brezhnev said:
:'Th; C;"&al Committ"" pl"t'ut! meetiggs, CC de-cisions and

th*; 
"f 

ih; corr,.il-of Mirirt.r, of the_u-ssR resolyed m-atgr

;;;;;;t;;robl.*r. Sp..i"t mention should be made of the

L;;;;;;.;;iih; M;y irgoo) and Julv (1e70) Plenarv Meet-

2A 24th Congress of the CPSU, P. 42'

25 Rebort of the CPSU Central Committee to the 24th Congress of
the CPSU. p. 45.

26 V. I. Lenin, Collected Worhs, Vol' 33, p. 471'
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in.es, which worked out a comprehensive long-term develop-
ment programme for agriculture, and of the December
(1969) Plenary Meeting, which discussed fundamental ques-

iiors of the development of our economY, such as the ways
to enhance the effectiveness of production and improve
management."2S

Alt"this convincingly proYes that the Pafty, exercising its
guiding role, penetrales deeply into the -essence 

of economic
ielatiois in Soviet society and employs the economic laws of
socialism for building the material and technical basis of
communism.

2. c o - o PERAT, 
?t-#tf"lr, # 

ANrRY's R0AD

An important part of Lenin's plan for socialism construc-
tion was the co-operation of small-scale p-easant economies
and their switching onto the socialist lines. In his programme
work "On Co-operation" Lenin stressed that the o-rganisa-
tion of co-operaiives was the only acceptable, simple, easy,
comprehensive and feasible road to collective farming. The
co-operatives take care of the person-al and collective in-
teresis of the peasants. He wrote: "And given social owner--
ship of the medns of production, give-n the class victory of
the'proletariat over the bo-urgeoili., !k system of civilised
co-operators is the system of socialism."26

The reason for the socialist transformation of agriculture
was that small-commodity production could not free the
masses of working peasanti from ruin, poverty and the kulak
yoke. The kulaks, tle last explo-iting class, could be abolished
only on the basis of the voluntary union of millions of
peasant households and the replacement of the P-easant trylll-
iommodity production by large-scale socialised socialist
oroduction in asriculture.' In implem..riit g Lenin's idea of co-operating agriculture,
the Corimunist Party involved millions of peasants in
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socialist construction through the simplest forms of co-
operatives-marketing, purchasing, supply, and later, when
tfie peasants voluntarily united in large collective farms
(holhhozy) through production co-operatives.' 

The sLiti.rg up of agricultural co-operatives under NEP
was proclaimed by the decree which the All-Russia Central
Executive Committee and the Council of People's Commissars
published on August 16, 1921. The decree, entitled "O!
Agricultural Co-operation" and signed by L-enin anq
Kilinin, gave the peasants the right to organise all types of
agricultuial co-operative societies. It attributed enormous
significance to the organisation of co-operatives. All go-vern-
ment agencies were instructed to render every possible as-
sistance to the peasants.

Primary attention was focussed on the development of trade
between fown and country as an essential prerequisite for
strengthening the alliance'between the working class and the
peasa-"ntry. AG a result, the economic ties between towns and
villag.r were becoming stronger, the supply of manufa-ctured
goodi to villages was improved, and that included farm
irachines and implements (the supply of the latter was Vhgl-ly
in the hands of the state and co-operative organisations). The
marketing-and-supply ar.'d credjt. co-operatives in villages
were lncreaslng ln number and importance; state and co-
operative organlsations occupied key positions in the procure-
ment and lurchases of grain, cotton and, sugar beet jn
villages. Thi state and co-operative-networks provided the
peasints with more than half of the manufactured goods
they required.

At th; same time production co-operatives-communes,
artels and societies foi collective cultivation of the land-
were increasing in number and gathering strength- A total of
900,000 peasant farms had jo-ined simple pr-oduction c-o-

operativei by October l, 1927.27 A great contribution to the
preparation'of the mass collectivisation was made by the
itat.-.o-op.rative machine hire stations. They were very
popular with the peasants.

2? National Economy of the USSR,
p. 99 (in Russian).

Statistical Data, Moscow, 1956,
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Some middle peasants, however, left the collective farms
during the first years of NEP, and fewer peasants ioined
the ar:tels. The subversive activities of kulak elements struck
heavily asainst the collective farms. The systern of land
tenure wa"s impetfect and the organisational and economic
position of agricultural artels was weak. But the most serious
drawback was the fact that the state had no means of fully
supplying the peasants with farm machines.

Gradually, -thanks to the leadership of the Communist
Party and constant assistance from the Soviet Government,
the collective farms overcame all difficulties and strengthen'ed
their position. The collective farms, being the highest form
of pioduction co-operatives, indicated the development
prospects for all simple forms of agricultural co-operatio,n.
But during the NEP period they themselves were only in the
embryo. T-he conditions for the transition to collective farm-
ing began to appear in the second half of 1927, af.ter the
Soviet people, l"a fy the Communist Party, scored notable
successes in the development of heavy industry.

In December 1927 the 15th Congress of the CPSU(B)
decided to launch the collectivisation campaign on a mass
scale. In its decisions the Congress pointed out that the
collectivisation of agriculture was required by the economic
laws of development of socialist society, primarily by the
fundamental economic law of socialism. As we know, social-
ist industrialisation, based on the social ownership of the
means of production, proceeded at an exceptionally fast rate.
But the small-commodity farming, based on private owner-
ship was developing at a relatively slow pace, and lagged
visibly behind industry. The economy was seriously ut -
balanced, and the urgent task was to ensure balanced rates
of development of in?ustry and agriculture. That could be
done onlf by reorganising agriculture along socialist lines.
In the meantime, ltre Right-wing opportunirqts heade4 by
Bukharin attempted to capitalise on the difficulties. They
stubbornly defended the position of the kulaks. It was clear
to them tirat the implementation of the decisions of the l5th
Congress would ushtr socialism into the villages, and -so, in
an altempt to frustrate the Party's Iaeninist co-urse, they began
to spread a false rumour to the effect that -the disproportion
was^ caused by the Party's policy which, they claimed'
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violated the economic law of balanced sectors, i.e., of the
balanced development of the socialist and non-socialist
sectors. The Right-wing deviationists refused to co-operate
with the Party in implementing the most difficult task of the
proletarian revolution after the seizure of power-the re-
education of the millions of peasants, introduction of the new
mode of production into their economy, consolidation of their
alliance with the working class and converting them into
active and conscientious builders of socialism.

The Party repulsed the Right-wing opportunists and
demonstrated to all that it correctly understood the law of
the planned and balanced development of the national
economy. In order to eliminate the disproportion, the Party
decided to raise the tempo of industrialisation and, simulta-
neously, to reorganise agriculture on the basis of large-scale
machine production, and to amalgamate small and scattered
peasant farms into large collective farms on the basis of
advanced engineering.

The implementation of the Party's general programme of
industrialiiation resulted in radical changes in the develop-
ment of heavy industry in 1926-29, particularly in branches
which catered for agriculture. In 1928-29 agriculture was
supplied with machines and tractors to the sum of 236'9 mil-
lion rubles.

Thus, the way towards socialist reorganisation of the
countryside lay through the socialist industrialisation of the
country. Heavy indusiiy was the key to the reor.qanisation oJ
agricuiture. That was why the Pariy, having posed the task
of the socialist reorganisation of agriculture, concentrated its
efforts on the development of industry as the principal source
which was to nourish agricultural production.

In connection with the policy of the collectivisation of
agriculture, proclaimed by the 15th Party Congress,-th-e role
of co-operatives was further enhanced. It was precisely-the
co-operltirres that helped the peasantry -along th^e road to
socialism. It was necesiary to find practical ways of transfer-
ring the middle peasants from co-operation in circulation to
co-operation in production. The Party did all it could to
..rco-urage all types of co-operatives. In 1929 the number of
all typei of agricultural co-ope-ratives- exceeded 100,000 as

comfdred with- 54,800 in 192i, More than 55 per cent of all
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poor and middle farms were amalgamated into co-operatives;
by the end of 1928 rural consumer co-operatives had a
membership of nearly l4 million.

The state farms, being consistently socialist enterprises,
played an outstanding role in preparing the peasants for
collectivisation. In 1926-27 there were 5,864 state farms.
Their principal task was to serve as models of large-scale
socialist economy, to maintain close links with the local
peasantry, win their confidence, demonstrate the advantages
of state farms over small-scale economy and popularise
modern machines and agronomical methods in agriculture.
In addition, they rendered economic, agronomical and other
assistance to the villages and organised tractor columns
which worked on the fields of artels on a contract basis.

Agricultural communes and artels also made a priceless
contribution to the mass collectivisation. They set an example
of how to pass from small-scale farming to large-scale
collective agriculture. Thus Lenin's words, pronounced at the
First Congress of Agricultural Communes and Agricultural
Artels in 1919, came true. "We shall bring about a situation
when each of the several thousand existing communes and
artels will become a genuine nursery for communist ideas
and views among the peasants, a practical example showing
them that, although it is still a small and feeble growth, it
is nevertheless'not an artificial, hothouse growth, but a true
growth of the new socialist system,"28 said Lenin.

The Party waged a resolute struggle against the Right-
wing opportunists who tried to push it on to the road of
discord with the middle peasants, the road of ne.glecting the
need to organise the poor peasants, the road of truce with the
kulaks. T[ie Party consolidated in every way the alliance of
the working class with the middle peasants. It ur.ged them
to take up collective farming, become an active force in the
struggle against the village usurers, the kulaks-the remain-
ing Llass of exploiters-and directly participate in the build-
ing of socialism.

The countryside was undergoing a process of class differen-
tiation. The sector of the middle peasants, who were becom-
ing the leading force in agriculture, was expanding, but so

28 Y. L Lenin, Collected. Worhs, Vol. 30, p' 204'
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too was the wealthy capitalist upper crust of the peasantry.
The kulaks constituted 5.2 per cent of the rural population,
the middle peasants 71.9 per cent, the poor peasants 18.7 per
cent, and the agricultural proletariat, 4.2 per cent. Describ-
ing the situation in the countryside before collectivisation,
the 15th Party Congress noted: "As distinct from the capital-
ist type of development, which finds expression in the
uteaheni.ng ('erosion') of the middle peasantry and the growth
of the polar groups of poor peasants and the kulaks, we see
before us the process of the strengthening of. the middle
peasants with a temporary, though not significant, growth
of the kulak group at the expense of the wealthy portion of
the middle peasants, and the reduction of the group of poor
peasants, a certain portion of whom become proletarians,
while another portion, more numerical, gradually passes into
the group of middle peasants."m

The peculiar aspects of the class differentiation in the
countryside were clearly reflected in the output of farm
products. Before the Revolution the kulaks produced 1,900
million poods of grain, but in 1926-27 they accounted for
only 617 million poods, while the poor and middle peasants
increased their grain production in the same period from
2,500 millior to 4,052 million poods.3o The economy of the
broad masses of peasants was on the upswing, socialism was
successfully ousting capitalism.

After the 15th Party Congress the class differentiation in
the countryside was intensified. The shift to the policy of
collectivisation required new measures which, in essence,
were to increase the pressure on the kulaks. In taxation, that
was expressed in progressively higher taxes on wealthy sectors
of the village population, complete tax exemption for poor
peasants and a reduction of taxes for middle peasants.

The measures taken by the Party and the Government for
restricting and ousting kulaks deepened the process of
differentiation among the peasants: the number of economic-
ally weak farms was decreasing, and so was the number of
kulak farms, but the numbers of middle peasants were rising.

N The CPSU in the Resolutions and Decisions..., Vol.4, Moscow,
1970, p. 55.

30 Decade of Soaiet Poaer in Fi.gures (1917-27), Moscow, 1928.
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The Soviet state rendered tangible financial and economic
assistance to poor and middle peasants. The union between
town and country was established not only in trade, but also
in production. The working class, relying on the poor
peasants and strengthening its alliance with the middle
peasantry, succeeded in enforcing a greater isolation of the
kulaks.

During the grain-procurement campaign in 1928 the kulaks
concealed grain, refused to sell it to the state at fixed prices,
and took their time, waiting for the opportunity to sell the
grain at better prices. The Government, supported by the
poor and middle peasants, took strict measures against the
kulaks. It regarded their refusal to deliver grain at fixed
prices as political sabotage and a malicious crime against the
people. The resistance of the kulaks was broken, and the
alliance between the working class and the middle peasantry
was made stronger.

The Communist Party and the Soviet Government con-
tinued to prepare the countryside for mass collectivisation.
The ideas behind collectivisation were widely publicised, and
the material and financial aid to the existing agricultural
artels was increased; they got more tractors, machines, etc.
The state set up bodies to be directly responsible for running
the collective farms. Back in lg24 a department of collective
farming was formed at the All-Rr:ssia Union of Agricultural
Co-operatives (Selskosoyuz). In 1925 the Government in-
auguiated the All-Union Council of Collective Farms which
was charged with exercising unified general leadership of the
collective--farm movement and organising an exchange of
experience of collectivisation in different Union republics.
In 1925 the local departments of collective farming were
reorganised into autonomous collective-farm sectors in re-
gional and area co-operative unions.- A conspicuous part in preparing and developing the
collective-farm movement was played by the Collective-Farm
Centre of the RSFSR and similar agencies in the other Union
Republics which were founded in 1927. The All-Union
Council of Collective Farms and the collective-farm centres
of the Union Republics conducted an enormous amount of
work with the help of local collective-farm sectors and
bureaus. The links between the collective-farm system and
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the other systems of agricultural co-operatives were becoming
stronger and more numerous; courses were opened to train
collective-farm executiYes, etc.

The old collective farms which emerged before the year
of the great change, i.e., before 1929, were growing and be-
coming stronger, settin.g an example for the new way of
farming. The crop yields on the collective farms were much
higher than on private farms, cattle-breeding was better and
so was land cultivation. In comparison with 1925 the col-
lective farms of the Central Black-Earth Belt, for example,
got 39.8 per cent more winter rye, 37 per cent more winter
wheat, 32 per cent more spring wheat, and 40.7 per cent more
oats.3t The same was true of the other districts in the RSFSR.

By their economic achievements, ties with the local
peasants and assistance given to them, the first collective
farms proved in action the advantages of the new way of
farming and prompted the private peasants to take the road
of collective cultivation of the land. In the second half of
1929 the collective-farm movement gained momentum. The
following figures illustrate the point: from July l92B to July
1929 the number of kolkhoz farms increased by 591,000,
whereas in just four months in 1929, from July to October,
the increase amounted to 911,700.32 Thus, there was a
marked increase in the rate of collectivisation. The old col-
lective farms were soon surrounded by a whole network of
new collective farms which united the masses of poor and
middle peasants.33

In April 1929 the l6th Party Conference noted that not
only poor, but also middle peasants, were beginnin.q to join

3r Collectiue Farms in the USSR. Statistical Data, Moscow, 1929,
p.25.

32 Ibid., pp.26-27.
33 At first only poor peasants ioined the collective farms, while most

middle peasants preferred to bide their time and watch the dev,elop,-
ments. When the collective farms left behind both middle and kulak
farms, the middte peasants became bolder and began to join them.
They were also prompted by the simplest forms of co--operation, which
familiarised middle piasanti with the collective way of work, and also
by the machine-and-tractor stations which demonstrated the advantages
o[ modern farm machinery over the primitive tools and implements
used by individual peasants,
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the collective farms. The Conference, however, found that the
results of collectivisation were not quite satisfactory. It
instructed Communists in the co-operative movement to step
up the collectivisation in the countryside and give practical
assistance to the primary co-operative production associa-
tions. The Conference called on all workers and working
peasants to intensify their efforts in building large-scale
socialised agriculture.

The collectivisation of agriculture was greatly enhanced by
the defeat of the Right-wing opportunist group of Bukharin
and Rykov, which presented the principal threat to the Party
and which became a mouthpiece of anti-Soviet elements at
home and abroad. The Right-wing opportunists wanted to
save the kulaks at all costs. Since they denied the possibility
of biulding socialism in the Soviet lJnion, they opposed the
abolition of the capitalist elements and attempted to frustrate
the organisation of production co-operatives in the
countryside.

The Communist Party routed the Right-wing opportunists.
The Plenary Meeting of the CC CPSU(B) in November 1928,
the April Joint Plenary Meeting of the Central Committee
and the Central Control Committee (1929) and the 16th
Party Conference condemned the position of the Right-wing
faction, and the November Plenary Meeting of the Centrai
Committee ii 1929 declared the propaganda of Right-wing
views to be incompatible with membership in the Party.
Having decisively crushed the Right-wing defeatists the
Party took the course of mass collectivisation in agriculture.

In the summer of 1929 the countryside arrived at a great
turning point; middle peasants began to join the collective
farms, and not only in groups: whole villages, aolosts and
districts joined.

The Communist Party and the Soviet Government, rely-
ing on the support and initiative of the working masses, or-
ganised the mass transfer of peasants from simple commodi-
ty production to collective, socialist production. The process
was not spontaneous, it was conducted according to the plan
worked out by the Communist Party which was relying on
the fundamental economic law of socialism and acting in
conformity with the need of the balanced development of
the entire economy.
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The Communist Party's policy of organising the collecti-
ve-farm system and eliminating the kulaks as a class was
sealed in the resolution of the CC CPSU(B) of January 5,
1930, "On the Rate of Collectivisation and the State Meas-
ures of Assistance to the Collective-Farm Movement".34 This
exceptionally important document fixed scientifically sub-
stantiated time-limits for the collectivisation of the majority
of peasants; collectivisation was to be completed during the
first five-year plan. Three groups of areas were established
with particular and approximate time-limits for each and
with due regard for the peculiarities in the development and
economic importance of each atea in the country's economy
and their readiness for mass collectivisation. The first group

-the North Caucasus, Lower Volga and Middle Volga
aleas-was to complete collectivisation within one and a half
years; the second group-the Central Black-Earth Belt, the
Ukraine, the Urals, Siberia and the grain-growing regions
of Kazakhstan-within two and a half years; and the third
group-the Central non-Black-Earth Belt, the Byelorussian
SSR, Central Asia and Transcaucasia-within four years.

The collectivisation of peasants was based on the princi-
ple of voluntariness and greater unity of the working class
and middle peasants against the kulaks. The Party decided
that the collective farm (agricultural artel) was to be the
basic form of the collective-farm movement. The collective
farm is a co-operative, socialist enterprise but is distinct from
socialist public enterprises, such as the state farm. The group
property in the collective farm belongs to individual collec-
tives, while in the state farm, it belongs to the whole of so-
ciety, i.e., to the state. The Party, therefore, warned against
attempts to introduce in the collective farms the organisation-
al system of management employed in the state farms. The
t6th Party Congress stressed: "As di.stinct from the state
farm, which is a state enterprise, organised on state funds,
the collective farm is a voluntary public association of peas-
ants, founded on the nTeans of the peasants themselaes, with
all the consequences this fact entails."35

3a The CPSU in the Resolutions and Decisions..., Vol. 4, pp. 383-86.
35 Ibid., p.451.
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It should be noted that the most simple form of collective
farms were societies for collective cultivation of the land. In
such societies only land tenure and land cultivation were
socialised, while the means of production and cattle were
the private property of the collective farmers. The agricul-
tural artel is the highest form of collective farm. Fields, la-
bour,- land tenure, all means of production, draught animals
and farm premises are socialised there. In the artel, there-
fore, the private ownership of the means of production is
replaced by group, artel, co-operative property. But the farm-
ers are allowed to keep house and garden plots, cattle,
poultry and small implements. The communei-the third
form of collective farms with no subsidiary farming-proved
to be inefficient in the economic conditions of those-years.
They were replaced by agricultural artels, which were iecog-
nised as the principal form of the collective-farm movemerit.

At the instigation of the Trotskyite and Bukharinite re-
storers of _capitalism, the kulaks fiercely opposed the devel:
opment of tfie collective-fa..r, move-errt.'true, there were
serious mistakes and excesses during the collectivisation. The
principle of voluntariness was often violated, endangering
the alliance of the working class and the peasantryf somE
people- ig!-ored to take into consideration the degree of readi-
ness of different districts for collectivisation.

The Commuflist Party took appropriate steps to prevent
the excesses. On March t4, t93O the CC CPSU(B) adopted a
resolution "On the Struggle Against the Distortion of the
Party Line in the Collective-Farm Movement", in which it
indicated the reasons for the mistakes during the collectivisa-
tion and condemned methods of commandeeiing and coercion
agailst the middle peasants as incompatible with Leninism
and Lenin's idea of co-operation in agriculture.

The distortion of the Party's line was a serious blow to
the collective-farm movement and it somewhat slackened its
pace. However, the healthy principles of collectivisation,
worked out during the building of socialism in the country,
proved their worth and soon prevailed. In a short time the
collective-farm movement, directed by the Communist Party,
overcame all difficulties and developed further. The follow-
ing figures are a fine illustration of collectivisation in the
USSR: in June-July 1928 some 1.7 per cent of the peasantry
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were collectivised; in 1929 the percentage was 3.9; in 1930-
23.6 per cent; in l93L-52.7 per cent; in 1932-61.5 per
cent; in 1933-64/ per cent; and in June-July L934-7L.4
per cent.s

Thus, practice proved the correctness of the plan of collec-
tivisation, adopted by the Party on November 5, 1930, the
implementation of which was to be completed in the main by
the end of the first five-year plan period.

It should be noted that one of the main results of the
reorganisational period in the countryside was the mass tran-
sition of poor and middle peasants in the Union Republics
to the collective methods of agriculture. In 1934 collectivi-
sation was completed all over the country with the exception
of the Taiik SSR, Transcaucasia, Daghestan and a few other
insufficiently prepared regions,

Lenin's co-opeiative plan was realised. So try as they will
to discredit the idea of collectivisation in the USSR and de-
pict it as something forced "from the top", Leonard Shapiro,
Alfred G. Meyer, Robert Daniels and other Western 'oexperts
on Marxism" will neyer succeed in refuting the undeniable
facts that mass collectivisation in the Soviet Union was pre-
pared by the entire course of building socialism, that it was a
natural outcome of socialisation and that the poor and mid-
dle peasants chose Lenin's plan of collective farming of their
own accord.

During the collectivisation and on its basis the country
solved tfie exceptionally important political problem of the
elimination of the kulaks-the last class of exploiters in the
USSR.

On February 1, 1930, the Central Executive Committee
and the Council of People's Commissars of the USSR adopted
a resolution "On Measures for Strengthening the Socialist
Reorganisation of Agriculture in Districts with Mass Collec-
tivisation and for Fighting the Kulaks". All laws allowing
land-tenure and hired labour on private farms were abol-
ished, the local authorities were empowered to confiscate
the property of the kulaks and exile them from districts, ter-

36 Agriculture in the USSR, Yearbook (t935), Moscow, 1936, pp. 633-
34; Buildine of Socialism in the USSR, Statistical Yearbook, Moscow,
1934, p. 159.
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ritories and regions. For this purpose special commissions
for dispossession of the kulaks were set up. They were com-
posed of poor and middle peasants, farmhands and workers
delegated by trade unions. The kulaks' property was handed
over to the collective farms' indivisible funds. By January
1933, when most of poor and middle peasants had joined
the collective farms, the kulaks were eliminated as a class.

The state continued to render great assistance in strengthen-
ing the co-operative, collective -farm apparatus. At the deci-
sion of the November 1929 Plenary Meeting of the Central
Committee, 25,000 regular workers, including many Com-
munists, went to work permanently in collective farms and
machine-and-tractor stations (MTS). An important role was
played by the political departments in the MTS, which were
inaugurated by a decision of the Plenary Meeting of the Cen-
tral Committee and the Central Control Comrnittee in
January i933. Some 17,000 Communists, who were sent to
the political departments in the MTS, engaged in propagan-
da and organisational work among collective farmers.

In addition there was a widespread practice of sending
workers' teams to villages for organising collective farms
and rendering cultural and other aid. By the beginning of
the spring sowing in 1929 the worker patronage societies of
Moscow and Moscow Region organised 26I collective farms
and dozens of machine and other associations.

In 1937 the collective farms unified 93 per cent of the
total number of farms and had more than 99 per cent of the
ploughlands. Thus it took a little over 10 years to prepare
and complete the collectivisation of agriculture. Lenin's vi-
sion had become reality.

The implementation of Lenin's co-operative plan radical-
ly changed the social and economic structure of agriculture.
Some 25 million small farms were replaced by tens of thou-
sands of big colective farms. The situation was favourable
for the elimination of the antithesis between town and
country.

The victory of the collective-farm system gave birth to a
new class-the collective-farm peasantry. Only two friendly
classes remained in the country-the working class and the
collective-farm peasantry together with the Soviet intelli-
gentsia which emerged from their ranks.
6-624
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The difference between workers and collective farmers u'as
iBtermined by the difference between the two forms of so-
cialist propetiyt the public ownership of the means of -pr-o-
duction utd tir. output of production in industry,- and-the
group, collective-fartt ownership of the meags 9f -produc-
iion and products on collective farms' The goals of these two
classes, hiwever, are common-socialism and communism.

As a result of the victory of the collective-farm system,

the question "who will beat'whom?" was answered in favour
of socialism. NEP had fulfilled its historical mission, the
transitional period from capitalism to socialism expired.

The Party and the Government were- always con-cerned
with the mechanisation of socialist agriculture. In 1929 there
were 18,000 tractors (in terms of 15 hp); in 1933-148,000;
in 1941-684,000; the respective figures for harvester com-
bines were 2; 14,000 and 182,000; for lorries 700, 14,000

and 228,000.37 It'would be well to recall here that tsarist
Russia had no such machines at all; all it had in 1910 were
10 million wooden ploughs, 4.2 million iron ploughs and
17.7 million wooden harrows.38

At a definite stage of the developmeni of collective farm-
ing its mechanisati"on was greatly advanced by-t!e 141$,.h
NJvember 1929 the Plenaiy Mleting of the CC CPSU(B)
underlined that "in creating broad possibilities for utilis-
ing the advantages of modern machinery on farms, the ma-
chine-and-tractor stations must become centres of mass col-
lectivisation of entire districts'"3e The MTS were state, essen-

tially socialist, enterprises. They cater-ed efficiently for col-
lective farms and fielped collective farmers to raise the
market production of agriculture.

The Communist Party adopted the collectivisation policy
which had been scientifically-worked out and substantiated
by Lenin. During the years of collectivisation the workers
urrd p.utut ts weib acquiring greater p-olitical m.aturity. The
peasantry realised that onty thi road of collectivisation could

31 Forty Years of Souiet Poaer in Figures, Statistical Data, Moscow,
1957, p. I50 (in Russian).

38 Ibid., p. 146.
3e The CPSU in the Resolutions and Decisions.. ', Vol. 4, p. 348'
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bring it to a free and happy life and that only its strong and
inviolable alliance with the working class and support for
Lenin's Party could put an end to poverty and worry for
the home and family. The peasants became convinced that
collective farmin.g guaranteed them a befitting place in
society.

The collective-farm system delivered the peasantry from
a hard life, made peasants masters of their own fate and
brought them knowledge. Howeyer, as Leonid Brezhnev, the
General Secretary of the CC CPSU, said, errors were made
during collectivisation. "But," he continued, "these were the
mistakes of quest, errors due to lack of experience. The Party
itself fearlessly uncovered these errors, openly told the people
about them and rectified them. Unfortunately, there are still
people about who love to exaggerate the cost of this big rev-
olutionary job."ao The collective-farm system is a great gain
made by the Soviet people under the Party's guidance. The
Soviet working class, as the political leader of the peasantry
and champion of the collective-farm system, supplied the col-
lective farms with tractors and harvesters, lorries, farm
machines and tools; at the Party's appeal, it sent its represen-
tatives to the countryside. The Soviet intelligentsia-thou-
sands of teachers, doctors, agronomists, technicians-actiye-
ly helped to consolidate and advance socialist relations in
the countryside:

The collective-farm system in the Soviet Union resolved
political, economic and social problems. It fortified the es-
sential principle of the Soviet state-the alliance of workers
and peasants, ushered in large-scale socialist agricultural
production on a modern industrial base and introduced a new
system of social relations in the countryside, thus setting the
foundation for the complete abolition of class differences in
Soviet society.

The collective-farm system justified itself in practice. In the
grim years of the Great Patriotic War the Soviet peasants
uninterruptedly supplied the country and the army with food,
and industry with raw materials. On the average, the total
number of workday units per able-bodied collective farmer

40 L. L Brezhnev, Followirtg Lenitt's Course. p.233.
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increased fuorr_ 254 in 1940 to 352 in 1942.t'r Thanks to the
unstintin.g work of the collective farmers and the state-farm
workers,'most lJnion and autonomous republics, territories
and regions succeeded in the very first Period of the war in
increasing the acreage of ploughland. The acreage in unoc-
cupied ateas gr.w from 62.6 million hectares in 1940 to 66.3
miilion in 1942, i.e., by 3.7 million hectares, including 2.3
million hectares under grain.a2

Under the leadership of the Communist Patty, the collec-
tive farmers overcame the difficulties of the first years of war
and successfully accomplished their task througho-ut !h"
remaining wai period. 

-From 1941 to 1945 the collective
farms ani state iarms provided the state with 4,264 million
poods of grain.a3 That was a more than threefold increase
ur .o*puibd to what Russia had obtained during the four
years of World War I.' In the post-war years the collective-farm -peasattry scored
important successei under the leadership of the Communist
Party. Collective farms were quickly re-established in areas
libeiated from the nazi invaders. They were reinvi.qorated
and strengthened all over the country. However,- the rate of
agricultural development was somewhat lower than that of
socialist industry. The Party, therefore, took steps for the
further development of agriculture' A conspicuous :ole in
this respect was played 6y the September (1953) Plenary
Meeting of the CC CPSU.

Aftei the Plenary Meeting, the material and financial pro-
visions for agriculture were improved. In 1953 the state
budget and oiirer state sources allocated 5e:300 million ruh.les

for ihe purpose. In the same year agriculture was- supplied
with tgg,OOb general-purpose iractori (in terms of 15 hp),
18,000 tractor-cultivatorsf 41,000 grain harvesters and more
than2 million farm implements and machines.

The Party is alwayi concerned with the development of
agriculture.'The deciiions of the 23rd and 24th Party con-

"1 N. Voznesensky, The |l)ar Econom! gf the USSR During the
Patriotic LUar,Moscow, 1948, p. 93 (in Russian).

42 Ibid., pp. 94-95.

"3 Ibid.
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gresses and many plenary meetings of the CC CPSU were
aimed at the further improvement of agricultural production.

Lenin indicated to the Soviet peasantry the road to social-
ism through co-operation. In implementing Lenin's plan for
co-operation, the Communist Party put into effect mass col-
lectivisation and created large-scale socialist agriculture in
the Soviet Union. The collective-farm system triumphed and
became stronger, having passed the tests of peace and war.
Under the leadership of the Communist Party, the collec-
tive-farm peasantry, in close unity with the working class, is
developing agricultural production and confidently advanc-
ing towards communism.

3. THE CULTURAL REYOLUTION

When Lenin was working on his famous plan for building
socialism in the USSR, he stressed the great importance of
spreadin.g culture. He said that the transfer of political power
and the basic means of production to the working class was
a vital prerequisite for the cultural revolution.

It is well known that the bourgeoisie is not interested in
raising the cultural standards of the working people. It
extends education to the working class, but only as much as
is needed to create a competent labour force. "Neither under
the reign of Tsar Nicholas," Lenin wrote, "nor under the
Republican President Wilson were the propertyless proleta-
rians at the bench and the peasants at the plough able to get
a university education. Science and technology exist only
for the rich, for the propertied class; capitalism provides cul-
ture only for the minority."44 In tsarist Russia, nearly 70 per
cent of men and 90 per cent of women were illiterate. In the
outskirts of tsarist Russia-in Central Asia, the Caucasus
and the North-those who could read and write among the
working people were very much the exception. The revision-
ists-leaders of the Second International-produced the slo-
.ga.n of the so-called cultural level. They claimed that the
proletariat should not take power until it had raised its own
intelligentsia under capitalist conditions. This false theory

44 V. I. Lerin, Collected Uorhs, Vol. 29, pp. 69-70.
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was supported by the Mensheviks and the Trotskyites, who
asserted that it was impossible to build socialism in illiterate
Russia.

Lenin resolutely condemned this opportunist slogan. In the
article "Our Revolution" he stressed that such views meant a
lenunciation of the proletarian revolution, because the work-
ing class could not raise its own intelligentsia under the con-
ditions of capitalism. According to him, the technical, eco-
nomic and cultural backwardness could be successfully over-
come in the course of socialist construction

The victory of the proletarian revolution in the Soviet
Union created all the prerequisites for raising the cultural
standards of the working people. At the Third All-Russia
Congress of Soviets Lenin said: "In the oid days, human
genius, the brain of man, created only to give some the bene-
fits of technology and culture, and to deprive others of the
bare necessities, education and development. From now on
all the marvels of science and the gains of culture belong
to the nation as a whole, and never a.gain will man's brain
and human genius be used for oppression and exploita-
tion."45

According to Marxism-Leninism, the complete triumph of
the socialist revolution comes when the political upheaval
and the revolutionary reorganisation of the economy and so-
cial relations are tied up with the rising cultural standards
of the people. Lenin made a profound study of the need for
the cultural revolution, revealed the concrete content of its
processes and worked out the fundamental principles of cul-
tural construction. The cultural revolution, he said, is a whole
period of the cultural development of the entire mass of the
people; it is the elimination of illiteracy; it is the training
of the people's intelligentsia; it is the development of scien-
ce, literature and the arts; it is a profound revolution in the
minds, the ideology and the spiritual life of the working
people, and the re-education of the people in the spirit of
socialism.

Lenin pointed out that the cultural revolution is not a sum-
total of local or superficial measures. ". . . It will be a distinct
historical epoch, and without this historical epoch. . . we

45 V. I. Lenila. Collected.Worhs, Vol. 26, pp. 481-82.

shall not achieve our object."46 He also noted that the social-
ist culture should be based on the intellectual gains of man-
kind. In changing the world by revolutionary means, the
working masses become creators of a new type of culture.

Lenin's teaching on socialist culture and 50 odd years of
experience in spreading culture in the USSR have dealt a
smashing blow to bourgeois propaganda which claimed that
the proletarian revolution destroyed culture once and for all.

The cultural revolution, which is a component of Lenin's
plan for building socialism in the USSR, is noted for its grad--
ual progress over a long period of time on the basis of
sociil and economic transformations. At the Second AII-Rus-
sia Congress of Political Education Departments in October
1921 Lenin said that the tasks of cultural construction could
not be accomplished as quickly as the political or military
tasks.aT

The socialist remoulding of the minds of the people, rais-
ing their cultural level and the fostering of the new man
beiame practical tasks from the very first days of Soviet
power. It was a great credit to Lenin and the Communist
Party that they indicated a clear method for building social-
ism and the only correct and possible way to spiritually reno-
vate the working people and to create the new man. The
Communist Party-the leading and guiding force in Soviet
society-mobilised the broad masses of the working people
for the creation of the new, socialist culture. The worldng
people regarded the cultural revolution as a vital necessity,
and so they willingly participated in the creation of the new
culture. It would have been impossible to carry out the cul-
tural revolution without the participation of the broad
masses.

As a component of the socialist revolution, the cultural
revolution played a great part in the consolidation of the
Soviet state. Lenin pointed out that the state "is strong when
the people know everything, can form an opinion of every-
thing and do everything consciously".4s The might of the
Soviet state lies in the socialist consciousness of its people.
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46 V. I. Lerin, Collected Works, Vol. 33, p. 470.
az Ibid., p. 78.
48 Ibid., Vol. 26, p. 256.
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The rising culture of the working people and the emergence
of an intelli.qentsia from the ranks of workers and peasants
became indispensable factors in the successful accomplish-
ment of the country's industrialisation and electrification,
higher labour productivity, collectivisation of agriculture
and the technical re-equipment of the Army and Navy. As
a result of the cultural revolution, all sectors of the economy
and the armed forces were provided with highly trained spe-
cialists. The cultural revolution was beneficial to the progress
of science, literature and the arts.

What were the tasks of the cultural revolution and how
were they accomplished?

Lenin believed that the urgent task of the cultural revolu-
tion was to eliminate illiteracy, but that was only the first
step. People should make practical application of their abili-
6, to read and write. At the First All-Russia Congress on
Adult Education (1919) Lenin said that it was necessary to
mobilise the literate to fight illiteracy.

In 1918 the first schools for illiterates were opened. In
Lenin's decree of December 26, l9l9 the elimination of illi-
teracy was declared a most important political task. The
decree said that all the inhabitants of the Soviet Republic
aged between 8 and 50 who could not read and write were
obliged to learn to read and write in their native language
or in Russian; the choice of language was theirs. The decree
of the Council of People's Commissars of June 19, 1920 set
up the All-Russia Extraordinary Commission for the Elimi-
nation of Illiteracy under the auspices of the People's Com-
missariat for Education. Local commissions for the elimina-
tion of illiteracy were inaugurated in gubernias, uyezds and
volosts.

The commissions accomplished a tremendous amount of
work. They opened anti-illiteracy stations all over the
country. Accordin.q to data coverin.g 4l gubernias, in
November 1920 there were 12,067 such stations with a
student body of 278,637 illiterates. By October l92l the
number of stations had increased to 37,163 with a total of
859,759 pupils.ae In 1923 the "Down with Illiteracy!" socie-

4e G. G. Karpov, Soaiet Culture and the Cultural Reuolu.tion in the
USS^R, Moscow, 1954, pp. 111-12 (in Russian). 50 V, I, Len;in, Collected. Uorks, Vol. 19, p' 139.
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ty came into being; it had branches and representatives in
gubernias, towns and enterprises. The society, headed by
Kalinin, did much to eliminate illiteracy.

The Party and the Soviet Government paid much atten-
tion to the promotion of culture in the countryside. Reporting
to the Eighth Party Congress on the work in the country-
side, Lenin noted that in terms of culture the urban proleta-
riat was more advanced than the peasantry. "There is no
other country so barbarous and in which the masses of the
people are robbed to such an extent of education, light and
knowledge-no other such country has remained in Europe;
Russia is the exception. This reversion of the masses of the
people, especially the peasantry, to sava.qery is not fortuitous,
it is ineaitable under the yoke of the landowners."50 It
would take many years to raise the cultural standards in the
countryside, Lenin said. Implementing political and economic
rrreasures in the countryside, the Party did all it could to
promote the literacy and the consciousness of the peasant
masses. The l2th Party Congress in 1923 stressed that cul-
tural, political and Party work in villages should help to
raise the peasantry to the level of litera.cy and conscious-
ness which could ensure the socialist construction in the
countryside.

The Communist Party and the Soviet Government made
great efforts to develop the culture of the forrnerly oppressed
peoples of tsarist Russia. In the resolution "On the Imme-
diate Tasks of the Party in the Nationalities Question,"
which the Tenth Party Congress adopted in 1921, it was
said that the tsarist policy, the policy of landowners and the
bourgeoisie towards non-Russians, had been to Russify them.
This had caused underdevelopment, illiteracy and political
backwardness among the peoples on the outskirts of tsarist
Russia.

The Soviet state proclaimed full equality for all nations
and peoples in Soviet Russia; it declared the freedom and
inviolability of their creeds, customs and cultural institutions;
it did all it could to give the formerly backward peoples
access to the achievements of the proletarian material and
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spiritual culture. In 1923 the Fourth Conference of the
CC CPSU(B) with officials from the national republics drew
up a number of measures in the cultural field. It was planned
to open clubs and other educational institutions, expand the
network of educational establishments, organise literacy so-
cieties in local langua.qes, etc. The Party opposed all signs
of chauvinism and nationalism, and took steps to ensure the
real economic and cultural equality of all nations.

Lenin believed that one of the most important tasks of
the cultural revolution was the communist upbringing of
the rising generation. In his famous speech at the Third Con-
gress of the Komsomol he called on the young people, to study
communism, and enrich themselves with the knowledge
acquired by mankind. He said: ". . . while condemnin.q the
old schools, while harbouring an absolutely justified and nec-
essary hatred for the old schools . . . we must replace the
old system of instruction, the old cramming and the old drill,
with an ability to acquire the sum-total of human knowledge,
and to acquire it in such a way that communism shall not
be something to be learned by rote, but something that you
yourself have thought over, something that will embody con-
clusions inevitable from the standpoint of present-day educa-
tion".5l Lenin emphasised that youth should master science
and technology so as to become active, really conscious build-
ers of communist society.

Lenin determined the role and tasks of the school in build-
in.g socialism and communism. His ideas were incorporated
in the Programme adopted by the Eighth Congress. In his
speeches, Lenin focussed particular attention on the link-up
between the school and politics. "The reconstruction of edu-
cation is no easy matter," he said. "And, naturally, mistakes
have been and still are being made, as are attempts to mis-
interpret the principle of the ties between education and po-
litics and to give it a crude and distorted meaning. Awkward
attempts are being made to put politics into the minds of
the younger generation when they have not been prepared
enough for it."52 Lenin stressed that the most important task
was the ideological and political direction of education and

51 V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 31, pp. 288-89.
52 Ibid., Vol. 28, p. 408.
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upbringing, and that it all depended primarily on the in-
structors. They were called upon to brin.q up the young gen-
eration in the spirit of communism and also to help the Party
in educating the entire population. Lenin showed great con-
cern for teachers, their spiritual maturity and material posi-
tion. He wrote: "Our schoolteacher should be raised to a
standard he has never achieved, and cannot achieve, in
bourgeois society. This is a truism and requires no prorcf. We
musf strive for this state of affairs by working steadily, me-
thodically and persistently to raise the teacher to a higher
cultural level, to train him thoroughly for his really high
calling and-mainly, mainly and mainly-to improve his
position materially."53

Free and compulsory general and polytechnical education
for all boys and girls under 17 was being introduced; a net-
work of pre-school establishments was being organised.

In spite of the difficulties which resulted from the Civil
War and the economic chaos, the number of schools in
1918-20 was increased by nearly 13,000 in comparison with
l9l4-15, and the number of pupils, by almost 2 million.sa
The problem of training teachers was also being successfully
solved. In 1921 there were nearly 60 teachers' training colle-
g€s, 154 three-year teachers' courses and 90 one-year
courses.55

A positive role in raising cultural standards was played by
the historic decree of the Council of People's Commissars of
January 1918, which separated the church from the state
and the school from the church.56 For the first time in human
history religion was proclaimed the private affair of every
citizen; the church was deprived of its privileged position
and thus culture was freed from the chains which had

53 V. I. Lenin, Collected Uorhs,Yol. 33, p. 464.
e A. F. Orekhanov, Lenin's ldeas on the Cultural Reaolution and

Their Implementation in the USSR, Moscow, 1961, p. 8 (in Russian).
55 Ibid.
56 As in all bourgeois states, the church in pre-revolutionary Russia

was a component of the state apparatus and spread anti-scientific, reac-
tionary ideology, superstitions and preiudices; it interfereil with the
development of science, and opposed the publication and distribution
of mattrialist and atheist literature. In maintaining ties with the schoql,
the church obstructed the cultural development of the masses, and in-
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retarded its development. Education was also freed from
the influence of the church.

The Party has never been neutral towards, religion. The
Programme adopted by the Eighth Congress stressed that the
Party was not satisfied with the decreed separation of the
church from the state and the school from the church, and
that it was striving to free the working masses from all
religious pre.j udices.

Guided by Lenin's ideas, the Party launched large-scale
anti-religious and scientific propaganda. In L922 the maga-
zines Ateist (Atheist), Bezbozltnih (AtheisQ and Religiya i.

Nauha (Science and Religion) appeared; the Bezbozhnih u
Stanha (The Atheist at the Lathe) magazine appeared in
1923. Anti-religious work was stepped up in clubs, libraries,
museums, and recreation rooms, atheist circles were organised
at enterprises and in villages. The Union of Militant Atheists
was founded in 1925, and in 1927-28 in lVloscow there were
courses for training atheist propagandists.

At the same time the Party stressed that the anti-religious
campaign should not be insulting to the believers. In this
connection the 1Zth Party Congress adopted a resolution "On
the Organisation of Anti-Religious Agitation and Propa-
.ganda" and called upon Communists to conduct deep and
systematic anti-reli.gious work.

The separation of the church from the state and the school
from the church, the abolition of the estates and the inequal-
ity of nationalities, as well as the decrees of the Council of
People's Commissars aimed at the emancipation of women
and the abolition of all restrictions on their: rights, the new
system of education and other measures taken by the Party
and the Soviet Government opened broad vistas for raising
the cultural standards of the working masses. "The work-
in.g people," Lenin wrote, "are thirsting for knowledge be-
cause they need it to win. Nine out of ten of the working
people have realised that knowledge is a weapon in their
struggle for emancipation, that their failures are due to lack

fused the younger generation of working people with anti-scientific and
reactionary ideology, thus bringing up the children of workers and
peasants in servility to the exploiters. Relying on the support of the
state, the church kept the working masses in ignorance and darkness.
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of education, and that now it is up to them really to give
evervone access to education."57

Lenin and the Communist Party believed that the organ-
isation of higher education was one of the most important
tasks of the iultural revolution. Lenin indicated again and
again that we needed more specialists with higher and secon-

dary specialised education from the ranks of workers and
o.riurrit than tsarist Russia had. On August 2, I9t8 the
bouncil of People's Commissars of the RSFSR adopted, a de-
cree which said, in part, that every person on attailing 16
vears of ase could b6come a student of any higher school ir-
iespective"of citizenship or sex. The Party's Prograrnme
pointed out that it was necessary to fling the doors of higher
educational establishments open to all who wanted to stud-y,

primarily to the workers. In tgtg on Lenin's initiative work-
l.s' fuc,riti.s were set up, and they produced their first grad-
uates in 1923. In the period from-1923 to 1928 the work-
ers' faculties prepared'35,000 students for,higher schools'58

In the summer'of 1918 the Mining Academy was opened
in Moscow, and in the same year unive-rsities,w-ere opened in
Voronezh, Gorky, Dniepropelrovsk, f iflis and Irkutsk. Lenin
was confident that the 

-Soviet Republic would have its own
specialists, and he turned out to be pgrfegtl-v right. In the
u.uai*i. year 1926-27 there were 150 high-er gd.ucati91fl
establishments in the country with a student body of 168,000'be

A bie contribution to the development of higher education
*ur -ud. by the July Plenary Meeting of the CC CPSU(B)
in 1928. The meetingpointed out the need to train engineers
ind technicians and'io start in 1928 the organisation of new
tl'pes of hieher schools, particularly those which would train
iir!.i"fittt ior professioni which suffered frory a -shortage 

of
*i"po*".. It was stressed that these schools should strength-
en their ties with production, improve the work of post-grad-
uate courses, credte a good material base and -intensify the
political education of itudents. The Plenary Meeting. also

indicated the need to recruit more workers to the higher

57 V. l. l,cnin, Collt'rtctl Uorhs. Vol. 23, p. 88.
58 A. F. Oreklanov, I-enin's ltleas on tie Cultural Reuolutiort', p' 14

(in Russian).
5e Ibid.
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educational establishments and technical schools. As a result,
by the end of the first five-year plan workers and their
children accounted for more than 50 per cent of the student
body in higher schools.Go

The Party and the Government invited veteran specialists
to train specialists of higher qualifications. The professorial
staff included such prominent Russian scholars as Timirya-
zev, Pavlov, Vilyams, Karpinsky, Gubkin, Zelinsky, Krylov,
Chaplygin and Zhukovsky. At the same time new instructors
were being trained. In 1921 the Government founded the
Institute of Red Professors (IRP).

Thanks to the Party and the Government, the numbers of
engineers, agronomists, doctors, teachers and other special-
ists were increasing. In 1928, for example, more than 28,000
people graduated from higher schools and the same number
graduated from technical schools and other secondary spe-
cialised educational establishments.6l The economy, the net-
work of people's education and the cultural institutions
acquired qualified specialists brought up in the spirit of Marx-
ism-Leninism and loyal to the cause of communism.

Lenin, the Party and the Government paid much attention
to the development of science. While recognising the great
contribution of Russian science, Lenin underlined that it
could really blossom only under socialism. In April 1918 he
wrote his "Draft Plan of Scientific and Technical Work" for
the Academy of Sciences. The Academy of Sciences was of
paramount importance in solving the problem of the location
of the country's industry and the development of the pro-
ductive forces.

Lenin was always sympathetic to the needs of scientists
who devoted their energy and knowledge to the cause of
socialism. Having read the book Science and Democracy
which K. A. Timiryazev had sent him in April 1920, Lenin
wrote to him:

"Dear Klimenty Arkadyevich,
"Many thanks to you for your book and kind words. I was

simply delighted to read your remarks against the bourgeoi-

:'l 4. 1'. Orekhanov, Lenin's ldeas on the Cultural Reuolution, p. 15.tir Forty Years of Sooiet Pou;er in liigures, Moscow, 1957, pp.277,
279.

sie and for Soviet power. I shake your hand very warmly
and with all my heart wish you health, health and health
agairl"62 On January 24, L92I Lenin signed the decree of
the Council of People's Commissars of the RSFSR for creat-
ing normal conditions of work for L P. Pavlov and for
publishing his books.' 

Lenin's ideas about science and its role in building social-
ism and communism were further developed in the Party's
decisions and implemented in the Party's practical guidance
of scientific work.

Literature and the arts are components of Soviet culture
and important elements in the ideological and political edu-
cation of the people. Lenin, the Communist Party and the
Soviet Government paid particular attention to literature
and the arts. In February 1918 the People's Commissariat
for Education adopted a resolution on the publication of
Russian classical literature, while the Soviet Government
adopted a resolution "On Declaring State Righ* of Prg-
perty on Scientific, Literary, Musical and Artistic
Works".

Before the October Revolution Lenin advanced the prin-
ciple of party spirit in literature. He wrote that literature
"must beiome party literature. In contradistinction to bour-
geois customs, to the profit-making, commercialised bourgeois
press, to bourgeois literary careerism and individualism,
earistocratic anarchism' and drive for profit, the socialist pro-
letariat must put forward the principle of party literature,
must develop this principle and put it into practice as fu-lly
and complefely as possible."63 The Soviet creative intelli-
gentsia strictly adheres to Lenin's instructions.- In the summer of. L925 the CC CPSU (B) adopted a reso-
lution "On Party Policy Towards Literature" which stressed
that the Party regards writers as the ideological leaders of
Soviet literature and that the arts must serve the interests of
the proletariat. In 1932 the Party's Central Committee adopted
a reiolution "On the Reorganisation of Artistic and Literary
Societies". It was decided to abolish the associations of pro-
letarian writers and to group all writers who supported the
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platform of Soviet power and who wanted to take part in
building socialism into a single Union of Soviet Writers with
a Communist faction, and to reorganise all the other artis-
tic societies on similar lines.

A remarkable contribution to the development of Soviet
literature was made by the First Congress of Soviet Writers
which took place in August-September 1934 in Moscow. It
was opened and addressed by Maxim Gorky. The Con-
gress summed up the achievements of Soviet literature-the
most revolutionary and high-principled literature in the
world-and outlined its future development.

Thanks to the Party's concern, Soviet literature made great
headway in the first few decades after the Great October
Revolution. Books by such Soviet writers and poets as Ale-
xei Tolstoy, Vladimir Mayakovsky, Dmitry Furmanov, Ale-
xander Serafimovich, Boris Lavrenev, Demyan Bedny, Mi-
khail Sholokhov and Fyodor Panfyorov were popular at
home and abroad. In 1923 the Soviet Union printed 85 mil-
lion copies of books.6a

The cinema, the theatre, music, art and amateur arts are
prominent in the lives of Soviet people. The cinema is par-
ticularly important. Lenin stressed that in the hands of real
socialist art workers the cinema would become a mighty
means for educating the masses.65 In point of. fact, the So-
viet cinema has become a mighty instrument for the com-
munist education of the broad masses of the workin.q people.
In 1913 there were only 1,500 film projectors in the country,
compared with 7,300 in L927;ao the number of theatres in-
creased from I77 in 1914 to 512 in L957.67 The other arts
also made great progress.

Libraries, clubs, houses of culture and recreation rooms
are indispensable in the cultural and political education of
the masses. In 1914 there were only 237 clubs (people's
houses) in the country (within the modern boundaries of the
USSR), and only 94, in rural areas. In 1929 their numbers

64 Forty Years of Souiet Pouer in Fi,gures, p. 293.
cs V. Bonch-Bruyevich, "Lenin and the Cinema" (Personal Remini-

scences), Nauha i. Zhizn, No. 4, 1970, p. 65.
66 Forty Years of Soaiet Poaer in Figures, p.289,
67 Ibid., p. 288.
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were increased to 34,500, including 30,000 in villages.ffi The
number of libraries grew from 76,000 in 1914 to 116,000
in 1935.@

In his report to the Eighth Party Congress Lenin devoted
much space to aspects of socialist culture. He warned that
one of the most difficult tasks was the critical interpretation
of bourgeois culture and the utilisation of its achievements.

The development of socialist culture was impeded by the
bourgeois intelligentsia, particularly the reactionaries from
the Proletkutt (Proletarian Culture) organisation. In the let-
ter "About the Proletkults" (December 1920) the Party's
Central Committee pointed out that after the establishment
of Soviet power Proletkult, which had come into being before
the October Revolution, was permeated with alien petty-
bourgeois elements; under the guise of "proleta-rian. cul-
ture'ithey spread bourgeois philosophical concepts (Machism)
and in the arts-ridiculous and perverted tastes, and questio-
nable "new" forms of culture and arts, such as futurism and
cubism. Proletkult denied the importance of the cultural le-
gacy for the creation of socialist culture." Lenin resolutely condemned the attempts by Proletkult
to create its own "culture". These attempts were based on
erroneous theoretical concepts, and, from the political view-
point, they were harmful. He pointed out that the working
class "doei not'want the inaention of a new proletarian cul-
ture; what the working class needs is the deueloltment o-f

the best examples, traditions and results of the exi.sting c:ul-
ture from the'aieizopoint of. Marxism and the conditions of
the proletariat's life and struggle in the epoch of its dicta-
torship".To

The strug.qle of Lenin and the Communist Party a^gair-rst

Proletkult wis of great importance for the creation of Soviet
socialist culture. In the course of this struggle Lenin and the
Party upheld the cultural legacy of the past and 4emon'-
strated its tremendous signific"ance in creating the culture of
the new, socialist society. As distinct from capitalist culture,
which expresses the interests of the exploiter classes, social-

68 Ibid,, p. 291.
6e Ibid., p.292.
?o Lenin Miscellany XXXA, p. 148.
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ist culture relies on the most advanced and progressive ideo-
logy-Marxism-Leninism, which expresses the interests of
the working class and all the working people.

Lenin's teaching about culture, socialist in content and
national in form, remains the cornerstone of cultural deve-
lopment in the Soviet Union.

The socialist remodelling of the minds of millions of peo-
ple and the formation of a new world outlook and culture
is a complicated and difficult process. Under the Soviet social
system it cannot be spontaneous, it cannot be conducted with-
out the Party's multifarious educational work and without a
struggle against bourgeois ideology. That was why Lqnit
and'the Pirty decidedly rebuffed Proletkult, which opposed
the Soviet state's leading role in cultural construction, chal-
lenged the Party and attempted to divorce culture from the
proletariat's general struggle for the new, socialist society.-

The Soviet state is the direct organiser and qponsor of the
cultural development and the education of the masses in the
rpiiit of communism. It guides public education, . ihe deve-
lopment of science, literature and the arts, and the educa-
tional and cultural work among the population; it takes care
of the expansion of the material base for culture, assists the
trade unions and creative associations of the intelligentsia
in their cultural and educational work, plans the develop-
rnent of culture and ensures the fulfilment of plans for cul-
tural development.

Lenin's Party has always been the leadin.q force in the
communist education of the masses and the country's cul-
tural development; it arms the masses with the advanced
ideas of scientific communism and the knowledge of the laws
of social development essential for the construction of the
new society. The Party is the decisive force which brings up
the working people in the spirit of Marxist-Leninist ideology-
The diffusion of the materialist outlook and the ideological
and political education of the masses are mighty weapons
against old habits and customs, a means of raising the man
of the communist future.

Under the leadership of Lenin's Party, the state achieved
considerable successes in the development of culture in ihe
very first years of Soviet power. Illiteracy was -completely
eliminated by 1937. That was one of the ma.ior achievements
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of the cultural revolution and an important prerequisite for
the further cultural progr,ess of the Soviet people.'

Another major gain of the cultural revoluiion was the
creation of the new, Soviet system of public education. On
July 25, 1930 the P-1ty's Central Committee, acting in ac-
cordance with the directives of the 16th Congress of the
CPSU (B), adopted a resolution "On General aid Compul-
sory Primary Education"; in August of the same vear-the
Council of People's Commissars of-the USSR took the corres-
ponding decision.

The Party did:nuch to improve the quality of educational
work in schools. The_quest.ijln was taken up in a special reso-
lution of the CC CPSU (B) in September 1931"which was
aimed at raising the role of schooli and teachers and ensur-
ing that sound instruction was given to the pupils. Another
r_esolution, dated August 2i; 1,g52, exposed shoit.o-irg" in
the curricula and inJtructed that they-should be elimin'ateJ.
The resolution helped to improve the educatiorrul work ard
the conduct of the pupils.

In 1934 the country had a sound system of public education
which comprised primaly, incomplete r..ord'ury and seco.r-
dary schools.

Secondary-specialised and higher education was also being
zuccessfully de_veloped during the first five-year plan periodsl
lhere were 450 secondary specialised schools-in iSt+1t5,
compared-with 1,037 in lgZIl2S; in the same period'the
number of higher schools increased from 105 to i+S.zr One
oJ the greatest achievements of the cultural revolution was
the training of specialists from the ranks of r.r,orkers urJ p.i-
sants. At the same time the Party invited many old special-
ists and scientists to render their services to thL p.opi.. Tt.
scientific base was expanding, the number of researche., *i,
growing.

A revolution took place in literature and the arts. A lead-
ing role in the organisation and development of soviet lite.i-
ture was played by Maxim Gorky, it e great proletarian
writer. Labour came to be the priniipal theire in fiction. The
topic was taken up by Leonid Leonov, Marietta Shasinvan.
!'yodor Gladkov, Valentin Katayev, Konstantin eauitoi,sty

t-| Forty Years of Soviet Poaer in Figures, pp.27i,27g-7g,
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and many other writers. Collectivisation in the countryside
was described by Fyodor Panfyorov in his "Brushi" Farm
and Mikhail Sholokhov in his Uirgin Soil Upturned.

The cinema made striking progress. Nationwide renown
came to such films as Chapayev, Deputy trom the Baltic, We
Are from Kronstadt, Lenin in October, Maxim, in His Youth,
The Man Uith the Rifle, The Circus, and Aolga-Aofua.

More and more cultural and educational establishments
sprang up. Mass political, cultural and educational work was
carriei on in clubs, houses of culture, libraries, cottage read-
ing-rooms and recreation rooms. They all were seats of the
new culture.

Radio became a powerful instrument in the hands of the
Party and the state for raising cultural standards. The num-
ber of radio loud-speakers increased from 32,000 in 1928 to
2 million h 1932. Radio was becoming a household neces-
sity. In 1931 the USSR Council of People's Commlssars
inaugurated the State Committee for Broadcasting. The Com-
mittee was charged with guiding all the political and scien-
tific educational work in broadcasting. It directed central
and local broadcasting, and co-ordinated research work in
the field. A wide network of radio stations was set up in the
Arctic in the mid-1930s; it contributed to the development
of the Northern Sea Route and the conquest of the North
Pole.

The press and publishing were promoted' In 1913 the
country (in its modern boundaries) was printing 1,472 maga-
zines, in 1937-1,880; newspapers-1,055 and 8,521, respec-
tively; in 1913 the newspapers came out in 3.3 million copies,
in t{ig7-in 36.2 million copies.72 In 1913 the country printed
89.1 million copies of books, in 1937-nearly 700 million
copies.73 Works by Marx, Bngels and Lenin and books on
social and political subjects were published in millions of
copies. Works by Pushkin, Lermontov, Gogol, Tolstoy, Tur-
genev, Nekrasov, Gorky, Chekhov, Balzac, Shakespeare,
Hugo and other Russian and foreign authors were published
in dozens of languages of the USSR.

72 Cultural Deaelopment in the USSR, Collection of Statistics'
Moscow, 1956, p. 322 (ir Russian).

73 Ibid., p. 317.
74 L. I. Brezhnev, Folloaing Lenin's Course,p.30.
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Thus, the revolutionary reorganisation of the old culture
and the creation of the new, socialist culture were in the
main cornpleted in 1937. The country where the maiority of
the population had been illiterate made a gigantic leap to
the peaks of science and culture. The considerable rise in the
general educational, cultural and technical level of the work-
ing class and the collective-farm peasantry helped to diminish
the differences between mental and manual labour.

A genuine culture of the people was created during the
cultural revolution. In spite of the general and cultural back-
v'ardness of the country and an acute shortage of qualified
specialists, the Party persistently stimulated the upsurge of
science and culture. Its efforts resulted in the emergence of
the new, worker-and-peasant intelligentsia absolutely loyal
to the cause of socialism. At the joint session of the CC
CPSU, the USSR Supreme Soviet and the RSFSR Supreme
Soviet dedicated to the 50th anniversary of Soviet power,
Leonid Brezhnev said: "Public education is promoted on a
mammoth scale. The number of students in general-educa-
tion schools, secondary specialised schools, institutions of
higher learning and vocational schools is now drawing close to
60 million. That is one of the main achievements of the
socialist system."74

The victory of socialism and the cultural revolution radi-
cally changed the life of the Soviet people. A new world, the
world of new, socialist relations, was created in the USSR
under the leadership of the Communist Party. The mental
horizons of the Soviet citizen became broader, his moral
make-up and his attitude to labour and society underwent
a change. Under socialism the Soviet people have every op-
portunity to reveal their talents and abilities. Just one exam-
ple is sufficient to illustrate the point: socialism and the cul-
tural revolution have emancipated women. They were given
equal ri.qhts with men, and besides they have been given un-
precedented opportunities for developing their talents. Soviet
women are active in all fields, they work honestly and
selflessly for the benefit of their socialist country.

The tasks of the cultural revolution, however, are becom-
ing more complicated as our society moves towards commu-
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nism. At the 24th Party Congress Leonid Brezhnev said that,
in_order to pass on to communism, it is necessary "to achieve
a higher level of development not only in the eionomic field
but also in the culture of society as a'whole."75

The Programme of the CPSU and the Party's decisions
posed the task of introducing uniyersal secondary education.
The country has, increased the numbers of secondary gen-
eral-education schools (day and evening), specialised educa-
tional establishments and vocational sihools, where young
peo_ple receive a complete secondary education. Although-,
as Leonid Brezhnev said at the 24th Party Congress, the tisk
was not__ acc,omplished during the eighth five-year plan
period, "we have drawn much closer to it: todav aboui 80
per cent of the pupils finishing an eight-year schobl go on to
rqceiv_e a coryplete secondary education".76 During tha Eighth
Five-Year Plan the country opened 60 new higher sch6ols,
including nine_universities. Universities function not only in
3]f the_ Union Republics, but also in many Autonomous repr-
blics. In the past five-year plan period the country prepaied
more than 7 million specialists with higher or secondary spe-
cialised education. The number of reJearchers increased'bv
40 per cent to a total of 930,000. Many of them are doctors
or candidates of sciences. Research centres are going up in
the {Jrals, the Far East and the North Caucasus. ii, trii reoort
to the 24th Party Congress Leonid Brezhnev said: "Exien-
sive and fruitful work has been accomplished during the past
five years by the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, *hi.h
determines the strate.qy of scientific quests, brings to light the
most pro,mising trends and forms of research needed by so-
ciety and unites the efforts of our scientists."TT

Today the cultural revolution has reached a remarkable
point. It is now faced with the tasks without the accomplish-
m,ent,of which no progress towards communism is poisible.
Thanks to the efforts of scientists, engineers and woriters, we
now have high-class automatic lines, laser techniques, com-
puters and systems of computers which help the advance-

. ,! n:!g:t- of the Central Committee of the CPSU to the 24th Congress
of the CPSU, p.99.

;o lbid., p. I00.
77 Ibid., p. 101.
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ment of the economy and enhance its efficiency. New maior
deposits have been discovered recently, breakthroughs have
been made in space research-prolonged group flights in the
manned Soyuz spaceships and the soft landings of Soviet
automatic devices on the Moon. Similar devices have brought
back lunar soil. A Soviet spaceship has landed on Venus,
having coyered tens of millions of kilometres.

During the eighth five-year plan period the Party paid
much attention to the social sciences. In this connection the
CC CPSU took a special decision which extended and made
rnore precise the tasks of the Institute of Marxism-Leninism
and the Academy of Social Sciences of the CC CPSU. A
number of new institutes for the humanities were opened by
the Academy of Sciences. This gives irn opportunity to inten-
sify the study of the social and economic development of the
USSR and foreign countries, and also of the development of
the world revolutionary process. Literature, the arts, radio
broadcasting, television and all the organisations and institu-
tions of the ideological and cultural front are faced with new
tasks.

Victorious socialism and the cultural revolution gave the
people access to cultural values and made them participants
in, and creators of, culture. "Striking evidence of this is the
unparalleled scale of folk art. Today there are t3 million
adults and 10 million schoolchildren in amateur art groups."78

The Soviet peope are an educated people, which means
that they read and show keen interest in economy, politics,
literature and art. Books, newspapers and mag,azines come
out in thousands of millions of copies; exhibitions are regu-
lar affairs; hundreds of theatres and thousands of cinemas
are open; radio and television are accessible everywhere in
the country.

Lenin was perfectly right when, exposing the ill-starred
critics from the Second International, the Trotskyites and
the Mensheviks, he refuted their claims that the proletariat,
given no culture, would not succeed in holding on to power
even if it managed to seize it. Revolutionary theory, he said,
looked upon the problem thus: first seize power and destroy

78 Rebort of the Central Committee of the CPSU
Congress of the CPSU, p. 104.

to the 24th
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the domination of the bourgeoisie, and then, after creating
favourable conditions, advance with "seven-league strides"
along the road of education, science and technology.

The force, the majesty and the justice of these words are
particularly evident today, when the Soviet people, armed
with knowledge, confidently advance towards communism
under the banner of great Lenin.

4. THE BUILDING OF SOCTALISM IN TIIE USSR

Under the leadership of the Communist Party, the Soviet
people struggled for the implementation of Lenin's great plan
for transforming the country. As a result of the Party's titan-
ic organisational, political and ideological work and the sel-
fiess labour of workers, peasants and the Soviet intelligent-
sia, it became possible to overcome the country's economic
backwardness in a historically short period of time, to carry
out the industrialisation programme, create a highly deve-
loped socialist agriculture, prepare specialists for the various
fields of economy and achieve striking successes in the
development of science, culture, literature and the
arts.

The Communist Party rallied the Soviet people under the
banner of Marxism-Leninism and scored a ma jor victory in
the stru.ggle for turning the country into a mighty industrial
and collective-farm state. In the uncompromising ideological
struggle the Party crushed the Trotskyites, the Zinovievites,
the Bukharinites and other anti-Leninist groups; it succeeded
in welding a monolithic unity and the solidarity of their
ranks in support of the Central Committee.

A prominent place in the Party's struggle for the imple-
mentation of Lenin's plan for building socialism belongs to
the 17th Congress of the CPSU (B), which was held in
January 1934. The Congress discussed the reports of the
CC CPSU (B), the Central Auditing Committee and the
Central Control Commission of the Workers' and Peasants'
Inspection; the second five-year plan; and organisational
qrrestions (development of Party and Soviet life). It also
elected the Party's central organs. Reports were made by
J. Stalin, M. Vladimirsky, Y. Rudzutak and D. Manuilsky.
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It was noted in the_reports and speeches that the building
of socialism in the USSR was being conducted in a complil
cated international situation-capitalist encirclement. This
called for measures to strengthen the country's economic and
defence potential and to wage a resolute stiuggle in the in-
ternational arena against the plots of imperialist reaction.
The task was to imbue the Soviet people Uth the sense of
vigilance and readiness to repulse foreign enemies.

In its decisions the Congress indicated' that it was neces-
sary to safeguard peace and develop business relations with
all countries. At the same time the Congress drew up detailed
plan_s fo: stlengthening the economic and defence capability
of the USSR and raising the combat potential of the Red
4r-y; it called for vigilance against the plots of internation-
al reaction and, if need be, readiness to strike a crushing
blow against those who would dare to violate the borders oT
the Soviet Union.

The delegates noted with satisfaction that the first five-
year plan had been completed ahead of time and that the
internal situation in the Soviet Union had become stronger
and more stable. The basis of the Soviet economy-healvy
industry-and its key branch-engineering-were advanc-
ing. Major successes had been achieved in agriculture. The
collective-farm system had won in the countryside. The mil-
lions of small and scattered farms had given way to socialist
collective farms. Tangible successes weie in evidence in the
field of culture. Economic achievements were helpin.g to con-
siderably improve the material position and the'-cultural
standards of the working people.

- One of the major achievements was rnade in 1930, when
the country was delivered forever from unemployment. Life
became better for the peasants, the victory of the collective:
farm system put an end to poverty and misery.

Thus, having mobilised the Soviet people for the struggle
to build the new society, the Communisl Party ensured-ihe
victory of socialism in all fields. The successful fulfilment
of the first five-year plan laid the foundation of the socialist
economy.

. However, not all the problems of buildin.g socialism had
been solved. Ferrous metallurgy was lagging behind, new
machinery was not fully assimilated andlheie was a short-
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age of qualified workers, particularly of medium and senior
specialists. The task for the second five-year plan was to
complete the socialist reconstruction of all branches of the
economy on the basis of new machinery, and also to com-
plete the collectivisation of peasant farms, some 35 per cent
of which continued to stay out of the collective farms.Te The
task in the field of culture was to fully eliminate illiteracy of
the adult population and train sufficient numbers of edu-
cated specialists from the ranks of workers and peasants.

These and other tasks were accomplished during the new
stage of the country's evolution-the stage of completing the
socialist reconstruction of the national economy.

The 17th Party Congress approved the work of the Cen-
tral Committee and instructed all Party organisations to be
guided in their work by the tasks and provisions outlined in
the Central Committee's report.

The Con.qress approved the second five-year economic
development plan of the USSR for L933-37. The principal
political task was to complete the elimination of capitalist
elements, remove all causes which generated antagonistic
classes and the exploitation of man by man, overcome the
vestiges of capitalism in the minds of the people and make
all working people active builders of the socialist society.

The principal economic task was to complete the technical
reconstruction of the economy, develop on that basis the pro-
ductive forces and strengthen the country's defence poten-
tial. The plan fixed definite targets for the various sectors
of the economy. The fulfilment of the second five-year plan
ensured the final abolition of private ownership of the means
of production and guaranteed the exclusive domination of
the socialist mode of production.

In this connection the Party had to solve the urgent prob-
lem of improving its ideological and organisational lead-
ership. The work of all Party, Komsomol, trade union and
other mass organisations had to be reorganised. A concrete
programme of such a reorganisation was laid down in the
Congress' resolution on organisational questions. "Now," it
said, "when the Party's general line has triumphed, when

7e The 17th Congress of the Communist Party of the Soaiet Union
(Bolsheuiks). Minutes, Moscow, 1934, p. 2l (in Russian).

the Party's policy has been tested in practice . . . it is the
time to raise the organisational work to the level of political
leadership."so

The 17th Party Congress went down in the history of the
CPSU as the congress which summed up the results of the
struggle for the foundations of socialism and which deter-
mined the programme for the further struggle of the Com-
munist Party and the Soviet people for completing the
reconstruction of the economy and for building the socialist
society.

In implementing the decisions of the 17th Congress, the
Soviet people, guided by Lenin's Party, scored many new
successes. During the second five-year plan the country
created such industries as the manufacture of caterpillar trac-
tors, synthetic rubber and other chemicals, and non-ferrous
metals; it commissioned such industrial giants as the Krivoi
Rog Metallurgical Combine and the Novo-Lipetsk and Novo-
Tula metallurgical factories. The Uralo-Kuznetsk Combine-
the second coal and metallurgical base-was completed in
the main. !'.nterprises of non-ferrous metallurgy were going
up in the lJrals, Central Asia and elsewhere; Soviet engi-
neering, the power industry and transport were being devel-
oped. The construction of the Moscow Metro (underground
railway), the Moskva-Volga Canal and the Byelomorsko-
Baltiisky Canril were important events.

Socialist industry was rapidly gaining strength, and it
served as the base for the development and consolidation of
the collective-farm systern. Socialist agriculture was being
amply supplied with new farm machinery. Soviet peasants
completely discarded capitalist relations in the countryside
and, guided by the working class, took the road to socialism.
Collective farms became larger, they improved their organi-
sational structure, the farmers became more conscious and
disciplined. A great role in strengthening the collective farms
and state farms organisationally and economically and in
rallying the peasants in support of the Communist Party was
played by the political departments in the MTS and state
farms.
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The Soviet people, led by the Communist Party, were suc-
cessfully developing the national economy. The second five-
year plan was completed ahead of schedule, on April l, L937,
i.e., in four years and three months. As a result, the Soviet
Union came second in the world and first in Europe in the
volume of industrial production. It left all capitalist countries
behind in the rate of industrial development. The technical
reconstruction of the national economy was in the main com-
pleted.

Tremendous successes were achieved in agriculture. The
triumph of the collective-farm system opened up broad vis-
tas for the development of productive forces in agriculture.
This victory opened the way to the elimination of essential
distinctions between town and country, it further fortified the
union of the working class and the peasantry.

The successes in industrial and agricultural development
increased the national income and improved the material
position of working people. Compulsory primary education
in all languages of the USSR was introduced; the number
of secondary schools and higher educational establishments
increased; the press, literature and the arts made headway.

The implementation of the Party's policy, aimed at the
country's industrialisation and the collectivisation of agri-
culture, brought about radical chan.ges in the economic and
social structure of Soviet society. By the end of the second
five-year plan socialist property accounted for 99.1 per cent
of the national income, 99.8 per cent of the gross industrial
output, 98.5 per cent of the gross agricultural output and 100
per cent of the retail trade turnover of trade enterprises.8l
This meant that the socialist system had become the domi-
nant force in the Soviet LJnion's economy. Private ownership
of the means of production had been abolished, state (public)
and collective-farm and co-operative socialist ownership had
triumphed. Thenceforth this ownership became the economic
basis of Soviet society.

Radical changes occurred in the class structure. The capi-
talist elements were completely eliminated, 36.2 per cent of
the population were factory and office workers, 57.9 per
cent-collective farmers and co-operated handicraftsmen,

8t Forty Years ol Soaiet Pouer in Figures, p.14. E2 Ibid., p. ll.
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5.9 per cent-individual peasants (no kulaks) and unco-ope-
rated handicraftsmen and artisans.s2 All the causes generat-
ing human exploitation were eradicated.

Overcoming great difficulties, crushing and repelling the
enemies of Leninism, the Communist Party brought the So-
viet people to the victory of the new social system. The tran-
sitional period from capitalism to socialism ended.

The victory of socialism in the USSR was proclaimed in
its new Constitution adopted by the Eighth Extraordinary
Congress of the Soviets of the USSR. The new Constitution
(the Fundamental Law) incorporated the great gains of the
Soviet people. It stated that the socialist ownership of the
means of production shall constitute the economic foundation
of Soviet society, and that the Soviets of Working People's
Deputies shall constitute the political foundation. Distrlbu-
tion shall follow the principle o'from each according to his
ability, to each according to his work". Soviet society shall
comprise two friendly classes-workers and peasants; there
shall be no antagonistic classes in the country. The Constitu-
tion marked the triumph of democracy. It specified that all
organs of state power-from rural Soviets to the Supreme
Soviet of the USSR-shall be elected by the people on the
basis of universal, equal and direct suffrage by secret ballot.

The new Constitution extended and .guaranteed unprece-
dented political, social and economic rights to Soviei citi-
zens: the rights to work, rest and leisure, free education and
medical services, maintenance in old age, political freedoms
and the right to unite in mass organisations. The Constitu-
tion says that the more active and politically conscious citi-
zens unite in the Communist Party of the Soviet IJnion,
which is the vanguard of the working people in their strug-
gle to build communist society. The existence of only one
party, the CPSU, is explained by the lact that there are no
antagonistic classes in the USSR, and by the community of
interests of workers and peasants. The policy and the prac-
tical activities of the CPSU express the fundamental and
vital interests of all working people. The Communist Party
is the political leader of the people, the organiser and in-
spirer of the builders of socialism and communism.
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The Constitution placed serious responsibilities on Soviet
citizens. Every citizen of the USSR is obliged to honestly
fulfil his duty before society, respect the rules of socialist
community living, safeguard and multiply socialist property
and defend the socialist Motherland. The defence of the
Motherland is the sacred duty of every citizen of the USSR.

The Soviet Constitution summed up the results of the so-
cialist gains of the people under the leadership of the Com-
munist Party.

The victory of socialism in the USSR is a historic revolu-
tionary feat of the Soviet people. It is the triumph of Lenin's
ideas as laid down in his great plan for building the socialist
and communist society in the Soviet country. The new, most
progressive social system was created for the first time in
the history of mankind, a system without any exploitation of
man by man and without capitalists and landlords.
The Programme of the CPSU adopted by the 22nd Congress
of the CPSU says: "As a result of the devoted labour of the
Soviet people and the theoretical and practical activities of
the Communist Party of the Soviet lJnion, there exi.sts 'i.n

the aorld a socialist society that is a reali,ty and. a science ot'
socialist construction that has been tested, in practice. The
highroad to socialism has been. paaed. Many peoples are
already marching along it, and it will be taken sooner or
later by all peoples."83

The new Constitution meant a turning point in the coun-
try's life: further development of socialist democracy. The
elections to the Supreme Soviet of the USSR on the basis of
the new Constitution were announced for December 12, 1937.
In July 1937 a session of the USSR Central Executive Com-
mittee approved the Statute of Elections to the Supreme So-
viet of the USSR. On December 7,1937 the CC CPSU (B)
published an appeal "To All Electors, 'Workers, Working
Women, Peasants, Peasant Women, the Red Army, and the
Soviet Intelligentsia". The Central Committee noted that
the Party was coming out in a bloc with non-Party workers,
peasants and intellectuals, and called upon the electors to
unanimously vote on December 12 for the candidates of the
bloc of Communists and non-Party people.

83 The Road to Communism, p. 463,
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The electorate warmly responded to the Party's appeal
arrd expressed their boundless trust in the Party.' The'elec-
tions were held in an atmosphere of enthusiasmj of the total
of 94 million voters, 91 million attended the elections, and
of that number 90 million voted for the candidates oi the
bloc of Communists and non-Party people.S,* No such active
votiqg is possible in any capitalist country. The elections to
the Supreme_Soviet of the USSR demonstiated the complete
unity-of the Leninist Pa{f with the non-Party working peo-
ple, the cohesion of the Soviet people and their readineis to
achieve new successes in building socialism.

Th_e.Soviet people, ted by the Communist Party, continued
to achieve more and more successes in the dev-eiopment of
the economy and in raising material and cultural standards
of the people. The main functions of the dictatorship of the
proletariat-the economic, organisational, cultural and edu-
cationai functions-were fully developed. The socialist state
embarked upon a new stage, the stage of the gradual transi-
tion of the state of the diitatorship of the pr6letariat to the
slate of the entire people.

_ -An- important milestone was the 18th Party Congress in
March 193-9, which posed the task of completing tf,e ion-
struction of socialism and beginning the graduai'transition
from socialism to communism. The'Congr-ess examined and
a-ppro_ved the third five-y_ear economic ai,""fop*."i ;il;
the USSR for 1938-42. The plan envisaged a'furtheidevel-
opment of all branches of the economy,-culture and science,
prrd p ,rlg in living standards. The main economic task posed
by. th.e 18th Congress was_ to catch up with and oustrip the
principal capitalist countries in per iapita production.' The
country had all that was required to accbmplish the task. For
12 years, from 1918 to 1929, the average annual growth rate
of production stood at 6.9 per cent, but in the su6sequent 11
y_ears, frym 1930 to 1940, it jumped to 16.5 pe, .ert. In the
United.State,g the growth rat"e stood at 3.1 and 1.2 per cent,
respectively.s5

v' Praada, December 17, lg|7,
-.- 

85 USSft-USA (Facts and. Figures), Moscow, 1961, p. 35 (in Rus.
slanJ.
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In its decisions the Congress pointed out that the accom-
plishment of the main economic task required a further devel-
opment of heavy and power industries, higher labour pro-
dgctivity, development of science and technology, training
of engineers and technicians and a growth of the cultural and
technical level of the working class.

Important tasks were set for raising the living and cultural
standards. "Today," it was said in the decision, "the task is
to raise the living and cultural standards to the level required
by the higher demands of the Soviet people, the level unat-
tainable by the richest capitalist countries, the level which
signifies a real blossoming of the forces of socialism, a blos-
soming of the new, socialist culture."86 trt was planned to in-
troduce uniyersal secondary education in towns and complete
the transition to universal seven-year education in the coun-
tryside and in all Union republics. The number of pupils in
primary, seven-year and secondary schools was to be in-
creased by more than a third to a total of 40 million by the
end of the five-year period. The number of students in higher
schools was to reach 650,000.87 It was also planned to step
up the training of qualified workers and foremen in vocatio-
nal schools and various courses. Income was to go up by 80
per cent,88 and public consumption by 50 to 100 per cent.

The 18th Party Congress worked out majestic tasks for the
economic and cultural development of the USSR, and these
tasks were being successfully accomplished by the Soviet
people. In three and a half years the country commissioned
some 3,000 major industrial enterprises8e and founded new
industrial centres in the lJrals, Siberia, the Far East, Central
Asia and Kazakhstan. The gross industrial output went up
considerably, the national income was growing, the cultural
and living standards were rising and Soviet democracy was
being stren.qthened.

The Soviet people were fulfilling the third five-year plan
in a complicated international situation. The new economic
crisis which broke out in the principal capitalist countries

86 The CPSU in the Resoluttons and Decisions.. . , Vol. 5, p. 362,
87 Ibid., VoI. 5, p.362.
88 Ibid., p. 363.
Ee Fort! Years of Souiet Pouer in Figures, p.214,
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aggravated the contradictions of imperialism. The bourge-oi-
sie-sought a way out in a new offensive against the working
people and in wars. The threat to peace was greatest 1,t97
iuch capitalist countries as Germany, Italy and Japan, which
openly adhered to an aggressive policy supported by reac-
tionaiy circles in the USA, Britain and France. In 1938 nazi
Germany seized Austria; soon came the Munich deal of the
rulers oi Britain, France, Italy and Germany. As a result,
Czechoslovakia was betrayed into the grip of the nazis. The
participants in the shameful Munich deal rele-cted the system
of collective security proposed by the Soviet l-Inion, and g,ave

the aggressors a free hand. The imperialists wanted to deliv-
er the main blow against the Soviet Union. The aggravation
of the struggle between the imperialist states triggered off
World Wai II on September 1, 1939, when nazi Germany
attacked Poland. Britain and France, fearing that their turn
would be next, declared war on Germany. World War II
became a reality.

In such a complicated situation the Soviet Union was
actively strengthening its defence potential and taking m9?s-
ures to-safeguard its western borders. Of tremendous signific-
ance in this respect were the reunification of the Western
Ukraine and Western Byelorussia with the Ukrainian and
Byelorussian Soviet republics in 1939 and the establishment
of Soviet power in Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia in 1940.
The Communist Party attributed great importance to the
country's economic development and the equipping of the
Army-and Navy with modern armaments. In the internation-
al aiena the Soviet Union firmly and consistently followed
a peaceful policy.

However, the peaceful labour of the Soviet people was
interrupted by the treacherous attack of nazi Germany on

June 22, 1941.- The Great Patriotic War began. The Soviet people rose
to a man against nazi Germany, which had encroached upon
the honour, freedom and independence of their socialist
country.

Relying on the moral and political unity of the Soviet
people, the Communist Party took advantage of the Soviet
social and state system and in a short period of time reorgan-
ised production io as to ensure the superiority of the Red

8-624
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Arrny overthe enemy in armaments and the art of warfare.
- The Party became the organiser and the inspirer of the
Soviet people's struggle against the nazi invaders. Soldiers
and workers in the rear selflessly defended the world's first
state of workers. and peasants, their cherished socialist
country.

Undei the leadership of the Communist Party, the Soviet
people gained a military, moral and political victory over
irazi Germany. The Red Army, relying on its mighty home
front, liberated the Soviet Union and unfurled tire 

-banner

of victory over Berlin
During the war the nazi invaders caused a tremendous loss

to the country's economy-to the sum of 679,000 million
rubles (in state prices of 1941). They destroyed 1,710 towns
and .townships, more than 70,000 villages and hamlets, tens
of thousands of factories, and ruined 99000 collective farms,
1,876 state farms and 2,890 MTS.eo

Even before the war ended, the Party mobilised the Soviet
people for the rehabilitation of the economy in the liberated
areas. On August 2I, L943 the Party's Central Committee
and the Council of People's Commissars of the USSR adopted
a resolution "On Immediate Measures for the Rehabilitation
of the Economy in Areas Liberated from the Nazi Invaders".
That was the signal for the rehabilitation of industry, trans-
port, agriculture, cultural and communal institutions and
housing.

_ In August tr945 the State Planning Committee, acting on
the instructions of the Party CC and the Soviet Govern-
ment, began to work out the fourth fiys-year plan for
1946-50. The main economic and political tasks of the fourth
plan, which was approved in March 1946 by the Supreme
Soviet of the USSR, were to rehabilitate the war-devaitat.d
areas, exceed the pre-war level of production to a consider-
able extent and further develop the economy, science and
culture.
_ The Soviet people, inspired by the great victory over nazi
G-ermany and militarist Japan, began to accompliih the tasks
of the fourth five-year plan: The workin.q class embarked on

w Forty Years of Souiet Poaer in Figures, p.21.
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nation-wide socialist emulation. Collective farmers worked
enthusiastically to get bumper harvests and develop livestock
breeding.

The Communist Party stood at the head of the nation-wide
drive for the rehabilitation and development of the economy
and an improvement in living standards. It reorganised its
ranks and improved inner-party work in accordance with
the requirements of peacetime. Thanks to the multifarious
activities of the Party and its Central Committee, many local
Party organisations-raised the level of their politicai work
and consolidated their ranks by incorporating demobilised
Communists. Under the Party's leadership, the Soviet people
made visible progress in economic development. By the end
of the five-year period (1950) the volume of industrial output
topped the pre-war level by 73 per cent instead of 48 per
cent as originally planned. More than 6,000 big industrial
enterprises had been repaired or built anew. The Soviet Union
began to produce 27 million tons of steel, more than 91,000
million kwh of electric energy, 261 million tons of coal and
close to 38 million tons of oil.

In spite of all the difficulties, agriculture was forging
ahead. The collective farms, state farms and MTS became
stronger organisationally and economically. The technical
equipment of agriculture became much better. In 1949 it was
provided with'150-300 per cent more tractors, harvesters and
other farm machines than in 1940. That helped to raise the
quality of cultivation, expand the acreage of sown lands and
bring gross production to the level of 1940.

By rehabilitating and developing the econorny, the Soviet
people prepared the required conditions for raising. their
well.being. The growing productive forces and labour pro-
ductivity increased the national income, the real incomes of
the factory and office workers and the incomes. of the peas-
ants. In 1947 the food rationing was annulled, in the period
from 1947'to 1950 the Government reduced prices on con-
sumer goods three times. The material position of the work-
ing people was steadily improving; medical service, public
education, science, Iiterature and the arts were making prog-
ress.

,A.fter fulfilling the fouth five-year plan, the Soviet people,
led by the Communist Party, devoted themselves to new
8+
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tasks. A nation-wide drive was launched for the fulfilment of
the fifth.five-year economic development plan of the USSR
(1951-55). In 1952 the country commissioned the Lenin
Vo.lga-Don Canal; new factories, mines and oil-fields were
golng up.

The successful development of all sectors of the economy
signified actually that the tasks posed by the l8th Party
Congress were accomplished, but new and complicated prob-
lems were yet to be solved.

- The 19th Party Congress in October 1952 summed up
the Party's activities during the war and the period of posf-
war reha!,ilitation, and set new targets for the Party and the
people. The delegates represented more than 6 million Party
members and over 868,000 candidate-members. By the time
of the Congress the Party became stronger ideologically and
organisationally, its bonds with the people became firmer.
_.The Congress- adopted a series of deiisions, including the
Directives for the Fifth Five-Year Economic Develop-ment
Plan of the USSR for 195l-1955. The Directives envisaged
an arrerage annyal growth rate of 12 per cent in indus[ry,
l3 per cent in the manufacture of the means of production,
and 11 per cent i! the output of consumer goods.el They fixed
concrete targets for each branch of industry, insisted on the
employment of new machines and means of mechanisation
so as to accelerate technical progress and agricultural devel-
opment.

The Congress adopted a decision to change the name of
the Party. It resolved that the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union (Bolsheviks)-CPSU (B)-should thencelorth be named
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union-CPSU. The Party
Rules were also revised, and one clause, for instance , g,uir-
a short but clear definition of the word "party": "The C-om-
munist Party of the Soviet Union shall be a voluntary and
militant association of like-minded Communists, organised
from representatiyes of the working class, working peasants
and working intelligentsia."e2 The Rules also iniorporated
the amendments introduced by the Con.gress in the structure

er The CPSU in the Resolutions and Decisions.. ,, Vol. 6,
e2 Ibid., p. 367.

p. 343.
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of the Party's central organs. The Presidium of the Central
Committee replaced the Central Committee's Politburo.e3

Implementin.q the decisions of the 19th Congress, Com-
munists mobilised the Soviet people for the struggle to ful-
fil and overfulfil the five-year plan. Steps were tiken to im-
prove the work of building agencies, industry and transport.
The Party devoted much attention to agriculture, and drew
up specific measures to step up agricultural production and
raise the efficiency of agricultural executives. In response to
the Party's appeal, more than 20,000 Communists left towns
and workers' settlements to work as chairmen of collective
farms; 120,000 agricultural specialists also moved to vil-
lages.ea Labour discipline on collective farms was strengthened,
and farmers' material interest was raised. As a result, in
1955 the gross production of grain exceeded the level of
1954 by 22 per cent; the production of sunflower exceeded
the 1954 level by 95 per cent, of sugar beet by 54 per cent,
and flax by 74 per cent.es

Industry fulfilled its five-year assignment in four years and
four months. In 1955 the industrial output exceeded the level
of 1950 by 85 per cent, the production of the means of pro-
duction went up by 9l per cent, and the production of con-
sumer goods by 76 per cent.e6 The engineering and power
industries we.re developing at fast rates, thousands of new
industrial enterprises and major electric power stations were
commissioned, including the world's first atomic power sta-
tion. The Soviet Union was the first to employ atomic energy
for peaceful purposes.

In July 1955 the Plenary Meeting of the CC CPSU exam-
ined the questions of technical progress, the further devel-
opment of industry and the improvement of the organisation
of production. It decided to press for higher labour produc-

e3 The change in name, as practice proved, was uniustifed, and ,so
the 23rd Party'-Congress reinstited the former name-Politburo of the
CC CPsu-because -it reflected most fully the character of the activi-
ties of the Party's supreme political organ in the period between the
plenary meetings of the Central Committee.- e4 ilth Coigress of the Communist Party of the Soaiet Union.
Minutes, Moscow, 1956, Vol. l, p. 55 (in Russian).

e5 Ibid., Vol. l, p. 56.
eG Ibid., Vol. 2, p. 417.
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1iv!ty, and underlined that,the priority development of heavy
industry could be realised only on ihe basis of continuoul
technical progress.

The Plfnary Meeting decided to call the 20th Party Con-
gress, endctsed the agenda, the norms of representation and
the procedure for electing the delegates, and it also fixed the
time limits for convening regional and territorial Party con-
ferences and congresses of Communist parties in th'e Union
republics.

The news that it had been decided to call the 20th Con-
g{ess aroused a mighty wave of political and labour activity.
The socialist emulation devoted to the 20th Congrers sp.ead
throughout the country
_ ^T1.. 20th Congresq gf the CPSU opened on February 14,
1956, in Moscow and closed on Februiry 25.It was attended
by 1,355-delegates with casting:votes aird St delegates with
consultative votes representing 6,795,89G members and
4 I 9,609 candidate-members.eT

^ The Congress_ was attended by guests from 55 foreign
Communist and Workers'parties. "

. The Congress adopted-the following agenda: l) Report of
the Central Committee of the CPSU; 2) Riport of ihe Central
Auditing Committee of the CPSU; 3)'Dirictives of the 20th
Congress of the CPSU on the Sixth Five-Year Economic
Development Plan of the USSR for 1956-60; 4) elections of
the Party's central organs.

fh9 Rsnort of the CC 9!SU, the debates on^the Report
and the Resolution adopted by the Congress summed uptthe
resglts_ of the Party's and the people'J activities after the
l9th Congress, produced a profound analysis of the inter-
national situation and indicated the prospects for the Soviet
IJnion's further advance. The Congreis stressed that the main
feature of our epoch is the transition of socialism beyond the
bounds of one country to the world arena.

The Directives on the five-year economic development
plan of the USSR, approved by the Congress, specified the
main trends and targets in the country's-development over
thg coming five years. They said, in part: "The Brinci,Bal

s7 20th Congress _of the Communist Party of the Soaiet Union, Minu-
fes, Moscow, 1956, Vol. 1, pp.3,98.
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tasks of the si'xth fiue-year economic deaelopment -plal' ol
tie USSB are to e'nsurle the further mighty growth of all
sectors of the econorny, boost agricultural production and-

considerably raise the Soaiet people's liaing -standards and'

cultural leiel on the basi.s of the priori,ty debelopment o{
heaay industry, continuous technical progress and rising
I ab our Pr o duc tiai,ty."sB

The birectives envisaged a 65 per cent increase in the in-
dustrial output, a 70 pe"r cent increase in the oufput- of the
means of pr:oduction and a 60 per cent increase in the pro-
d,litio, of consumer goods'es Particular attention was paid
to the further develo[ment of the ferrou! and rron-ferrous
metallurEv. oil. coal and chemical industries.'-- 

fiia Coirgtess drew up a programme {ot the further devel-
opment of "agricultute.'It ias-planned to deV-elop agricul-
tural product-ion at faster rates than during the p-receding

five-year plans. Agriculturdl workers were assigned impor-
tant tasks in raising crop yields and the output of' animal
products.'-tt. Co".gress discussed in detait problems' of implovrlrS
the work of Soviets and all mass organisations, and also
questions of extending the rights gf t!. Union republics,
sirengthening of Soviellegalitylnd the Communist education
of the working people, as weli as urgent' topics in ideological
work.

The 20th Congress instructed the Central Committee of the

CPSU "to consislently implement measures so as to overcome
completely the cult of the personality, which is alien to Marx-
ir--t,."i"ism; eliminate its consequ€nces in all fields of Party,
ttui" u"d ideoiogical work; and ensure strict observance'of the

"oir"t of Party'life and the princleles of collective Party
leadership worked out bY Lenin."l0

The ZOth Congress indicated the need to consolidate the

rurkt-of the Communist Party and stren.qthen its leading role
in soviet society. The congress instr,ucted Party _organisations
,"J-p"ttv i"ii,"tives to improve the style and methods of

e8 20th Congress o.f

Minutes, Vol. 2, p. 435,
se Ibid.
100 Ibid., p. 498.

the Communist Party of the Sopiet .Uniqn,
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Party organisational work and intensify their work with the
masses.

The dele.gates stressed the need to further fortifv the ideo-
logical an_d organisational unity of the Party and raise the
activity of all its members and candidate-members.

The 20th Congress was.a ma.ior historical cvent. It drafted
a majestic plan-fo,r the economic development of the USSR,
improvement of the material well-being of the people and
reinforcement of the country's defence.

The 20th Congress-produced a telling impact on the devel-
opment of the world communist and- woikers' movement.
The Marxist-Leninist analysis of the international situation
and the -creatiye llproach to the development of the theory
an{ t9 the generalisation of the great piactice of the CpSU
and the entire world revolutioniry movement enabled the
Congress t-o- furnish answers to the most burning questions
which troubled the Communists of all countrier urrJ th. whole
of mankind. This contributed to the dissemination of the
ideas of communism and helped many Communist and
Workers' parties to draw up new progru**. theses .rrd .or-
r-ect ,policies and tactics for a successful struggle in present-
day historical conditions.

The decisions of the 20th Congress of the CpSU were
unanimously approved by Communists and all the Soviet
peo-ple. They were also approved by the plenary meetings
and con.gresses of foreign Communisi and Workers, partie"s.

Communists and the Soviet people enthusiasticaily set
about implem.entin.g the decisions of the 20th Congr.ri. So-
cialist emulation was given a new impetus. The coil-miners
of the Kuzbas, the oilmen of Bashkiria and the workers of
the timber industry of Udmurtia initiated the movement for
the successful fulfilment of the sixth five-year plan. Em-
ployees at enterprises in Chelyabinsk underiook to fulfil the
plan ahead of schedule. A campaign was started for the
reduction of costs and the rational utilisation of funds and
material resources.

The Party took steps to mobilise all people and material
resources for the development of heavy industry and for
accelerating technical progress. Much attention was devoted
to new industrial -proje-cts._Hundreds of thousands of young
patriots responded to the Party's appeal and went to-worf,
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at construction sites. Industry was being modernised at an
accelerated rate.

In December 1956 the Plenary Meeting of the CC CPSU
summed gp the first results of the Party's and the people's
struggle for the fulfilment of the decisions of the ZOih Con-
gress -of the CPSU. The Plenary Meeting noted that all
branches of socialist- industry had stepped up their output,
but the production of coal, metal, cement and'timber in t-g5O
had fallen below the target figures; the commissioning of
production capacitr-es in those branches and in housing con-
struction had also fallen short of the target figures. Ttr6 Pte-
nary Meeting took measures to eliminate "the rhori.r*-
rngs.

The decisions of the 20th Congress on agriculture were
b^eing implemented collective and state farmJ received qual-
ified specialists, labour productivity on farms was raised.
But there were still many difficulties and shortcomings, and
so _the Party took steps to raise agricultural output.

9cience and engineering were making rapid progress. The
utilisation of atomic energy for peaceful purposes, t[e launch-
ing of the atomic ice-breaker Lenin on Dbcember S, 1g57,
the world's biggest turboprop passen.qer airliner, the TU-114,
and the launching of the first artificial earth satellite on
October 4, 1957, were among the many proofs of the rapid
development of Soviet science and technology.

The celebrations of the 40th anniversary of the Great
October Socialist Revolution were a great event in our coun-
try as well as for all progressive mankind. A iubilee session
of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR was held on November 6,
1957 in Moscow. The session summed up the results of 40
years of Soviet power. The results were really remarkable!
The volume of industrial output in the USSR had increased
33-fold, whereas in the United States it increased by only
140 per cent, in France by 70 per cent, and in Britain by
60 per cent. That was an undeniable testimony to the ad-
vantag-es of the socialist economic system over the capitalist
one. The following figures give an idea of the mammoth in-
dustrial growth in the USSR: in i913 tsarist Russia produced
only 29.1 million tons of coal, in 1957 the USSR produced
462 million tons. The production of pig iron, steel and oil
tvas growing at exceptionally fast rates.
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The Party and the Soviet Government took advantage of
the mighty socialist industry and, fulfilling Lenin's co-op-
erative plan, created a powerful socialist mechanised agri-
culture.-tfi. 

iubilee session noted that the successes of the Soviet
people were due to the fact that they were led by the Com-
munist Party, united and monolithic, armed with the knowl-
edge of the laws of social development, and loyal to the
revolutionary principles of Marxism-Leninism.

During the anniversary celebrations representatives of
Communist and Workers' parties held their conferences in
Moscow; one conference was attended by the delegates of
Communist and Workers' parties who adopted the Declara-
tion, the other, by the delegates of all parties who succeeded
in coming to Moscow. At the latter conference representa-
tives of Communist and Workers' parties of 64 countries
adopted the Peace Manifesto. These documents were of his-
toric importance, they signified a great ideological and polit-
ical victory of the world communist and workers' move-
ment.

The USSR had all the material prerequisites for accom-
plishing the main economic task set by the 20th Congress of
the CPSU. It was only a matter of qualified management of
production and the mobilisation of the masses. The ques-
tion was taken up in the resolution of the December (1957)
Plenary Meeting of the CC CPSU, devoted to the work of
trade unions. The resolution outlined the tasks of increasing
the role of trade unions in the nation-wide struggle for
building communist society, stepping up their activities in
encouraging working people to participate in the manage-
ment of production, and improvin.g their guidance of social-
ist emulation. The Party required of the trade unions to mo-
bilise the masses for the fuither development of the econo-
my, stren.gthening of the country's defence capacity, for ful-
filment and overfulfilment of economic plans, technical pro-
gress and higher labour productivity. In implementing the
decisions of the Plenary Meeting, the Soviet trade unions
became stronger and rallied closer in support of the Com-
munist Pafty; their role as Lenin's school of administration,
a school of economid managemett, a school of communism
was elevated.
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Under the leadership of the Communist Pafiy, the Soviet
people achieved tremendous successes in the development of
economy, science and culture, in raising the material welfare
of the working people, in consolidatin.q the country's might
and defence potential. Industry made another step forward.
In 1958 the volume of industrial output increased by 10 per
cent as compared to the 1957 level. The country produced
39.6 million tons of pig iron, 54.9 million tons of steel, 496
million tons of coal, 113 million tons of oil, and 233,000 mil-
lion kwh of electricity. More than 800 major industrial
ehterprises, 57 mines and open-cut mines and seven blast
furnaces were commissioned among other important pro-
iects. All the Union republics made an outstanding contri-
bution to the development of industry.

Agriculture also scored important successes. In the four
years from 1954 to 1957 the state provided agriculture with
908,000 tractors (in terms of 15 h.p.), 293,000 grain harvest-
ers, 467,000 lorries and many other machines.t0l Thanks to
the measures taken by the Party agriculture was gathering
force. The gross intake of grain went up by 27 per cent com-
pared with the preceding four-year period.l@ The collective
f arms and state farms became stronger. The decisions
of the February (1953) Plenary Meeting if tt" CC CPSU on
the further development of the collective-farm system and
the reorganisation of the machine-and-tractor stations were
aimed at the improvement of agricultural production.

In the five-year period agriculture made considerable prog-
ress. In 1958 it produced 8,500 million poods of grain; the
number of cattle increased by 13.6 million, pigs by 13.6 mil-
lion and sheep by 29.2 million.

Pro.gress was made in the trainin.g of qualified specialists
for the economy. In 1958 more than 4 million people at-
tended 765 higher educational establishments and 3,500
technical schools and other secondary specialised schools in
the USSR.

The material level of the Soviet people was rising on
the basis of economic achievements. Real incomes went up. A

t0t The CPSU in the Resolutions and Decisions. . . , Ysl, 7, p. 318.
102 Ibid., p. 317.
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new law on state pensions was adopted, which enhanced
social security; housing construction was intensified.

In the bitter struggle against the nazi invaders the Soviet
people, led by the Leninist Party, upheld the gains of social-
ism. In the post-war period the Soviet people not only com-
pletely rehabilitated the economy, but also made a great step
forward-they completed the building of socialist society.
The great victories scored under the Party's leadership laid
the foundation for the swift development of the entire econ-
omy and prepared the way for the accomplishment of the
fundamental economic task of the USSR and for new labour
feats by the Soviet people to the glory of their socialist
country,. which is confidently marching along the road to
communlsm

IIT

FOLLOWING LENIN'S COURSE
TO THE TRIUMPH OF COMMUNISM

I. THE COMPLETE AND FINAL VICTORY
OF SOCIALISM IN THE USSR

The final elimination of the exploiter classes, the greater
welfare of the Soviet people, the all-round development and
consolidation of the Soviet state, the advancement of social-
ist democracy, the triumph of Lenin's nationalities policy, the
consolidation of the moral and political unity of the people,
the development of socialist culture and the domination of
Marxist-Leninist ideology signified the complete victory of
socialism in the USSR. But the USSR continued to be the
only socialist country in the world, it was surrounded by
capitalist countries. So the danger of military intervention
and the restoration of capitalism by the forces of world im-
perialist reaction was still there. The victory of socialism,
therefore, could not be considered final.

The Soviet Union was building the new society at the
time when world imperialism attempted over and over again
to throttle the world's first state of workers and peasants by
the force of arms. Lenin repeatedly warned the Party and
the people that they were encircled by enemies and that
vigilance was the duty of all. Subsequent events fully con-
firmed his words. Military clashes occurred at Lake Khasan
and on the river Khalkhin Gol, Finnish reaction provoked
war with the USSR in the north-west and nazi Germany
treacherously attacked the Soviet Union in 1941. In a grim
and bloody war the Soviet people, led by the Communist
Pafty, upheld the honour, freedom and independence of their
socialist country and saved the peoples of Europe from the
"brown plague". The Great Patriotic War of the Soviet
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Union against the nazi invaders ended in the historic victory
of the Soviet people and their armed forces. The crushing
defeat of Germany and militarist Japan helped to establish
people's democracies in several countries of Europe and Asia,
and made a great impact on the national liberation struggle
of peoples in colonies and dependent countries.

More than 1,500 million people threw off the colonial yoke.
[n 1919 the colonies, semi-colonies and dominions accounted
for 72 per cent of the earth's territory and 69 per cent of its
population. By the beginning of 1967 the colonies accounted
for only 4 per cent of all territory and 1.1 per cent of the
world's population.l

The countries of Central and Southeastern Europe which
broke away from capitalism formed, together with the So-
viet (Jnion, the mighty system of socialism. A new balance
of forces was established in the world arena. The following
figures convincingly illustrate this point. Before World
War II the USSR and the Mongolian People's Republic
accounted for only 17 per cent of the planet's territory,
approximately 9 per cent of its population and 10 per cent
of all industrial output; after the war the socialist system
accounted for 26 per cent of the territory, nearly 35 per cent
of the population and over a third of the world's industrial
production.

A large group of countries which have won independence
are pursuing a peaceful policy. They refuse to ioin imperial.
ist military blocs. These countries and the socialist camp have
foimed a vast zone of peace.

The formation and development of the world socialist
system and the disintegration of the colonial system of im-
perialism have reduced the economic and political domina-
tion of capitalism and aggravated the general crisis of the
capitalist system. The influence of Communists in the capi-
talist countries and the respect they enjoy are growing, the
workers' movement is spreading, the working people are
intensifying their struggle against the monopolies, reaction
and the aggressive actions of the imperialist circles. The

1 Fifty Years of Soaiet
1967, p. ll (in Russian).

Poaei, Collection of Statistics, Moscow,
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national liberation struggle against colonialism and neo-colo-
nialism is mounting in intensity.

The radical changes in the international situation after
World War II made the phrase "capitalist encirclement of
the Soviet lJnion" obsolete as a historical, political and
.geographical concept. It no longer exists. There is no sense in
saying that geographically the Soviet Union is surrounded
by capitalists when most of the countries with which the So-
viet Union has common land borders are members of the
world socialist system. The modern correlation of forces in
the international arena rules out any restoration of capital-
ism in the USSR. No one can crush the socialist system.

The theoretical conclusion to this effect was made by th6
Extraordinary 2lst Congress of the CPSU in January-Feb-
ruary 1959. It said that there were two world social sys-
tems-moribund capiialism and thriving socialism which
enioys the sympathies of the working people of all countries.

The 2lst Congress subdivided the question of the complete
and final victory of socialism in the USSR into: 1) guaran-
tees against the restoration of capitalism in the -USSR;

2) guarantees against imperialist wars against the socialist
camp. In the first case, the reliable guarantee against the re-
storation of capitalist ways is provided by the economic and
military might of the world socialist system, its material and
technical basis, the unity and solidarity of the peoples who
have embarked on building a new life. This guarantee
makes futile any attempt by the imperialists to turn back
the wheel of history. The community of the vital interests of
the peoples who build socialism and communism ensures the
final victory of socialism in the entire socialist camp, where
the question "who will beat whom?" is already decided in
favour of socialism.

Like any other socialist country, the Soviet Union has no
guirantee against possible aggression by the imperialist
states, the reactionary circles of which still dream of restoring
the bourgeois-landowner system in the socialist countries.

The Marxist-Leninist parties of the socialist countries,
therefore, urge the working people to consolidate and devel-
op their armed forces which guard the peaceful labour of
the free peoples, they urge th-e working-people to heighten
their revolutionary vigilance, nip the subversive activities of

,1.27
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imperialists in the bud, and be always prepared to defend
the gains of socialism with arms in hand. T[e economic and
defence capacity of the countries of the socialist camp, their
unity, based on Marxism-Leninism and proletarian interna-
tionalism, and readiness to sel{lessly defend the people's
power are a guarantee that any imperialist attempt to
unleash aggression against any socialist country will suffer a
complete fiasco.

The 21st Congress also arriyed at important theoretical
c-onclusions, on the basis of Marxist-Leninist teaching, about
the laws governing the transition from socialism to iommu-
nism, about the ways of development and merging of collec-
tive-farm and state property, the political oiganisation of
society and the growth of the leading role of the Communist
Party and the socialist state in the period of transition to
communism, the ways of solving the fundamental economic
task of the USSR, and the principle of the distribution of
material benefits in conditions of socialism and com-
munism.

While examining the two aspects of one and the same
problem of building socialism in the USSR-the possibilitv
of the complete victory of socialism and the question of
its final victory-the CPSU has always underlined the im-
portance of the unity and the indissolubility of the national
and international tasks of the working class. The complete
victory of socialism in the country paves the way for and
hastens its final victory on the international scaie. Lenin
repeatedly stressed that proletarian internationalism required
an indissoluble combination of the interests of the proletarian
struggle in one country with the interests of this struggle in
other countries and the interests of the entile interna[ional
working-class movement.

The achievements made in the course of building socialism
and communism in the USSR have decisively influenced the
course of world history, and inspired the working people of
all countries.

The 21st Congress of the CPSU summed up the results of
the great victories of the Soviet people in building the new
society. The delegates noted with great satisfaction that the
Soviet Union had become a mighty socialist state with a
h.ighly developed economy and advanced science and culture.
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The 21st Congress apprgved the control figures for the
economic development of the USSR in lg5g-65. 'Ihe seven-
year economic development plan was a programme for a
n-ey aq{ mighty advance in the economy, iulture and mate-
rial welfare of the people.

The achievements in all fields of socialist construction
which the Soviet people attained under the leadership of the
Communist Party made feasible the task of creatins the
material and technical basis of communism. This main eco-
nomic task of building communism is now being tackled
in conditions of a developed socialist society.

2. THE PARTY'S COURSE TOR BUILDING COMMUNISM

-.Socialist_society develops in conformity with the laws of
dialectics. It realises its possibitities ever more fully, it devel-
ops and improves itself and at the same time c.eatei the pre-
requisites for transition to the highest phase-com*r.rir*.
The development of socialism and the buiiding of co*m.rris*
is a single, uninterrupted process, every new"stage of which,
thgug.!.closely linked with the preceding orr.ji, supe.ior
to it; it is the progressive advance of society.

Socialist society naturally grows over into communist
society. Commpnism, Lenin noted, "is a higher form of
s_ociety, and can only develop when socialisri has become
Iirmly established".2-The pubhc ownership of the *.u",
and implements of ^production, the mighty productive forces,
planned economy, freedom from explo"itaiioh, compulsorv la_
bourJor all, provision-of _work for al-I, socialisi dembcracy, the
social, political and ideological unity of society, the achibve-
ments of science and culture-all [hese gaini' of socialism
are a reliable foundation on which to 6uild communism.
Communism, however, does not emerge spontaneously, it is
the result of the delib,erate efforts of 

'the 'whole 
peopie and

the continuous search for the correct solution to the problems
which arise. Communist -society can be built through the
efforts of millions of working feople led by the Com"munist
!ar!y,_ which is armed with' ihe- all-conquering Marxist-
Leninist theory.

2 V. I. Lenin, CollectedTJ)orhs, Vol.30, p.284.
9-624
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Marxism-Leninism says that the transition to communism
requires an adequate material and technical basis. The con-
ditions which will provide the possibility of implementing
the principle of communism "from each according to his
ability, to each according to his needs" are as follows: a
rise in labour productivity, abundance of material and spirit-
ual benefits, eiadication of the essential differences between
town and country and between mental and manual labour,
and the triumph of the scientific world outlook and com-
munist morality.

The Communist Party is guided by the Marxist-Leninist
theory, and creatively develops it. It has worked out and
substantiated the country's road to communism. This road
is outlined in the new'Party Programme which the 22nd
Congress of the CPSU adopted in Moscow in October 1961.

The Con.qress was attended by 4.408 delegates with cast-
in.g-votes and +OS delegates with consultative votes who rep-
reiented almost 10 rnillion Communists. The number of
delegates was three and a half times greater than at any of
the three previous congresses.s The guests represented 80
foreign lvlarxist-Leninist parties.a This was a vivid demon-
stration of the strong solidarity between the CPSU and the
Communist and Workers' parties of other countries.

The 22nd Congress discussed the Report of the Party's
Central Committee, the Report of the Central Auditing
Committee, the report of the changes in the Rules of the
CPSU, and it adopted the new Programme and elected the
Party's central organs.

The Congress icrupulously discussed the basic questions
of the inteinational iituation and the urgent problems of
building communist society. The Report of the Central Com-
mittee oi the CPSU and the delegates noted the great achieve-
ments which the Soviet people had made in the develop-
ment of the economy, science, culture, and in the strengthe-n-
ing of the Soviet socialist state under the leadership of the
Communist Party.

3 The 22nd Congress of the Communist Party of the Soaiet Union,
Minutes, VoL l, p. 424 (in Russian).

a The 20th Congresi of the CPSU was attended by representatives
ol 55 Communist and Workers' parties, the 21st Congress by 70.
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The Soviet Union became a country of advanced science
and technology. The resolution of the Report of the CC CPSU
noted with satisfaction that in the pasC six years "industry
and agriculture have advanced rapidly to high levels,.thL
economic, qigbt and defence potential of the tountry have
been still further strengthened, the material and sfiritual
rieeds of the Soviet people have been more fully satisfied".5

The resolution also contains a Marxist-Leninist analysis
of the international situation and the international posiiion
of the Soviet Union. It summed up the results of the develop-
ment of the two opposite systemi-the socialist and the ci-
pitalist-and stressed that socialism was firmly established in
the great socialist community. The systern of socialism had
become a dominating factor in the evolution of human
so-ciety, its share in the world industrial output had increased.
Thenceforth, not-impe,rlalism but socialism was determining
the main trend of world development. The Congress decided
that the further consolidation of the unity of"the socialist
camp and ,enhancement of its might and defence potential
r_ema_ined the Party's and the state's most important task. In
the field of international relations, the Congress found it
gecessary - 

to conslstently and perseveringly implement
Lenin's principle of peaceful coexistence beiween countries
with different social systems. The 22nd Congress solemnly
declared that "the Communi,st Party of the Soaiet (Jnion
zoill do eaerything necessary to priserae and consolid.ate
lteace and friendship among the Beoples, so that the lofty
ideals.of.social.Brogress aid the hafupiness of the Beoilis
skould trxumph".b

The Congress analysed the national liberation movement
in the countries of Asia, the Middle East, Africa and Latin
America and pointed out that the colonial system had col-
lapsed. It noted that- the imperialist forces were striving to
hang onto their -position and were inventing new and sopiis-
ticated forms of colonialism. But the peoples of the foimer
colonies were becoming ever more convinced that the final
liberation from all forms of political and economic depen-
dence was possible only through non-capitalist development.

5 The Road to Communisrn, Moscow, p. 419.
6 Ibid., p. 418.
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Only this could offer their countries real freedom, prosperity
and happiness.

The 22nd Congress of the CPSU summed up the results
of the historic viitories of the Communist Party and the
Soviet people, outlined new tasks in the development of
science, economy, technology, culture and the arts, and u-n-
furled before the working people the maiestic prospects for
buildin,q communist society.

The'adoption by the 22nd Congress of the Party's third
Programme-the Programme for building communism in
the Soviet Union-was an event of paramount importance
for the Party, the whole Soviet people and the world com-
munist and working-class movement. The Programme ele-
vated the Marxist-Leninist theory of scientific communism
to new heights. It announced for the first time the practical
task of building communism in the USSR.

The working class, led by the Communist Party, is passing
through three historic stages in its revolutionary ,strug.gle:
the overthrow of the domination of exploiters and the estab-
lishment of the dictatorship of the proletariat, the building
of socialism, and the creation of communist society. At every
stage the Party works out a new Programme and determines
its [asks scientifically. Lenin wrote: "A programme is a brief,
clear, and precise statement of all the things a party is
striaing and fighti,ng for."Z

The-Party's firsf Leninist Programme, adopted in 1903
by the Second Congress of the RSDLP, posed the task of
overthrowing the Russian autocracy and bourgeoisie and
establishing'the dictatorship of the proletariat. In 1917 the
Programme was accomplished. In February l9l7- ts-arism
waidestroyed, and in October of the same year the-bour-
geoisie was overthrown; Soviet power was proclaimed fo-r the
first time in history, the country of the triumphant dicta-
torship of the proletariat emerged. A new era dawned in
human history-the era of the 

-downfall of capitalism and
the consolidation of socialism.

After the victory of the Great October Socialist Revolution
in 1917, Lenin's Party became the ruling party, and r-t was
confronted with new'tasks: the organisation of the Soviet

7 V. L Lenin, CollectedWorks, Vol.6, p.398.
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state and the practical building of the socialist society. These
tasks were scientifically formulated in the second Programme
of the Communist Pafiy, adopted by the Eighth Party Con-
gress in 1919. The Programme was intended for the transi-
tional period from capitalism to socialism. It stated its main
target to be the building of socialism in the country. The
Soviet people, led by the Communist Party, successfully im-
plemented the Party's second Programme, drawn up by
Lenin. Socialism in the Soviet Union triumphed completely
and finally.

The tasks for the period of building communist society are
set down in the Party's third Programme which, like the
two earlier programmes, is based on the great teaching of
Lenin, takes into account obiective laws and accords with
the fundamental requirements of social development. It is
a new landmark in the history of the Leninist Party and
Soviet society. The third Programme gives a deep scientific
account of the transition from capitalism to socialism, which
constitutes the principal feature of modern times. The Pro-
gramme put forward the practical task of building the com-
munist society in the Soviet lJnion, it indicates clear ways
for achieving this great and noble aim. It lays down the
tasks of the Communist Party in all fields of communist con-
struction. In the economy it is to create the material and
technical basis'of communism, which is described in detail.
The Programme emphasises the idea that the ensuring of the
Soviet IJnion's superiority over the developed capitalist
countries in labour productivity is the most important prere-
quisite for the victory of the communist system. The Party,
therefore, gave priority to the comprehensive development
of the country's productive forces. Further, the Programme
sets the task of eliminating the differences between classes,
town and country, mental and manual labour, the task of
creating a classless society, consolidating the economic and
ideological community of nations and bringing up, on the
basis of the moral code of builders of communism, a new
man with a harmonious combination of lofty ideological prin-
ciples, a broad education, moral purity and physical perfec-
tion. In the field of politics, the Programme envisages a broad
development of socialist democracy and the enlisting of all
working people in the administration of society. This would
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result in the gradual transformation of state power into
organs of public self-administration.

The Programme stresses that the Communist Party has
become the vanguard of the Soviet people, the Party of the
whole people, and that it influences all aspects of public
life.

The new Programme of the CPSU gives a deeply scientific
analysis of the contemporary international situation, the two
social and economic systems, the working-class and national
liberation movements, peaceful coexistence and the struggle
for universal peace. It says: "Our epoch, whose main con-
tent is the transition from capitalism to socialism, is an
epoch of struggle between the two opposing social systems,
an epoch of socialist and national liberation revolutions, of
the breakdown of imperialism and the abolition of the colo-
nial system, an epoch of the transition of more and more
peoples to the socialist path, of the triumph of socialism and
communism on a world-wide scale."8

The Programme of the CPSU provides clear and precise
answers to all questions of the theory and practice of build-
ing communism. It reiterates that the Communist Party and
the Soviet people consider the building of communist society
in.the USSR their principal internationalist duty. It says:
"The Party regards communist constructi.on i,n the USS,R as
the Soaiet people's great internationalist tash, in keeping
with the interests of the world socialist system as a whole
and with the interests of the international proletariat and
all mankind."e

When Lenin was working on the theory of the socialist
revolution, he pointed out the significance of the example
of socialist construction in the USSR. The successes inspire
the working people at home and abroad. Lenin said that the
proletariat should rebuff the exploiter classes not only in
words but also in deeds and convince the entire gigantic
mass of peasants and petty-bourgeois elements in Russia and
in other countries of the fact that the working class is capable
of creating a communist society. When determining the
international tasks of the socialist revolution Lenin repeatedly

8 The Road to Comrnunism, p. 449,
s Ibid., p. 450.
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stressed that the Soviet Republic should manifest itself as

a force capable of resisting military encroachments and as a
force capable of providing an example of buildin.g socialism'

In May 1921 Lenin formulated the well-known thesis:
"We are now exercising our main influence on the interna-
tional revolution through our economic policy. The work-
ing people of all countries without exception and_ without
exaggeration are looking to the Soviet Russian Republic.
ThiJ'much has been achieved. The capitalists cannot hush
up or conceal anything. That is why they so eagerly catch
at our every economic mistake and weakness. The struggle
in this field has now become global. Once we solve this prob-
lem, we shall have certainly and finally won on an interna-
tional scale."to

Implementing the decisions of the 22nd Congress, and the
October (196a)--and subsequent Plenary Meetings of the CC
CPSU, the Soviet people, led by the Communist Party,
achieved marvelloui successes in a short period of time.

The results of the Party's and the people's struggle to
build communist society after the 22nd Congress were
summed up by the 23rd Congress of the CPSU in March-
April 1966. The Congress was attended by 4,943 delegates, of
rvhich 4,620 had casting-votes, and 323 consultative votes.
After the 22nd CongresJ the Party deepened and broadened
its ties with the maises of the working people, its authoriiy
amon.g the people rose higher. This is borne out by the fact
that ifter the 22nd Congress it increased its ranks by
2,7 55,074 to a total of. 11,673,676 members and 797,403 can-
didate-members.11

The 23rd Congress was held at a time when the economic
and political might of the Soviet Union and the entire social-
ist community continued to grow, when there was a mighty
upsurge of the national liberation movement in Asia, Africa
and Latin America, intensified struggle of the working class
in the capitalist countries and the growing resistance of the
broad masses of the people to the destructive forces of
ag.gression.

10 V. I. Lenin, Collected Uorhs, Yol. 32, p. 437 .
tr The 23rd Congress of the Communist Party of the Sooi.et Union.

Minutes, Vol, 1, Mos-ow, 1966, p. 280 (in Russian),
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^ The.23rd Congrlss discussed the Report of the Central
Committee of the CPSU and the Report of the Central
A-uditing Committee of the CPSU, approved the Directives
of the ?3rd Congress of the CpSU fbr tne fi".--V.., ii.o-
n-omic-levelopment Plan of the USSR for 1966-70 and
elected the Party's Central organs.

^ Thg Rep-ort- bf tt. CC CISU dwelt at length on the
Party's and the people's struggle for the creat'ion ;f ih;
material and technical basis of communism in the USSR.In the previous seven years the national income. .*rfo".J
for accumulation and -consumption, increased UV SS p.; .i"t,
and the volume of industrial production by g4 per .Lnt. The
fixed production assets in the economy were'increased bv
92 per cent. Industry produced 46,000 million rubles, wortir
of commodities ovei and above the plan. In rgOj, th. ;;;:
cluding year of, the seven-year plan, industry p;od";J 5
times more steel than in 1940, almosl5..5 times -or. .otl"d
metal, almost 8 times more oil, nearly 13 times more ce-
ment, 4.2 times more automobiles, ovef 1l times more trac_
tors and 10.5 times more electric power.l2

Agriculture, an important secior of the Soviet economv.
also made headway. The production of the moJ ilp;;#i
types 9l ja-rm- produc-ts was increased, but the growth rates
went slightly down. The problem was examined f,v the March
(1.9.6{) .Plenary Meeting-of the CC CPSU, the decisions oJ
which improved the situation in agriculture. The 23rd Con_
gress stressed that the -develo,pment of agricultural produc-
tion 

-was a pressing task for the Party and the wtrote'soviet
People.

The achievements in the development of the economv
raised the material welfare of the Soviet people. Io the p;;il4
under review the average wages of factory'u"a ofn". ;;;k:
ers w_ent up by 19 per cent,-and wages in the servicins
branches were increased. That included workers in education]
medic?l services, culture, trade and communal ho"ri"g ug""-:
cies. The incomes of collective farmers went up, iira" tt 

"population b-egan to receive more payments and'p.iuii".q;,
from the social consumption funds. The party ,"a ifr" C3"-

_ _ 
t2 The 23rd Congress of the Communist party of the Souiet Union.

Illinutcs, Vol. I, pp. e1-40.
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ernment turned their efforts to housing construction. In the
five-.concluding years of the seyen-year plan period 3g3
million square metres of housing were built in toi,vns, work-
ers' settlements and state farmi, and more than 2 million
houses were built in collective-farm villages.l3 A rise in
the sales of food and manufactured goods also indicated
higher livin.q standards. In 1965 the ietail trade turnover
amounted to 104,600 million rubles-a 84 per cent increase
over the l960level.la
. Scien.cs, technology,- literature and the arts were forging

ahead. On the eve of the 23rd Congress there were 4,65drel
search institutions; they and the iiigher educationai estab-
lishments had an army of more thin 660,000 scientists-a
quarter of the world's entire force.rs Unprecedented succes-
ses were made in space research. The soft ianding of the auto-
matic Luna-9 station on the Moon and the trinsmission of
pictures of the lunar landscape back to Earth were of tre-
mendous scientific importa-nce. Another victory scored by
Soviet scienc'e were the flights of the Venera-2 and the Ve'-
nera-3 automatic stations to Venus. They delivered a pennant
with the state emblem of the USSR arri trars*itted'back to
Earth a wealth of scientific information.

The Party developed the country's productive forces and
at the same time improved socialist-social relations. The
Soviet social system became stronger. The public and col-
lective-farm and co-operative forhs of socialist property
were consolidated. The social wealth was multipli.a, tfr-.
democratic principles of the management of production were
extended and socialist democracy was enhanced.

The delegat-gs to the Congress discussed the report deliv-
er_ed by__the Chairman of the USSR Council of- Ministers,
$1e1e1.59s^Vgin-, on the Directives of the 23rd Congr"r, of
the CPSU for the Five-Year Economic Development"plan of
the USSR for 1966-70. The report summed up the country,s
economic and cultural achievements in the seven-year period
and enumerated the specific tasks for the future. The basic

. tx The 23rd Congress of the Communist party of the Soaiet (Jnion.
Minutes, Vol. l, p. 7i.

'a Ibid., p. 73.
15 Ibid., p. 78.
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economic task in the eighth five-year economic development
plan was to make full use of the achievements of science and
technology and the development of the entire social produc-
tion (higher efficiency of production and higher labour pro-
ductivity) and raise considerably industrial production, en-
sure high and stable rates of agricultural development and,
on that basis, to considerably raise the living standards and
satisfy more fully the material and cultural requirements of
the Soviet people.

The results of the fulfilment of the eighth five-year plan
were summed up by the 24th Congress of the CPSU on
March 30, 1971. The Congress was in session until April
9. It was attended by 4,963 delegates (4,740 with casting-
votes and 223 with consultative votes), representing
13,810,089 members and 645,232 candidate-members.

The 24th Congress adopted the following agenda: 1) Re-
port of the Central Committee of the CPSU, to be made
by the General Secretary of the CC CPSU, Leonid Brezhnev;
2) Report of the Central Auditing Committee of the CC
CPSU, to be made by the Chairman of the Central Auditing
Committee of the CPSU, I. Sizov; 3) Directives of the
24th Congress for the Five-Year Economic Development
Plan of the USSR f.or l97l-75, to be reported by the Chair-
man of the USSR Council of Ministers, Alexei Kosygin; 4)
Elections of the Party's central organs.

The delegates and the numerous .guests-members of the
fraternal Communist, Workers' and Socialist parties-heard
with deep attention and great interest the Report of the
Party's Central Committee.

The Report contained a profound and comprehensive
Marxist-Leninist analysis of the international position of the
USSR, the foreign policy of the USSR and the development
of the world communist and national liberation movement.
It threw light on the principal aspects of the Party's eco-
nomic policy in modern times, some questions of inner-Party
life, the social and political development of Soviet society,
and the Party's tasks; it outlined ways to further consolidate
the Party.

In his Report the General Secretary of the CC CPSU,
Leonid Brezhnev, analysed the selfless struggle of the Soviet
people for the accomplishment of the mammoth tasks of
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communist construction during the eighth five-year plan
and -outlined the grand programme for the new stage of
building communism in the USSR.

- Qumming up the results achieved during the five years
following the 23rd Congress, Leonid Brezhnev said-that
those were years of intense creative labour on the part
of the Soviet people.

"In impl-ementing the plans outlined by the Party," he
said, "the Soviet people have scored .great successes'along
all the main lines of communist construction.

"These have been years in which our socialist economy
took another .great stride forward. The volume of industrial
production has increased considerably. Agriculture has been
growing steadily. New frontiers have been reached in the
development of science and technology, and their latest
achievements are being applied on an ever growing scale.
On this basis we have succeeded in materially advancing in
the direction which ultimately expresses the main meaning
o{ our Party's activity-to*aids further raising the level oT
the welfare and culture of the whole Soviet people.

"These have been years ,of successful development of
socialist social relations and Soviet democracy, years of the
further_!_oufishing of the fraternal friendship ol the peoples
of the USSR and of considerable strengthening of the polit-
ical and deferice might of our great countryjthe Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics."16

In the international arena these years. were marked by
big social and political changes, when the antagonism "be-
t'r,een the forces of peace, freedom and progress, and the
f-orces of oppression, reaction and aggression"LT was growing
deeper and more acute. Leonid Brezhnev underlined ihat thE
USSR and the fraternal socialist countries had made a great
contribution to the struggle for peace and security of the
peoples, and pointed out that the role of the world system of
socialism had been greatly enhanced, and the union of the
three principal revolutionary forces of modern times-social-
ism, the international working-class movement and the na-

rB Report of the Central
Congress ol the CPSU, p. 5.

17 Ibid., p. 6.

Committee of the CPSU to the 24th
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tional liberation movement
much stronger.
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of the peoples-had become

The preceding five-year period, Leonid Brezhnev said,
further consolidated and expanded the CPSU. It was a
period of the further strengthening of the Party's ties with
the people and the growth of its leading role in the life of
Soviet society. In those years the Party had to solve com-
plicated problems. Having summarised the practice of build-
ing communism, the,Party worked out a realistic, principled
course in politics, which was unanimously supported by the
Soviet people.

Those were the years which saw the tremendous political
upsur$e a,nd labour enthusiasm of the Soviet people associat-
ed with the great anniversaries-5O years of the Great Oc-
tober Socialist Revolution and the centenary of Lenin's
birth. They were also years of rising activity by the broad
masses of the people in the practical implementation of the
plans drafted by the Party. All Soviet people welcomed the
24th Congrgss 9-f th9 Communist Party ai an outstanding
event in their life. They greeted it with solid achievements-.

- 
"At its 24th Congress, our Leninist Party finds itself full

of vig-our,_enriched with new experience, and monolithically
united, fully aware of the scale and importance of what hai
already been -achieved, and confident in its strength and the
correctness of the prospects mapped out for our further
advance."18

Analysing the principal questions of the Party's economic
policy, at _the modern stage, Leonid Brezhnev pointed out
that the So-viet people "have brought the eighth five-year
plan -to a fitting completion, thereby taking inother maior
step forward in building the material and technical basis
of communism, in strengthening the country's might, and in
raising the people's living standards."le
_ In zumma_rising -the results of the eighth five-year plan,
Leonid Brezhnev drew attention to the ionsiderable expan-
sion of the entire economy, the accelerated development and
rising efficiency of all its sectors. The Directives of the
23rd Congress of the CPSU were successfully fulfilled in

18^ !e!-ort of the CC CPSU to the 24th Congress of the CpSt), p.6,
1e lbid., p. 39.
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I{EY INDICES OF THE ECONOI\IIC DEVELOPMENT DURING
THE 7TH AND 8TH FIVE-YEAR PLANS

(IN COMPARABLE PRICES; ABSOLUTE INCREASE IN,'O()O
MILLION RUBLES)

t4l

Aggregate social product
National income employed
for accumulation and con-
sumption
Industrial output, including:

Group A
Group B

Agricullural oulput (average
annual production compared
with the preceding five
years)
Capital inveslments (total
fof the frve-year period)

Freight turnover ol all
bypes of [ransport, in 1,000
million ton/km
Retail trade turnover

M3

45
84
66
{8

7.1

77

878
26.t

175

1,061
50. 2

137

132
t5l
158
136

147

134

t42

141

150
151
,1,49

77

125
9l
34

lL2

145

L4

t04

tzl

142

138

148

all the main economic indices. The national income increased
by 41 per cent, the industrial output went up by 50 per cent.
fhe aisignments concerning the most im-pg{1n! in4ces -in
laising tiie living standards were overfulfilled. "On the
wholej' Leonid Brezhnev said, "the eighth five,-year period
has yielded considerably greater results than the preceding
one."20

The country's national income employed for consumPtion
and accumulation was increasing at an aYerage rate of 7'1

per cent against 5.7 per cent ,in the preceding five.-year
period. Labour produitivity-the most impo-rtant in-dicator
of the efficiency of production-increased by 37 per

20 Rebort of the CC CPSU to the 24th Congress of the CPSU, p. 40.
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cent against 29 per cent in the seventh five-year plan
period.

. fleavy indusjry was further developed. The electric power
industry, the chemical-and_petro-chemical industries, engin-
eering, particularly radio-electronics and instrument makfns.
]vere given priority development. The share of the#
industries,-which determine technical progress, in the general
volume of industrial production increaied from 28' to 33
per cent. Tlrg -ligLt industry_ and the food industry were ad-
vancing quickly. Over the five years the output oi corrsr*e,
goods went up by 49 per cent.2l 

-

In posing such high targets the Party took into considera-
tion the fact that the basis of our economv was becominE
stronger. The tasks and their accomplishment during thE
eig'hth five-year plan were determined by the grJwing
requirements of soviet society, the actual levei of the iocialisi
economy ald the real opportunities which the country had
for the further expansion hnd development of social p.oa".-
tion.

. In agriculture the main task was to considerably increase
the- output of farm and animal products, and ensure high
and stable rates of de-velopment. The average annual volurie
of the overall. agriculturai-output increasef, by 2L p.. ."pt
compa-red with the preceding-five years, and the urr.rug.
Snnugl production of _grain increased by 3Z mittion tons, "or

by 30 pgr cent. T[ere was a *aiked increasi i"'tfr.
gutpyt of meat, milk, eggs and other products.22 As Leonid
Brezhnev noted, agriculture continued to be the most con -
pl&ated and difficult sector of the economy.

Particular attention was paid during [he ei.qhth five-year
period t9 tfre improvement of the work of Transport'and
communications, capital construction, development of foieisn
economic relations and the rise of tire Soviet people,s liviig
standards and cultural level. The assignment'foithe transl
port freight turnover was fulfilled. Lalge-scale construction
permitted the country to commission neirly 1,900 major in-
dustrial enterprises and projects. Leonid dr.rhrr.r, ,uid, ,,A
good reserve has been created for a further build-up of

2L Report of the CC CPSU to the 24th Congress of the CpSU, p.41.22 lbid., p. 44. 23 Refort of the CC CPSU to the 24th Congress of the CPSU,p' 42'
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production capacities in the early years of the current five-
vear period."23 Balanced construction improved the distribu-
tion of the productive forces and increased the economic
potential of Siberia, the Far East, Central Asia and Kazakh-
stan. These territories are making a solid contribution to

the solution of the economic problems faced by the state'
During the eighth five-year plan the Party devoted its

erre..gies'lo a radlcal improvemer-:t of living standards. Tak-
inc into account that the main factor here is higher wages

ioi fa.tory and office workers and higher incomes for col-
tective faime.s from social production, the Party succeeded
i" ,uiti"S per capita real incomes by 33- peJ cent, instead of
30 per ient as originally planned in the Directives of the

23rd Congress of the CPSU.
The minimum wages of factory and office workers went

up b, iO p.. cent to 60 rubles a month. The incomes of
colleitive farmers went up by 42 per cent. The collective
farmers were accorded a guaranteed remuneration for labour,
their pension age was reduced and they were given sick-leave
and disablement allowances.-_ 

in:tgZO the social consumption funds stood at 64,000 mil-
lion rubles, i.e., they had incieased by 50 per cent in the five-
year period.' The introduction of the five-day working week (two days
off) while retaining the 4l-hour working week, ,was a majot
soiiai and e.ono*ic measure which offered additional op-
portunities for improving working conditions and the ra-
liorrut utilisation of fr.. iime by factory and office workers.
Sfiit;;;;;sly, the Government increased the length of
paid vacatiorrt'fo, many categories of -working pgople..' fh" t islrer per capita consumption of-meat, milk and other
n";e;. tri.t of fabrics, clothes, knitted wear, etc', as well
il th. e*pat tion of housing construction are impr-essive evi-
A;";; of 

'the growing welfare of the people. In his. Report
ieonid Brezhnev said that in 1966-70 the retail trade turn-

"".i t 
"a 

gone up by 48 per -c-ent, and the structure of con'
sumption f,ad been ionsiderably improved. In 1970 as com-
;;;.ii with 1965 the per capita consumption of meat increased
by 17 per cent, milk and-dairy products by 22 per cent,

t43
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eggs b.y 23 per cent, fish and fish products by BB per cent,
sugar by 14 per cent; the consumption of bread ,i"ffr 

-;;j
potatoes fell. sales of household articles went up, particutaily
d.urable goods, such as radio and television sets, -urhi"i;;_chines and refriger ator s.24

In dealing with the vital problem of housing, the Soviet
state spent nearly 60,000 million rubies and buiii more than
500 million ! -qu1l9 metres of housing. ,,This meanr,;; i.or,iJilrezhnev-said, "that an equi_valent-of more than'50 largi
cities with one million poiulation each were built in tf;e
country."25

The Communist Party and the Soviet Government paid a
great, deal of attention io public education and health. Dur_
ing the period, the army- of doctors was replenished br
151,000 people. The network of medical i"riit"iir".-*u',
considerably developed.

The resolution of the 24th Congress of the CPSU, unani_
moully^adopted on the Report of-the Central Co**itt.. of
the CPSU, noted that "as-a result of the .o"sisi;il-;"4
steadfast effort to fulfil the Programme of thi CpS0 ,"J
the-tasks set by the 23rd congress ma.ior successes have bien
achieved in communist constlruction. An importani u..or*plishment of the period under review is that ttre tuith.r
development of the national economy and the strensthenins
of the country's defences have gone hand in ild' ;i;ir-;
considerable rise in the.working leople,s living standards in
town and country. Socialist soiiil relations and Souiii a._
mocracy have developed- successfully. The moral and poiitiial
unity of the workeri, the collective farmers and the intel-
ligentsia, and the fraternal friendship of the p.opl.s 

"i-iLUSSR have become erren stronger."26
. Th. Soviet people unanimo"usly support the party's polit-
rcal 

- 
an{ economic policy. The people are infinitely 'loval

lo thg Yarty's great ideas. Under the Communist 'party.s
Leninist banner the working people of the Soviet
Union are advancing towardr ih. ^neri victories of .o*-
munlsm.

11 4r?prt of the CC CPSU to the 24tlt. Congress of the CpSU, p.48.2s Ibid., pp. 43-44.
26 24th Congress of the CPSU, pp.2t0-lI.
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The grandiose successes which the Soviet people achieved
under the leadership of the Communist Party in implement-
ing Lenin's plan for building socialism and communism in
the USSR were summed up in the Theses of the CC CPSU "On
the 50th Anniversary of the Great October Socialist Revolu-
tion" published early in June 1967 and in the report "Fifty
Years of the Great Victories of Socialism" which Comrade
Brezhnev delivered at the joint session of the Central Com-
mittee, the USSR Supreme Soviet and the RSFSR Supreme
Soviet in the Kremlin Palace of Congresses devoted to the
50th anniversary of Great October.

These documents trace the heroic road from the assault
on the Winter Palace in 1917 to November 1967 which the

'r,orking people of our country traversed under the leadership
of the' Leninist Party-the guidin.g and leading force of
Soviet society. These ideas were further developed in the
Theses of the CC CPSU "On the Centenary of the Birth ol
V. I. Lenin" and in Leonid Brezhnev's report devoted to this
great and outstanding event.

In the 50 years of Soviet power the country became a
mighty industrial and collective-farm state with the world's
most advanced science and technology and the most progres-
sive culture in history. Our successes in the development of
the economy and culture and in raising the material pros-
perity of the . people astonish the world and generate a
feeling of pride amon.q our friends and apprehension among
the imperialists. Let us turn to the facts. In 1913 Russia ac-
counted for a little more than 4 per cent of the world indus-
trial output, but in 1967 the USSR was producing close to
one-fifth of the world industrial output.

While giving priority to the development of heavy
industry, the Communist Party has now decided to acceler-
ate the development of the industries, which directly satisfy
the people's material and cultural requirements; the Party
set about modernising these industries and strengthening
their raw material and power basis. The conjunction of the
growth rates of the production of consumer .qoods and the
production of the means of production are important aspects
of the modern structural changes in the national economy.

Labour productivity is steadily rising. In 1966 the produc-
tivity of labour in industry exceeded the level of 1913 by

l0-624
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14.7 times, and in machine-building and metal-workins bv
more than 30 times.27 That was made possible mainly it i3"gi,
the increase in the p-ower and electricity available pJr;;r#..
As a by-product, the conditions of work *... u-lro gr.uily
improved.

Thanks to the implementation of Lenin,s plan for build-
ing socialism, radicai chan-ges took place il;gri;"itrr;-'iile
victory- oJ the collective-firm syst-em has trinsformed the
face of the gorqtgyside. Before [he beginni"g of *ir, .oi-
lectivisation in lg27 -there were 14,800 coilective farms, 1,400
state farms,23.7 million individual farms and l.I miliion
bulak farms. Collectivisation completely chang.a tfr" ,i.i"r..In 1940 there were 2gO,gOO collective farrfrs, 4"20b ;i;Gfry*i, 3.6 million individual farms and no kula( fur*, ut
all. As a result of increases in size, the number of colleiiive
farms was reduced in lg66 to 87,i00, while the ,rr*tr., oi
state farms increased to 12,200. There were only 40,000 in-
dividual farms.28

The achievements of s-ocialist industry afforded an oppor-
tunity to improve the technical equipment of collective fur*,
and state farms and to increase the level of agricultural
production. By the end of lg66 the machine pool consistedof
I,660,000 tractors and 531,000 grain harvesiers. The power
Slpacity surpassed the pre-revolutionary level l0 times.2e
Now all collective farms-and state farms are providea witt
electric power.

It should be noted, howe_ver, that the development of
a.griculture was negatively affected by violation, of th. ..o-
nomic laws of socialist production, oi principles of material
incentives, of the correct combination of social and private
interests, 

-and- by sub.jectivism in the management of agricul-
tural production.

The Communist Party took vigorous steps to eliminate
mistakes and shortcomings in thJ -urrrg.m.rrt of agricul-
tural_pro-duction. The March (19G5) Pleniry Meeting"of the
CC CPSU worked out a system of ecorro*ic and folitical

1,^ litty Years of the LISSR, Collection of Statistics,
28 Ibid.. o. l16.
,e rbid.; ;. 52.

p. 63.
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measures. After the March Plenary Meeting there was a
marked rise in the output of farm produce.

Transport, of courJe, plays a signal. role in the develo-p-
ment of economy. Its significance is particularly great in the
Soviet union, which has a territory of 22.4 million squ?re
kilometres, or almost a sixth of the earth's surface. The
tsarist government, however, was little concerned with the
development of transport; the network of railways was iI-
tending at a snail's pace, many rivers were unnavlSable.
Expori-import goods were delivered mostly by - foreigl
ships. World War I and the Civil War seriously damaged
existin.q transport, backward as it was.

The'nationalisation of transport after the victory of the
Great October Revolution changed its social and economic
character and opened up new possibilities' During the years
of Soviet power the Government created road and air trans-
port and a pipeline system; it strengthened the material and
technical basis of rail, sea and river transport.

In 1966 there were 132,500 kilometres of rail track in
operation, compared with only 71,700 in 1913.30 The length
of airline routes was also considerably extended-from 9,300
km in 1928 to 474,600 in 1966.31 In the period from 1918 to
1966 the average annual growth rates in freight turno-ver
excluding overseas routes were nearly 160 per cent higher
than in the Uhited States, and in 1951-66-almost 200 per
cent higher.32 All types of transport were radically modern-
ised, most railways-have been adapted for el.ectric or diesel
locomotion. The- world knows the excellent qualities of
Soviet airliners, sea and river vessels. The Party and the
Government do all they can to develop transport so as to
meet adequately the needs of the economy and of passengers.

In the'years of Soviet power the Soviet people, led by
the Communist Party, scored unparallelled successes in the
development of heavy industry, socialist agriculture, trans-
port, communications and construction. More than 40,000
inaior industrial enterprises were built or rehabilitated dur-

30 Transport and Communications in the USSR' Collection of Sta'
,isrics, Mosiow, 1967, p. 95 (in Russian).

31 Ibid., p.219.
. 32 Fift! Years of tie USS/I, p. 169.
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ing the 50 years of Soviet power.33 Radio broadcasting,
television and telephone and telegraph communications were
developed extensively. In 1965 the world's first space com-
munication link was established between Moscow and the
Far East with the help of the Molniya-1 man-made satellite.
All sectors of the economy are advancing in step on the basis
of modern science and technology.

The growth of socialist production provided a stable foun-
dation for raising the material and cultural standards of the
Soviet people. The per capita real incomes in industry and
construction exceeded the pre-revolutionary level by 6.6
times, and the incomes of farmers exceeded that level by 8.5
times. The average monthly wages of factory and office work-
ers, together with payments and privileges from the social
consumption funds, went up from 40.6 rubles in 1940 to 134
rubles in 1966.34 The incomes of farmers are catching up with
the wages of factory and office workers.

The housin.g problem, a sharp one, is being successfully
dealt with. In the period from 1950 to 1966 more than
155 million people received new flats or improved their
housing conditions.3s

The victory of socialism in the USSR was accompanied
by sweeping achievements in all fields of culture. Free edu-
cation was introduced in all schools, institutes and univer-
sities, secondary specialised schools and other educational
establishments. In 1966 there were 73.6 million students in
the Soviet lJnion, i.e., one out of every three people (not
counting children of pre-school age) were studying. In
1930 the country introduced universal and compulsory pri-
mary education; today we are witnessing the transition to
universal secondary education. In 1966 there were over 4
million students in the higher educational establishments of
the USSR-3.S times more than in Britain, France, the FRG
and Italy taken together.36 There are 8,000 newspapers and
more than 4,000 magazines; books are printed in millions of
copies, and the network of libraries, theatres, cinemas, mu-

33 Fifty Years of the USSR, p. 188.
34 Ibid., pp. 8,277.
35 lbid., p. 8.
36 Ibid., p. 9.
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seums and other cultural and educational institutions has
been expanded. The Party does all it can to satisfy the cul-
tural requirements of the Soviet people. It is greatly concerled
with the Marxist-Leninist upbiinging of the people. This
finds unquestionable proof in the following fact. In the period
from l9i7 to 1967 the USSR printed 85 million copies of
works by Marx and Engels and 335 million copies of works
by Lenin.37-The 

Soviet lJnion's accomplishments in science and tech-
nology are .generally known. In l9l4 Russia had on-lV

11,600 researih workers. Compare that with 800,000 in the
USSR in 1968.38 There are 20 academies of sciences-the
USSR Academy of Sciences, the academies of sciences of the
Union republics and academies of sciences specialising in
definite fields. The USSR Academy of Sciences comprises
194 research centres with a body of 27,000 scientists.se

The achievements in the development of the economy'
culture, science and technology contributed to the build-up of
the Soviet Armed Forces, which together with the armies
of the fraternal countries, vigilantly guard the peaceful
labour of the builders of communism and socialism. The
Soviet Army and Navy, equipped with rockets and nuclear
weapons and modern armaments, are ready to repulse_any
aggiessor who would dare to encroach on the borders of the
Soviet Union or the socialist community.

The Communist Party, implerr,entin.g Lenin's nationalities
policy, has perseveringly advanced the economy and culture
of ali the fraternal republics of the USSR. During the years of
Soviet power the peoples of the Soviet Union have achieved
enormous successes in the economy, culture, science,
the arts, education, medical services and living standards.
In the Talik SSR, for instance, in spite of its tremendous
power resources, there were no electric power stations before
the revolution, but in 1966 the republic produced 2,100
million kwh of electricity, i.e., as much as was produced

st Fifty Years of the Soaiet Press, Statistical Suraey, Moscow, 1967,
pp.2l-22.-' 38 Problems of Peace and Socialisrn, No. 5, 1969, p. 100; Fifty Years
of the USSR, p.283.

3s Fifty Years ol the USSR, p.285.
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in the whole of Russia before the Revolution.a0 The produc-
tion of cotton increased nearly 20-fold. Cotton yields are
the highest in the world-2.7 tons per hectare in
1966.41

The Turkmen SSR has scored no less important successes
in its economic and cultural development. It has founded
snch new industries as oil processing and the chemical, gas,
confectionery and canning industries. In 1966 the production
of oil exceeded the level of l9l3 more than 80 times. Before
the revolution Turkmenian schools were attended by only
7,000 pupils; in 1966, by 455,000. Before the Revolution there
\Mere no institutes or secondary specialised schools; now
there are 33 institutes and secondary specialised schools with
a total of 48,000 students.42

The flourishing of the economy and culture of all the
Union and autonomous fraternal republics and the inviol-
able friendship of the peoples of the USSR are clear proof
of the victory of the Leninist nationalities policy of the
Communist Party. History had never known such a wonder-
ful solution of the nationalities problem in a country inhab-
ited by more than 100 nationalities and peoples. The USSR
is a multinational state, the peoples of which, working jointly
in a united family, built socialism, upheld it in the armed
struggle against the nazi invaders and are now erecting the
maiestic edifice of communism.

Implementing the decisions of the 23rd Congress, the work-
ing people of the Soviet Union scored ever ne\4/ successes in
the further development of the economy, science and culture,
and in raising living standards. By the end of 1967 they had
fulfilled ahead of schedule the annual plan for the production
of steel, the maior fuels, instruments, and the products of the
chemical, light, food and other industries. The growth rate
of industrial output amounted to 10 per cent instead of. 7.3
per cent as originally planned. Nearly 7,000 million rubles'
worth of products were put out over and above the plan.
Some 7,000 industrial enterprises, which accounted for nearly
40 per cent of the industrial output, were transferred to the

40 Fifty Years of the USSR, p. 301.
4r Ibid.
{2 Ibid., p.802.
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new system of planning and economic incentives.a3 By the
end of 1968 the new system encompassed 27,000 industrial
enterprises, which produced 72 per cent of the industrial out-
put and more than 80 per cent of profits.44

Socialist agriculture also advanced. In spite of the unfa-
vourable weather conditions in some maior grain-growing
areas, the gross agricultural output in 1967 exceeded the
level of the 1966 bumper-harvest year, and topped the ave-
rage for 1961-65 by 17 per cent.45 The plan for state pur-
chases of the staple farm produce was fulfilled.

Speaking about the fulfilment of the economic develop-
ment plan of the USSR in 1967, it should be mentioned that
the specific feature of that year was the accelerated growth
of production of consumer goods (Group B). That permitted
a considerable increase in supplying the market with many
important types of products, invigoration of the commodity
turnover and an improvement in services. The national in-
come, employed for accumulation and consumption, increased
by 6.7 per cent compared rvith 1966.46 All that further raised
the people's living standards. It is sufficient to say that the
avera.qe monthly wages of factory and office workers in the
economy went up by 4 per cent and, taking into account the
payments and privileges from the social consumption funds,
reached 139.5 rubles against 134.2 rubles in 1966.47

New victories were achieved in 1968. Enthusiastically im-
plementing the measures worked out by the 23rd Congress
and the Plenary Meetings of the CC CPSU aimed at higher
efficiency of social production and further promotion of the
people's welfare, the working people of town and country
achieved great successes in all fields of communist construc-
tion. In 1968 the USSR produced 107 million tons of steel,
309 million tons of oil and 638,000 million kwh of electric-
ity. The gross production of grain amounted to 10,300 mil-
lion poods-30 per cent over the average annual figure in
1961-65.48

43 Praada, January 25, 1968.
44 Ibid.,.|anuary 26, 1969.
45 Ibid., .]anuary 25, 1968.
46 Ibid.
47 lbid.
48 lbid., January 26, 1969.
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As from January I968, important measures were imple-
mented to further raise the living standards of the Soviet
people. The minimum wages of factory and office workers in
all fields of the economy were raised trom 40-45 rubles a
month to 60 rubles and even to 70 rubles in the case of cer-
tain categories. Remoteness increments were granted to those
in the l-ar East and the European North who clia not enioy
them before. Basic wage rates were increased for lathe oper'-
ators in machine-building 1nd metal-working enterpiises
and slops_in all branches of the economy. Privileges^were
extended for people working in the Far North and a.eas
with the same status. Factory and office workers who for-
rnerly had a l2-day vacation were granted an additional
3 days. Temporary disability allowances were increased, and
old-age maintenance for factory and office workers and col-
lective farmers was improved. Taxes on wages in the 60-80
rubles a month bracket were lowered by 25 per cent on the
aYerage.

In 1968 the average monthly wages of factory and office
workers were raised by 7.5 per cent. The incomes of collec-
live farmers were going up rapidly. Payments and privileges
from the social consumption funds amounted to 55,010
million rubles.ae

All that is an eloquent testimony to the swift rates of
development of socialist economy, culture and science, and
to the rise in the people's incomes. The specific feature of
the socialist system is the high growth rate of production,
fa-r superior to the growth rates of the capitalist econorny.
The following examples prove the point. 

- In the period
from 1951 to 1967 the average annual growth rate of indus-
trial production in the USSR amounted to 10.5 per cent
against 4.5 per cent in the USA, 2.8 per cent in Briiain and
5,5 per cent_ in_France. In 1960 the volume of industrial pro-
duction in the USSR was 55 per cent of that in the USA, but
by 1968 it had risen to about 70 per cent.so Thus Lenin's
ryords "the Soviets will overtake and outstrip the capitalists

ae Problems of Peace and Socialism, No, 5, 1969, p. 10.

,, L. I. Brezhnev, For Greater Consolidation of 
-iommunists, 

For
q.N:- Upsurge of the Anti-Imperialist Struggle, Moscow, 1969, p. 5l
(in Russian).
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and that our gain will not be purely economic one"51 are
coming true.

The'soviet Union celebrated its 50th anniversary in full
vigour and energy. Throughout these years the QgvieJ PJ9-
ple, led by the eommunisf Party, had been steadfastly fol-
Iowing the road indicated by the October Revolution.

In iiis report "Fifty Years bf tt. Great Victories of Social-
ism", Leonid Brezhnev said that to follow the road of the
October Revolution "means to strengthen the economy of our
country, heighten labour productivity, 

- 
improve the living

standaids and raise the cultural level of the people.
"To follow the road of the October Revolution means to

promote socialist democracy, consolidate the friendship of
ihe peoples of the USSR, persistently educate the people in
the ipirit of high communist principles, and to cherish the
unity of the Party and the people, as the apple of the
eye.-"To 

follow the road of the October Revolution means to
work consistently for the unity of the international commu-
nist movement, for the cause of socialism, democracy, national
liberation and peace in the world.

"By following the road of the October Revolution we
achieved the victory of socialism! By following the road of
the October Revoluiion we will achieve the victory of com-
munism!"52

In August 1968 the Central Committee of the CPSU
adopted I resolution 'oOn Preparations for the Centenary -of
the Birth of V. I. Lenin", which brilliantly portrayed the
greatness of Lenin and the inexhaustible vital force of his
ieaching. The resolution outlined a broad p-rogramme of
ideological and organisational work for Lenin's centenary
in 1970.

Lenin's name is infinitely dear to every Soviet citizen and
to all fighters for the freedom and happitess of p-eopJe9.

"Modern history is wholly and inseparably linked to Lenin's
name," the resolution said. "Lenin was the lqreat su,ccessor

to the revolutionary teaching of Marx and Engels, he was

51 V. I. Lenin, Collected. Worhs, Vol. 31, p' 458.
52 L. I. Brezhnev, Folloaing Lenin's Course,p,76.
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the founder of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, the
leader of the greatest social revolution and builder of the
world's first socialist state. Lenin's ideas profoundly in-
fluenced and continue to influence the entire course of world
development."53

Lenin and his titanic rvork are inseparable from the strug-
gle of the working class, the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union and the international communist and workers' move-
ment. He reyealed and substantiated the leading role of the
Communist Party in the proletariat's struggle for power and
in building socialism and communism. The Communist Par-
ty, founded and steeled by Lenin, was victorious and contin-
ues to be victorious because it perseveringly follows his
teaching and behests. Armed by the all-conquerin.g teaching
of Marxism-Leninism, the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union succeeded in ensuring the success of the revolutionary
transformations, which turned the USSR into a mighty so-
cialist state. The complete and final victory of socialism, the
Lreginning of communist construction, the glorious 50 years
of socialism are the materialisation of the ideas of Leninism,
the triumph of the general line of the Leninist Party.

The Soviet (fnion, the peoples of the socialist countries
and all progressive mankind celebrated as a .qreat event
the centenary of Lenin, the leader of the working people of
Russia and the international working class, the great design-
er of the plan for building socialism and communism.

In the report at the joint session of the Central Committee
of the CPSU, the Supreme Soviet of the USSR and the Su-
preme Soviet of the RSFSR devoted to Lenin's centenary,
Leonid Brezhnev said: "The scope of Lenin's thoughts and
deeds was so vast, his understandin.q and expression of the
pressing needs of his epoch were so profound that even today
Lenin's ideas are a powerful weapon in the hands of the
fighters for the happiness of peoples. There is no place on
earth where Lenin's name does not ring as a fiery call to
struggle against oppression, deprivation and exploitation, as

a symbol of fighting unity, as an earnest of victory in the
historical battle for the triumph of communist ideals."sa

53 Praada, August 10, 1968.
64 L. I. Brezhnev, Folloaing Lenin's Course,p.252.
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Today the Soviet society is a mighty socialist state with a
highly developed industry, agriculture, science, culture and
art. "Everything we have," Leonid Brezhnev said, "every-
thing we live by and take pride in is the result of the struggle
and working endeavour of our workin.g class, peasantry and
intelligentsia, of the whole Soviet people."55

Lenin repeatedly pointed out that Communists always
looked far ahead of the times. Having built and consolidat-
ed socialism, they launched a gigantic and multifarious cam-
paign for building communism. A great role in this, as
Leonid Brezhnev remarked, belonged to the 23rd Congress
of the CPSU and subsequent Plenary Meetings of the Central
Committee.

The Party follows Lenin's directives and relies on the new,
gigantic reserves accumulated in the country. It employs ever
more fully the advantages of developed socialism. On this
basis it follows the course of comprehensive development of
the productive forces and relations of production, of the so-
cial, ideological and political life of Soviet society.

The 24th Congress determined the further development of
the Soviet socialist economy. In his report to the Congress,
Leonid Brezhnev drew attention to the features of the pres-
ent stage of the country's economic development and linked
tlrem up with the tasks of the new five-year plan.

The Communist Party has always kept in mind Lenin's
directive written down in the initial version of The Imme-
diate T ashs of the Soaiet Goaernmenti " . .. the task of adminis-
tering the state is primarily a purely economic ,urtr"56, the
task of "economic reorganisation" of the country.

Lenin laid particular emphasis on the international signifi-
cance of the economic development in the Soviet Republic.
The complete and final victory of socialism in the Soviet
Union meant checkmate for capitalism.

But in those years the task was to rehabilitate and build
anew the country's industry, electrify the country, reorganise
agriculture, develop transport, eliminate the economic
backwardness of the Union republics and strengthen the
country's defence potential, whereas now, in the epoch of

s Ibid., p. 270.
56 V. I. Leniq Collected Uorhs, Vol. 42, p. 71.
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the complete and final victory of socialism and the all-out
b-uilding of the material and technical basis of communism,
the situation !s completely different. The Soviet economy hai
to solve simultaneously a wider ran.ge of problems: "While
sec-urin.g, resources for continued economic growth, while
technically re-equipping production, and investing enor-
mously in science and education, we must at the same time
concentrate more and more energy and means on tasks relat-
llg.!o .the -impro-vement of the Soviet people's wellbeing.
Whiie breakin.g through in one sector or'another, be it ever
so important, we cln no longer afford any drawn-out lag in
any of the others."57

Today greater demands are made on planning, manage-
ment, devising new methods of work, applyin[ scientific
forecasts, economic modelling, etc. The piocess of the e.o-
nomic integration of the socialist countries is also important.
The economy,_ science and technology are major batitefields
between socialism and capitalism in their peaceful compe-
tition.

Summing. uL these modern features of economic develop-
ment, Leonid Brezhnev said in his Report to the 2ath Coir-
gress of the CPSU: "Translated into political tasks, we could
describe them briefly as follows: the vast scale of tLe nation-
al economy, the greater economic possibilities and social
requiremen_ts pose the imperative of greatly improving the
standard of all our economic work, substaniially-raisin[ the
effectiveness of our economy, turning our entire vast eibno-
my into a still better working, well-geared mechanism."58 In
yo-rf[S o-ut !h^e D_irectives for economic development in
l97l-75, the CC CPSU took all that into full account ,,The
ntain tash ol the fiae-year plan is to secure a consid,erable
rise in the .liuing.stand,ard and cultural leuel of the Beopte
on the basis.ol high rates of groath of socialisi prod.uctibn,
increase in i,ts e-ffectiveness., siientific and, technical Brogresi
and,..accelerated grozoth of the productiaity of labour.;ss

This means that the Party unswervingly advocates Lenin,s
thesis of the imperative development of*h-eavy industry, only

:1^ Z!!4 Congress of the CPS\J, p. 48.$ Ibid., p. 49.
6s Ibid., i. 50.
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on the basis of which is it possible to accomplish the main
task of the ninth five-year plan-the rise in the material
wellbeing of the working people.

The Party, relying on highly developed industry and its
core-heavy industry,-speeds up the development of the
consumer sectors of the economy.

This, however, does not imply any relaxation of atten-
tion to heavy industry. Only the consistent development of
socialist industry and its core-heavy industry, on the basis
of which the USSR became a mighty socialist state,-affords
the opportunity to develop the production of consumer
goods. Only a highly.developed-heavy industry can ensure
genuine progress in all sectors of economy and guarantee a
peaceful life for millions of people. Consequently, the role of
heavy industry rises. The tasks it faces grow in number, and
the Party, therefore, as Leonid Brezhnev said at the 24th
Congress of the CPSU, sets intensive tasks: "to raise the out-
put of electricity to over 1,000,000 million kilowatt/hours, oil
to 480-500 million tons, gas to 300-320 thousand million
cubic metres and steel to 142-150 million tons. The output
of the engineering, metal-working, chemical and petro-chem-
ical industries is to go up 70 per cent."m

Leonid Brezhnev noted that the growth rate of the entire
economy and the rate of raising the wellbeing of the people
depended to a great extent on the successful development of
agriculture; he vividly described all the Party's efforts in
this direction.

The decisions of the 23rd Congress and the Plenary Meet-
ings of the CC CPSU created a most favourable situation and
excellent conditions for accomplishing the tasks of building
communism. They enabled, as Leonid Brezhnev noted in his
report at the October (1968) Plenary Meeting of the CC
CPSU, the collective farms and state farms, the a.qricultural
agencies, the Party and Soviet organisations to display in-
itiative, and that helped to "strengthen the socialist principle
of incentives for farms and rural workers in developing
social produsf l6n".6oa

Go 21th Congress of the CPSU, p. 57.
6oa L. I. Brezhnev, Follouing Lenin's Cou.rse, p. 104.
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In the period from 1965 to 1967 the state invested over
5,000 million rubles more in agriculture than in the previous
three years.

Iollowing Lenin's directive that agriculture could not be
left without financial assistance from the state, the Com-
munist Party and the Soviet Government used these alloca-
tions to provide farmers (in 1967) with 287,000 tractors (in-
cluding 107,000 plough tractors), some 96,000 grain harvist-
ers,, close on 134,000 lorries, many machines, fertilisers,
etc.61 That was accompanied by subitantial social measures,
such as guaranteed monthly pay in collective farms and bet-
ter old-age pensions for collective farmers and workers in
state farms.

While complimenting the successes of agriculture, which in
196_8 produced more than 162 million tons of grain and over-
fulfilled_ the plan of sales to the state, the Plenary Meeting
of the CC CPSU noted that "there were shortcomings and
unsolved problems in agriculture".62 Having indicated that
in the output of certain products and in labour productivity
agriculture had failed to reach the level envisaged by the
Directives of the 23rd Congress of the CPSU, the Plenary
Meeting of the Central Committee instructed the Central
Committees of Communist parties in the Union republics, the
territorial, regional, area and district Party committees, the
Soviet organs, the Ministry of Agriculture, the Ministry of
Land Reclamation and Water Conservancy, Selkhoztekhnika
Department of Agricultural Machinery, their local organs,
Party organisations and managers of collective farms- and
state farms, "to take steps to eliminate the shortcomings in
the development of agriculture".

Thus, the Communist Party, persistently devoting its efforts
to the development of agriculture, employed Party and state
means to ensure the fulfilment of the eighth five-year plan.

The Party mobilised all forces and meins to furtirer devel-
op and re-equip agriculture; bearing in mind Lenin's direc-
tive that no economic build-up is possible without a highly

6t L. I. Brezhnev, Follouting Lenin's Course, p.104.
u2 L. I. Brezhnev, The Fulfilment of the Dicisiotts of the 2|rd Con-

gre_ss and-the Plenary Meetings of the CC CPSU on Questiotts of Agri-
cullure, Moscow, 1968, p. 54 (in Russian).
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developed agriculture, the Communist Party ^regards this
task as a call to arms for Communists and all Soviet people.
Of pararnount importance in this respect was the decision of
the'July (1970) Plenary Meeting of the CC CPSU.63 In the
.orr.i,rdirrg yeir of. thi eighth -five-year plan agriculture
scored new successes.

In the report which the General Secretary 
-oJ - 

the CC
CPSU delivered to the Plenary Meeting of the CC he made
a survey of the situation in agriculture and said that in the
preceding four years the gross assets of collective farms
amounted to 20;000 million rubles, and of state farms to
24,000 million rubles. However, Leonid Brezhnev focussed
particular attention on the new requirements which the suc-
cessful endeavours of working people in creating the mate-
rial and technical basis of communism posed before agri-
culture. There was, he pointed out, only one way of solving
that task and that was "the intensification of agricultural
production and its technical re-equipment, which is the deci-
sive factor determining its further rate of development".64
So it is a question of strengthening the material and techni-
cal basis of collective farms and state farms. The Plenary
Meeting of the CC CPSU expressly urged state and Party
organs to improve the management of agr-iculture. 

-
fhe resolution adopted by ihe Plenary Meeting of the CC

noted that agriculture had made serious progress, but if it
r,vas to be assessed from the viewpoint of satisfying "the
country's growing requirements in foodstuffs and raw mate-
rials for industry, then the present level of agricultural pro-
duction cannot be called adequate. The growth rates
of the Soviet economy and the steady rise of the living
standards confront agriculture with new and higher de-
mands'1.65

63 It should be borne in mind that during the eighth five-year plan
the CC CPSU, the Folitburo and the Plenary Meetings of the CC re-
peatedly discussed the situation in agriculture. In March 1965 the
Plenary Meeting of the CC took steps to render the required assistance
to agriculture, and in May 1966 it aaopted a decision on the expansion
of land reclamation and on manv other questions'

a" L. L Brezhnev, The Pdrty's Immediate Tashs in Agriculture,
Moscow, 1970, p. 9 (in Russian).

65 Ibid., p. 51.
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Having outlined these tasks, Leonid Brezhnev noted in his
Report at the 24th CPSU Congress that the CC CPSU "has
laid special stress on creating stable economic conditions
stimulating the growth of agricultural production".66 The
CC CPSU and the Soviet Government fixed stable procure-
ment plans for collective farms and state farms and intro-
duced a system of price incentives for products delivered
above the fixed quota, so as to stimulate the growth of agri-
cultural production and raise the material interest of collec-
tive farmers and state-farm workers.

The Party did not restrict itself to the search for individ-
ual measures and their implementation. It took into consid-
eration the whole complex of problems which determined
the development of agriculture, "including those of supplying
the countryside with the necessary machinery and fertilisers,
expanding capital construction, land improvement, personnel
trainin.g, and improving the organisation of production. This
has necessitated a concrete analysis of the needs of agricul-
ture and finding the means to meet them".67

On the basis of these decisions, the July (1970) Plenary
Meeting of the CC CPSU worked out a broad, long-term
comprehensive programrne for agricultural development. The
Party is well aware that the solution of all agricultural prob-
lems is a long and complicated matter, requiring great
expenditures of energy and material resources, but the task
is a common one, it is the cause of the whole people.

In the Report of the CC CPSU to the 24thParty Congress
Leonid Brezhnev, summing up the results of the eighth five-
year economic development plan of the USSR, said that the
Party's and the Government's great attention to agriculture,
ihe financial and technical aid, hard work of farmers and
industrial workers had been crowned with a ma.ior success.

In 1970 agriculture produced 186 million tons of grain
and 6.9 million tons of cotton. Those were record harvests
in the country's history. The average yields of these crops
stood at 1.56 and 2.5 tons per hectare, respectively.G8

66 24th Congress of the CPSU, pp.57-58.
67 Ibid., p. 58.
68 Ibid., p. 43.
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Determining the general direction of the growth of the
entire economy and the rate of raising the wellbeing of the
Soviet people, the 24th Congress of the CPSU, implementing
and improving the previously planned measures, fixed new
goals for agricultural development. "While dealing with the
current tasks," Leonid Brezhnev said in the Report of the
CC CPSU to the 24th CPSU Congress, "we must at the same
time take a big step forward in the new five-year period in
building up the material and technical basis of agriculture,
which *itt hetp us in future to resolve completely the prob-
lems of agricultural production and of the transformation
of the countryside, and to reduce the dependence of farming
on the elemental forces of nature".69

The Central Committee believes that it is necessary to
substantially increase the production of fabrics, clothes, foot-
wear and knitted goods, and to improve their quality; so far
as consumer durables are concerned-radio and TV sets,
refrigerators and washing machines-the demand should be
satisfied today. In 1975 the production of cars will be nearly
four times higher than the 1970 level.

In the ninth five-year plan the state almost doubles the
funds allocated for the development of light industry-8,700
million rubles; for the development of the food, dairy, meat
and fish industries the allocations amount to almost 14,000
rnillion rublei. As soon as the economic prelequisites are
there, the state will reduce retail prices. The Party's Con-
gress, as the resolution on the CC Report says, attributes
[reat importance to these measures because they are dire-ctly
Concerned with higher living standards; it is absolutely clear
that trade and the services should be developed and improved.

Leonid Brezhnev's report contained a seYere, but just, crit-
icism of people who were reluctant to improve the supply
of consumer goods and who violated the principles of Soviet
trade and the rules of public catering and public services'
Taking into consideration the growing requirements of
the population in public services and the need to satisfy
them, ihe ninth fivE-year plan envisages a twofold increase
in the volume of paid services.

6o Ibid., p.58,

r 1-.624
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To accomplish this really grandiose task, the Soviet Govern-
rnent decided to invest approximately 129,000 million rubles
(as much as the ag.qregate investments durin.g the previous
two five-year periods) in agriculture during ihe ninth five-
year plan. These allocations are intended to-ensure an ayer-
age annual grain production of 196 million tons. Purchases
accordin.g to the fixed state plan together with overfulfilment
(at incentive prices), will amount to 80-85 million tons. The
average annual production of meat will exceed 14 million
tons, and of milk 92 million tons. All the other indices of
agrlcultural production will also rise significantly.

"Increasing the area of meliorated land and introducing
crop rotation in Central Asia, particularly l-Izbekistan,t
Leonid Brezhnev said, "will help increase the production of
so valuable a crop, so essential for the country, as cotton".70
In tying up the solution of the routine tasks in agriculture
with its long-term development, Leonid Brezhney emphasised
that the goal was the further technical re-equipment, mecha-
nisation and chemicalisation of agriculture and the meliora-
tion of lands.

Such are the majestic prospects for further development
in agriculture. The road of development was long and com-
plicated, nevertheless agriculture has reached 

-remarkable

heights. A new man-the collective farmer-has appeared in
the vil,lages. The collective farmer is successfully diveloping
a.gricultural production.

The dele.gates to the 24th Congress of the CPSU listened
attentively to the report of the Chairman of the USSR Coun-
cil of Ministers, Alexei Kosygin, "On the Directives of the
Five-Year Economic Development Plan of the USSR for
t97 L-7 5".

In his report Alexei Kosygin noted that all the economic
development plans of the USSR pursued the great goal of
building communist society. The draft DirectiveJ were
published on the eve of the Congress. They were fully en-
dorsed by the people. That was a vivid manifestation of the
fact that the people fully appreciate the Party's policy. The
people, as Alexei Kosygin noted, are active participants in
the solution of all problems in the development of Soviet

70 24th Congress of the CPSU, p.61.
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society. Their great activity is a guarantee that the gran-
diose programme of the new five-year plan will be fulfilled.

Reporting to the Congress the results of the eighth five-
year plan, Alexei Kosygin said that the political -and the
main social and economic tasks had been successfully ac-
complished. The national income had risen to the mammoth
sum'of 1,166,000 million rubles. Alexei Kosygin reminded the
delegates that in the period from 1961 to 1965 the national
income amounted to 840,000 million rubles, and in the five
pre-war years, from 1936 to 1940, to only 154,000 million
rubles (in comparable 1965 prices).71 He said: ". . .518 thou-
sand million rubles of the wages and salaries of the workers
in the production sphere and of the incomes of the collective
farmers has gone into consumption.

"One hundred and ninety-nine thousand million rubles
has gone into education, public health and the satisfaction
of oiher cultural and everyday needs of the population and
of social requirements.

"Nearly 80 thousand million rubles has gone into the
maintenance of incapacitated persons (disabled and pen
sioned workers, war invalids, and temporarily incapacitated
persons) and also into scholarships and grants to students.

"Forty-one thousand million rubles has gone into scien-
ce. ''

To sustain'such a high level, and provide for an even
higher level, of consumption, Alexei Kosygin noted, we must
persevere in developing social production. Accordingly, a
portion of the national income to the sum of 186,000 million
rubles was directed to augment the fixed production assets
of plants, factories, railways and other industrial enterprises.

The expansion of the housing fund, the network of schools,
hospitals and cultural establishments cost 62,000 million
rubles.

"In the present international situation, the Soviet state
rnust show unceasing concern for strengthening the country's
defence capability. In the five years, 80 thousand million
r:ubles has gone for the need of defence.

7!
i2
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"In our country, the distribution of the national income
is carried out in accordance with the principles of socialism,
and the obiective regularities governing the development of
the socialist economic system, which rests on the unshakeable
basis of social ownership of the means of production. These
principles, scientifically elaborated in the works of Marx,
Engels and I,enin, are incorporated into our Party's Pro-
gramme, and serve as the basis for socialist economic man-
agement."73

The rise in the national income made it possible to in-
crease the average wages of factory and office workers by
26 per cent instead of the 20 per cent as originally planned;
collective farmers' incomes, in cash and kind, increased by
9 pu cent instead of 35-40 per cent as planned originally.
The retail commodity turnover was 153,600 million rubles,-a
48.4 pe,r cent rise over the 1965 level. In the preceding five
years the country built 11,350,000 new flats. There wis no
other country in the world, Alexei Kosygin pointed out,
which had built so many flats in the last five years.

Successes marked all sectors of the national economy.
"Summing up the overall result," Alexei Kosy.gin said, "it is
s-afe to say: our country has been successfully advancing in
the political, economic and social respects along the way of
communist construction."T4

Commenting on the Directives for the Ninth Five-Year
Plan, Alexei Kosygin said that the document was a programme
f_or the implementation of the Party's economic lollcy and
the solution of urgent social and economic problems at the
present stage of the development of the socialist society.

In the ninth five-year plan period the average annual-na-
tional income will reach 3.25,000 million rubles against
233,000 million rubles in the eighth five-year plan. Thi na-
tional income in the five years will total 1,625,000 million
rubles.

The strong material base affords the state an opportunity
to raise the people's living standards. The ninth five-year
plan envisages a total of 75,000-81,000 million rublei of

7,3 24th Congress of the CPSU, pp. 136-37.
7a Ibid., p. 144.
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consumption funds against 57,000 million rubles in the eighth
five-year plan.

The Directives adopted by the Congress fix the most im-
portant targets for the development of social production.
They ensure a high rate of development throughout the
economy and a continual rise in the people's wellbeing:

fncrease during
the 5 years

tsoo-zo | $7r-7b

165

National income (in compa-
rable prices) '000 million
mbles
of which:

consumption fund
accumulation fund

Industrial oroducts tin com-
parable prices)'000'million
rubles
Agricultural products (au-
cr"age annual ilroduction' in
comparable prices for the
corresponding fivc-year pe-
riod) '000 million rubles
llise of labour productivity,
per cent, in industry
in agricnlture (collcctive
farms-and state farms)
in construction

266.3

197 .2
69.1

J'J

365-373

272-278
93-95

528-544

77 .2

56 .8
20.4

125

99-107

75-81
24-26

155-171

15.7 -t7.7

36-40

37-40
36-40

B0 .3 14

JZ

35
22

Over the five-year period the national income will in-
crease by 37 -40 per cent, the volume of industrial production
by 42-46 per cent, and the average annual agricultural pro-
duction by 20-22 per cent. It is planned to increase the pro-
duction of the means of production by 41-45 per cent and
the production of consumer goods by 44-48 per cent.75

Keeping in mind Lenin's thesis that socialism would win
the economic competition with capitalism by improving pro-
duction and through higher labour productivity, the Congress
recorded in the Directives: "Labour productiaity shall be

75 24th Congress of thc CPS{./, pp. 146-47.
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increased at an accelerated, rate. Labour productivity in in-
dustry shall rise by 36-40 per cent over the five years, with
87-90 per cent of the total increment of production to be
obtained from this source."76 The increment in agriculture
will amount to 34-40 per cent.

A great stride forward will be made in the ninth five-
year period towards the application of the achievements of
the scientific and technological revolution, since it exercises
a growing impact on social production and opens up new
opportunities for reorganising production, creating highly
efficient implements of labour and new industries, and rais-
ing the efficiency of the entire productive process.

All that will be done for the benefit of the people. In
capitalist countries the achievements of science and technol-
ogy are utilised only for the benefit of the bourgeoisie and
for the purpose of extorting exorbitant profits. The growth
of labour productivity in the capitalist countries through
technical progress increases unemployment. This is borne
out by the increasing number of strikes.

In the ninth five-year period the output of products in the
key industries which determine technological progress will
go up by 67 per cent. The growth of production and its
efficiency will create a reliable basis for the realisation of
the large-scale social programme which envisages an in-
crease of 72,000 million rubles in real incomes-a rise of
approximately 30 per cent in per capita real incomes.TT

In his report Alexei Kosygin noted that the fast growth
rate of the country's industrial potential vividly indicated
the great possibilities and the obvious advantages of the
socialist system.

The Directives for the Ninth Five-Year Plan envisage a
comprehensive programme for the development of all sectors
of material production.

The basic task of industry lies ". .. in the extension and
improvement of the industrial base for the development of
the socialist economy, especially agriculture and allied sec-
tors, the raising of the technical level and effectiveness of

71,

77
24th Congress of th.e CPSU, p
Ibid., p. 153.

25s.
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production, and a fundamental improvement of the quality
of products."78

in 1975, the concluding year of the five-year plan, the
output of industrial products will reach 528,000-544,000 mil-
lion rubles (in 1965 the output stood at 248,000 million
rubles). This means that the Soviet Union will have more
than doubled its industrial output compared with 1965.

The production of electricity will amount to 1,030,000-
1,070,000 million kwh, oil-480-500 million tons, gas-
300,000-320,000 million cubic metres and coal-685-695
million tons.Te

These colossal tasks will require the commissioning of new
capacities. For example,63-67 million kwh of electricity will
be-produced by atomic electric power stations,. New deposits
of -oil will be developed and the coal industry will be
modernised.

The production of steel, plastics and synthetic resin, fibre,s,
celluloie, paper, cement, and ferrous and non-ferrous metals
will rise Considerably. The production of mineral fertilisers
will reach 90 million tons. "The engineeri,ng industry,"
Alexei Kosygin said, "is the material foundation for the
technical re-equipment of the entire national economy. Its
principal task-is-to supply highly efficient machines and
equipment to all industries. The productivity of 

- 
the ngw

machines must be higher and the cost per unit of capacity
must be reduced."8o

To implement these important tasks, the Directives for
the Ninth Five-Year PIan said: "In the engineering and
metal-worhing industry output in the five years shall be in-
creased by 70 per cent, including the output of ,consumer
goods by-120 per cent. Priority shall be given to the -devel-
opment of the production of instruments and means of auto-
mation, agricuftural machinery, building and land-improv-e-
ment machinery, the most progressive types of metal-work-
irg and electiical engineering equipment, gas turbines,
equipment for atomic power stations, the chemical industry,

78

80
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the light and food industries, railway rolling stock, and
motor industry producf5."8l.

In order to fully meet the population's demand for clothes,
footwear and other light industrial articles, the Directives
envisage a 35-40 per cent increase in the output of these
commodities in 1975 to a total of 10,500-11;000 million
square rnetres of fabrics and 800-830 million pairs of
shoes.82 There will be a considerable rise in the production
of knittedgoods, clothes, glazed earthenware and oCherhouse-
hold items. It is planned to modernise light industry and
improve the quality and packing of commodities.

The Congress set the task of increasing labour productiv-
ity in light industry by 34 per cent.

Serious tasks were put before the meat, dairy and fish
industries-to increase production by 33-35 per cent, includ-
ing meat by 40-43 per cent, dairy products-by 29 per cent,
sugar by 34 per cent and edible fish products by at least
47 per 9ent. Labour productivity is to be raised by 30-33 per
cent. The production of household articles will be further
stepped up. The local, microbiological, milling and medical
industries will be developed.

The CC CPSU, as Leonid Brezhnev noted in the Report,
attaches great significance to the full satisfaction of- the
people's demand for consumer goods, particularly today
when living standards are rising.

There can be no contradiction between consumption and
prodyction under socialism. The Soviet Union continuously
develops its productiye forces so as to raise the people's con-
sumption. But in the case of the capitalist states thEre is the
contradiction, as Lenin said, between capitalism's desire "to
develop the productive forces to an unlimited extent and
the limitation of this drive by the proletarian condition, the
poverty and unemployment of the peopls."83

The Directives posed a formidable task before agriculture

-ant average annual increase in production of 20-22 per
cent compared with the preceding five-year period. The task
is to enlarge the yields of all crops by raising the fertility of

8^1 24the Congress of the CPSU, p.262.
82 Ibid., p.268.
83 V. I. Lenin, Collccted (Uorks. Vol. 4. n. 165.
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the soil through scientific and technological methods, apply-
ing mineral and organic fertilisers and introducing machines,
land reclamation and plant protection. "During the ninth
five-year period," Alexei Kosygin said, "agriculture must
yield an average annual increase of 16-18 thousand million
rubles' worth of output over the preceding five years, mainly
within the same areas."84

The Directives envisage an annual average production of
14.3 million tons of meat (slaughter weight), 92.3 million tons
of milk, 46,700 million eggs and 464,000 tons of wool.85 The
production of potatoes and vegetables is also to go up.

To achieve these ends, the Directives propose that in 1975
the supply of mineral fertilisers to agriculture should be in-
creased to 72 million tons, and of fodder phosphates to
3 million tons.

To improve the technical base of agriculture it is intended
to supply "1,700,000 tractors (including 705,000 plough trac-
tors), 1,100,000, lorries, 1,500,000 tractor trailers, 87,000 ex-
cavators, 82,000 bulldozers, 42,500 scrapers, and 15,000 mil-
lion rubles' worth of farm machinery, including 541,000
grain harvesters, 230,000 silage-harvesters and 60,000 sugar-
beet combines, and 6,000 million rubles' worth of machinery
for mechanising labour in livestock-farming and the pro-
duction of feeds."86

It is planned to substantially raise the electric power
available per worker in agriculture and improve the supply
of spares for tractors and machines. "State capital invest-
ments amounting to 82,200 million rubles shall be allocated
for the development of agriculture, including the building
of production premises, dwelling houses and public service
establishments and the purchase of machinery.

"Material and technical resources shall be provided for
collective-farm capital investments amounting to 46,400
million rubles."87

The broad programme of agricultural development, the
consolidation of the material and technical basis of collective

169

u 24th Congress of the CPSU, p. 164.
85 Ibid., p. 274.
86 Ibid., p. ?78.
87 lbid., pp. 278-79.
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farms and state farms and the intensification of agricultural
production have aroused the enthusiasm of agricultural
workers.

The per capita real incomes will be increased by approx-
imately 30 per cent, the pay of factory and office workers
by an ayerage of. 20-22 per cent, and the wages of collective
farmers by 30-35 per cent. The minimum pay has been raised
to 70 rubles a month. The wage rates for people in the mid-
dle pay-bracket have also been increased.

Corresponding increments have been introduced in West-
ern Siberia, the lJrals, some areas in Kazakhstan and Central
Asia and in several districts of the Far East and Eastern
Siberia, so as to encourage people to stay and work in those
areas with good economic prospects. Additional privileges
are enioyed by people working in certain areas of the Eu-
ropean North.

In the non-production sphere wages have already been
increased to doctors, teachers and instructors in pre-school
establishments.

Income tax for workers and office employees is being
lowered. The redeeming of the internal state debt has been
started. The payments and benefits out of the social con-
sumption fund will go'up by approximately 40 per cent;
children's allowances will be introduced for big families.
The network of children's pre-school institutions will be
expanded. Invalid's pensions and payments to families that
have lost their breadwinner will rise.

3. THE GROWTH OF THE LEADING ROLE OF THE CPSU

The practice of building the new society shows that the
role of the Communist Party as the tested vanguard of the
working class and the whole people, as the highest form of
social organisation is growing and that in the process of the
gradual transition to communism its content becomes richer.
The Programme of the CPSU says: "The period of full-scale
communist construction is characterised by a further enhance-
ment ol the role and importance ol the Communist Party
as the leading and guiding force of Soviet society."88 1'1r1t

88 The Road to Communism, p. 583. 8s 24th Congress of tlrc CPSU, p. 87.
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is due to the growing scale and complexity of the tasks of
communist construction, which require a higher level of
political and organisational leadership, greater - creative
ictivities of the masses, mobilisation of millions of working
people for the management of production and state affairs,
further development of socialist democracy, a greater role
of mass organisations, and extension of the rights of Union
republics and local organisations. It is due to the growing
sifnificance of the theory of scientific communism, its crea-
tive development and diffusion, the need to intensity the
communist education of the working people and the struggle
a.gainst the remnants of the past in people's minds. The
giowing role of the Party's leadership and its impact on the
development of the whole of Soviet society is a law-governed
process stemming from the conditions of building socialism
and its growth into communism.

The gradual transition of socialism into communism is an
objectivt process. Socialism and communism are different
phises of one and the same socio-economic formation. They
are distinguished by the degree of their economic and cul-
tural maturity. What unites them is that socialism and com-
munism are developing not spontaneously, but on the basis
of the conscious activities of the broad masses of the people,
led by the Marxist-Leninist Party. This is due to features of
the economic'system of the communist formation, which is
based on the social ownership of the means and implements
of production.

As Leonid Brezhnev said in the Report to the 24th Con-
.gress of the CPSU, when the Central Committee was draft-
ing the Party's policy and organising the colossal construc-
tion work, i[ proceeded from the premise that "the Party's
policy yields the required results only when it fully takes
irrto lc.orrt both the interests of the entire people ind the
interests of various classes and social groups, and directs
them into a single common channel".89

Marxism-Leninism says that the people are the creators
of history at all stages of the development of human society.
Their labour createi all the wealth of society and they help
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to develop the productive forces which are the basis of social
progress. But the role of the masses as creators of history is
not limited to their objective activities, which are sometimes
automatic; their role is enhanced by enlisting people for the
conscious creation of history, turning the people into history's
subject. The socialist revolution, as Lenin noted, can be suc-
cessfully accomplished only as a result of the independent
historical creative activities of the majority of the people,
primarily the majority of the working people.

Socialism and communism are built by the multimillion
masses of the people, led by the Communist Party, which is
armed with a deep knowledge of the laws of social develop-
ment. Under socialism, for the first time in human history,
millions and tens of millions of people are involved in the
conscious and independent creation of history. Lenin said:
"Socialism can be built only when ten and a hundred times
more people themselves begin to build the state and the new
economic life."9o

The Party's policy, therefore, is aimed at rallying the
working class, collective farmers and the intelligentsia; it
aims, as Leonid Brezhnev pointed out, at "erasing the essen-
tial distinctions between town and countryside and between
brainwork and manual labour. This is one of the key sectors
in the building of a classless communist society".ei

This is why the attempts of modern revisionists to coun-
terpose the Party's political leadership to the initiative and
independence of the working class are wholly unfounded;
the same is true of the assertions to the effect that the emer-
gence of socialism is supposedly the result of "spontaneous
action" which only requires full elbow-room. The practice
of building socialism in the Soviet Union and other socialist
countries refutes all assertions to this effect. The Party's
leadership is the strength of the working class and the whole
people, it is an imperative prerequisite for building social-
ism; the Party's strength lies in its inviolable unity with the
working class and all the working people. After the complete
and final victory of socialism and tht consolidation of the
moral and political unity of Soviet society, the Party be-

1 V. I. Lenin, Collectetl Uorhs, Vol. 28, p. 403
et 24th Congrcss of the CPS|J,p.87.
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came the advocate of the fundamental interests of the So-
viet people, their leader, organiser and educator. In this
sense, the CPSU is a party not only of the working class but
also of the whole people, and that is a vivid illuitration of
its growing role in the building of communist society. At
the same time, the Party retains its class character, since it
continues to fulfil the historic mission of the working class
and relies in its activities on Marxism-Leninism-the ideol-
ogy of the working class. In guiding Soviet society along the
r,oad to,communism, the Party relies on.the leading role of
the working class in society, its alliance with the 

-working

peasantry, and the moral and political unity of the whole
Soviet people.

Leonid Brezhnev said: "Our society's political foundation
is the alliance of the working class with the peasantry. The
Party's policy and its practical measures to promote both
industry and agriculture have led to a further consolidation
of this great alliance."e2

The Party implements its political line through the so-
cialist state; it is the guiding centre of all state and mass
organisations. The Party directs their work, but does not
supplant the organs of power and does not deal with prob-
lems that are under their jurisdiction. In the course of so-
cialist and communist construction, the political organisation
of society is becoming more diversified and flexible-, its mass
social base is expanding. The Party's role grows on this
strong and expanding basis.

During the construction of communism the productive
forces, the production relations, the political organisation of
society and social consciousness rise to a highei level; deep
qualitative changes occur in all spheres of public life. This
requires a higher level of Party leadership and greater the-
oretical, political, ideological and organisational work, so
as to comply with the historic task of the transition to com-
munlsm.

Thus, the growing role of the Communist Party as the
guiding and leading force in Soviet society is the most im-
portant law during the period of communist construction.

e2 24th Congress of the CPSU, p. 89.
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The Communist Party firmly adheres to the Leninist course
and honourably fulfiis its role as the political leader of
the working class, the working people, the entire Soviet
people.' ihus, in the period of communist construction the Com-
munist Party's role as the highest fo-rm of social- and polit--
ical organisition and its guiding influence in all sectors of
commui.ist construction are enhanced; the unity of the Party
and the people is strengthened; the Partyt ties -with the
masses become stronger; and, finally, inner-Party democracy
develops, the activity and initiative of Communists rise
and the unity of the Party's ranks becomes further consoli-
dated.

The basic prerequisite for the transition to communism is
the creation of the material and technical basis to ensure an
abundance of material benefits and general wellbeing' The
Party, therefore, does and will focus its attention on econom-
ic pioblems. In doing so, the Party proceeds from the ob-
jective conditions, it relies on the actual eco-nomic opportun-
ities and the material resources which the Soviet state com-
mands at the present time. The continued expansion of these
opportunities and resources helps to solve technical, social
and economic problems of ever increasing dimensions.

The Prosramme of the CPSU defines the essence and the
basic featuies of the material and technical basis of com-
munism from the scientific viewpoint. These comprise, pri-
marily, the complete electrification of the country and the
devel6pment, on- this basis, of the techniques, fechnology
and oiganisation of production; co-mprehensive mechanisa-
tion and greater autorr.ration of production processes;, gre-ater
application of chemicals in the national economy; develop-
ment of new, economically efficient types of production; in-
troduction of new materials and employment of new sources
of power; closer ties between science and production, fast
rat6s of scientific and technical progress, high cultural and
technical level of the working people, and rational utilisation
of labour, material and natural resources.

The practice of building socialism and communism in the
USSR ionvincingly proves that the utilisation of material,
technical and economic opportunities depends on the employ-
ment of economic laws.- The Party, therefore, steadfastly
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adheres to the policy of the scientific approach to the solu-
tion of the tasks of communist construction.

The growing role' of the conscious element is a logical
result of the nature of the manifestation of economic laws
in socialist society. At the modern stage the growing role
of the awareness and organisational capacity of the masses
in building communism primarily signifies the further pro-
motion of the leading role of the Communist Party and the
socialist state.

At the highest stage of the development of communist
society the conscious regulation of the production processes
will be conducted by the various organs of communist self-
administration.

Questions of economic development and the building of
socialism and communism have always been in the centre of
the Leninist Party's attention. Determining the basic tasks
in this field is an inalienable part of the guiding activities
of the Communist Party. At its congresses and plenary meet-
ings the Party outlines the main goals for the country's
economic development and poses the tasks for Party or-
ganisations, Soviet bodies and all the working people.

The 24th Congress of the CPSU instructed all Party and
Soviet bodies to improve the management of the economy
and the consistent implementation of the Party's decisions
on improving 'the planning and economic inc'entives, ex-
panding the initiative and economic self-dependence of
enterprises and raising the material interest of the workers
in the results of their labour. The Congress called the atten-
tion of allParty, Soviet and trade union organisations to the
fact that the fulfilment of the ninth five-year plan would
require a consistent solution of the problems posed by the
Party-the thorough development of the democratic prin-
ciples of management parallel with the consolidation and
improvement of the centralised and planned management
of the national economy. The Congress pointed out that all
the Party organisations should focus their attention on the
successful fulfilment of the five-year economic development
plan; the Party organisations sLould employ their'usual
methods of organisational and educational work, and not
supplant Soviet and economic organs or practise petty tute-
lage over them.
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During the transition to communism the Leninist principle
of democratic centralism in the management of the economy
acquires greater importance, and so does the role of Party
organisations; their responsibllity for all sectors of commun-
isi construction rises. "The Congress emphasises that strict
observance of the Leninist principle of democratic central-
ism must remain an immutable la* of the Party's life, as the
decisive condition of its strength and ability to act."e3

When creating the Bolshevik Party, Lenin put forwa-rd
democratic centralism as its main organisational principle.
This means that in the Marxist-Leninist Party democracy
and centralism are a single whole. The Party has a single
Programme, single Rules and a single Party discipline. The
ParIy's supreme organ is its congress; in tt'e^interim period
the Party'i work is conducted by its Central Cornmittee. The
minority in the Party is subordinated to the majority, the
lower oigans to the higher. This leading principle g,ives rise
to the highest principle of Party leadership-collectivity.
The Rulei of tlie CPSU state the electivity and accountabil-
ity of Party organs, fix the terms of their powers and the
role of plenary-meetings of Party committees, meetings of
primary- organisations and Party activists, etc. Inner-Party
demociacy ls the basis for developing criticism and self-
criticism,'which are inherently connected with the Party's
nature and revolutionary spirit; they are important norms
of Partv life.

In the course of building communism, the strict observance
of the Leninist norms of-Party life and the principles of
Party leadership acquires growing significance. It strength-
.rrs [h. Party's iolidirity and unily, insures the successful
implementation of the Programme -of the CPSU, and en-
hairces the activity and militancy of all Party organisations
and the Party as a whole.

Local Pariy organs and primary Party -organisations in
enterprises, construction sites, collective farms and state
farmJ thoroughly study economic problems, c_arry on gre-at

organisational, ideological and pol-itical work- -amo-ng the
wJrkirrg people, mobilise them fbr the successful fulfilment
of econiriric plans and ensure the leading role of Commun-

e3 24th Congress of the CPSU, p.233.
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ists in produgtion. Setting an example in work and leading
the masses, Communists act as Lenin taught them. He said:
"A vanguard performs its task as yanguard only when it is
able to avoid being isolated from the mass of the people it
leads and is able really to lead the whole mass forward,
Without an alliance with non-Communists in the most diverse
spheres of activity there can be no question of any success-
ful communist construction."g4

The Party's growing leadership in the country's political,
economic and cultural life in conditions of a gradual tran-
sition to communism is due to the consolidation of its ideo-
logical and organisational unity, the expansion of its ties
with the masses, and the quantitative and qualitative growth
of its ranks. The Party has a membership of more than 14

ryillion, a good half of whom are workers and peasants.e5
This is convincing proof of the people's infinite tiust in the
Party and of the Party's close ties with the masses.

The Party's expanding ties with the masses are a decisive
factor in its development and consolidation. The Commu-
nist Party, being the vanguard of the working class and the
whole Soviet people, is able to successfully lolve its tasks
only given indissoluble bonds with the multi-million masses
of the working people. Therein lies its force and invincibil-
ity. In recent years the Party's bonds with the masses have
grown much stronger, and this has enabled it to mobilise the
people-for the successful accomplishment of the gigantic
tasks of communist construction.

The Party relies on experienced executives well versed
in their work; the majority of Communists who occupy lead-
ing posts in the economy, Party and the Soviet organisations
are prominent specialists. They haye accumulated great ex-
perience in diverse fields of economic work, and can carry
out any assignment from the Party.

In 1918 Lenin said that "the task of administering the
state, which now confronts the Soviet government, hai this
special feature, that, probably for the first time in the mod-
ern history of civilised nations, it deals pre-eminently with

i V. I. r 'enin, Collected Uorhs, Vol. 33, p. 227.
eB 24th Congtess of the CPS|J, p. lll.
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economics rather than with politics".go Lenin's words are of
particular relevance today, when the Soviet country's pro-
gress towards communism depends on the mighty develop-
ment of productive forces and the expansion of production.

The struggle for the material and technical basis of com-
munism has increased the volume of the Party's economic
work. Major qualitative changes are taking place in all sec-
tors of the economy. An economic reform is taking place in
industry, agricultural production is expanding, and the scope
of capital and housing construction is growing. All over the
land workers, peasants and the intelligentsia are working
hard for the victory of communism.

The Party is faced by great and historically important
tasks in the political field-it must prepare society for a new
form of administration-self-administration. This requires
the involvement of millions of people in the administration
of public affairs, further enhancement of their activity,
awdreness and culture, and the instruction of the masses in
the habits and methods of administration. The transition to
communism, Lenin said, will become possible when every
member of society has learned to administer and manage
social production and public affairs in practice. The Party's
role in this field is growing.

In the Central Committee's Report Leonid Brezhnev
stressed that the principal direction of the development of the
socialist statehood is the all-out consolidation of socialist
democracy. The modern historical stage reduces the need
for compulsion, but that does not signify any weakening of
the role-of the state. This was underlined in the decisions of
the 23rd Congress; the Congress called attention to the need
to upgrade the role of the Soviets of Working People's Dep-
uties, so that they would most fully make use of their op-
portunities. Leonid Brezhnev said that during the period
under consideration "the powers of the district, town, rural
and settlement Soviets have been extended also in such an
important field as co-ordinating, within the limits of their
competence, the work of factories and economic organisa-
tions situated in their territories".9T

e6 V. I. Len\n, Collected (Dorhs, Vol. 42, p.'71.
s? 24th Congress of the CPSU, p.93.
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- The dictatorship of the proJetariat is implemented through
the comprehensive system of state and mass organisations.
The system comprises the Soviets of Working People's Dep-
uties, trade union and other mass organisations. The Com-
munist Party directs the work of all these organisations, and
co-ordinates their activities towards the common goal. The
w-oqking class cannot govern society without the leading role
of the Communist Pafty.

The historical experience of the Soviet Union shows that
the guar-antee of success lies in the Party's guidance of all
state and mass organisations, both in the transitional period
and during the construction of socialism and communism.

- The growth_of the leading role of the Communist Party
is accompanied by the increasing role of the numerous mass
organis-ations, which are gradually assuming certain func-
tions, of the state apparatus. The Party improves the socialist
statehood by drawing millions of people into the administra-
tion of economic and cultural affairs. The following figures
vividly illustrate th-e point. More than 25 million peopi-e, or
neqrly a quarter of the gainfully employed population, are
either deputies of Soviets or activists who help fhem in their
work. The trade unions have a membership of over 80 million.
Under the leadership of the Communisl Party, the trade
unions serve as school of administration and economic man-
agement, a school of communism. The Leninist Komsomol,
which has a membership of. 23 million young men and
women,e8 is the Party's faithful ally in the cominunist edu-
c_ation of^the youth and in mobilising it for the solution of
the specific tasks of communist construition.

In the Soviets, trade unions, the Komsomol and other
mass organisations, which are the Party's reliable assistants,
the Soviet people learn statesmanship, protection of society'i
interests and the administration of state affairs

As the role of mass organisations in the administration of
the state 

- 
increases, the Party's responsibility for the guid-

ance of-these organisations grows iir step with the devilop-
ment of socialist democracy. Only the- Leninist Party 'is
cappFJe .of unifying and diiecting to the common goa[ the
multifarious activities of state and mass organisati6ns.

e8 L. I. Brezhnev, Follozoing Lenin's Course,p.28.
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Thus, the principle of the Party's leading role in the entire
system of Soviet statehood was, and remains, one of the
most important constitutional principles of the Soviet state.
The Communist Party of the Soviet Union is the highest
form of social and political organisation in the country. It
executes its leading role through Communists who work in
all government, co-operative and mass organisations.

In the period of building cornmunism, when the commu-
nist upbringing of the people is just as decisive as the creation
of the material and technical basis of communism, the Par-
ty's role in ideology and culture grows. The mighty develop-
ment of productive forces and the steady improvement of
living standards change the people's outlook; the communist
outlook accelerates the solution of all economic problems.
This is borne out by the movement of communist labour
teams which vie for success in work, education and everyday
life. Addressing the 24th Congress, Leonid Brezhnev said:
"The formation of a communist uorld, outlooh in the broad
rnass of the people and their education in the spirit of the
ideas of Marxism-Leninism are the core of all ideological
and educational work by the Party."ee

But there are still some remnants of the past. The Party,
therefore, devotes much effort to the eradication of vestiges
of capitalism in the minds of people; together with the ma-
terial base it creates spiritual prerequisites for the transition
to communism. The principal task of the CPSU in the field
of ideology is to int&sify ldeological and educational work
among the people and stimulate a communist outlook, pri-
marily among the younger generation. The Party's ideo-
logical work in modern circumstances is aimed at educating
the Soviet people in the spirit of collectivism and industri-
ousness, in ihe spirit of patriotism and socialist international-
ism, in the spirit of adherence to high moral principles of
the new society.

The eradication of the vestiges of the past, the bringing
up of the new man and the formation of society's spiritual
life in accordance with the principles of communism con-
stitute a very difficult task. I[ is, as Lenin said, a matter of
many years and decades. The changes in social being occur

ee 21th Congress of th.e CPSU, p. 100.
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more quickly than in social consciousness. But under victori-
ous socialism and thanks to the Party's tremendous ideolog-
ical work, this lag is being quickly reduced. The socialiit
outlook of the broad masses is rising to a higher level, thanks
to the achievements in communist construction, improvement
of the living s,tandards and the Party's varied ideological
work. This is the expression of a new historical tendenry in
socialist society. The expression of this tendency rests on'the
further intensification of the Party's guidance of ideological
work.

The leadership of the Communist Party is a most impor-
tant condition for the development of Soviet culture. The
Party helps workers in literature and art to make closer
contact with life and put their talents at the seryice of rthe
people who are building communism; it helps scientists to
combine the theory with the practice of communist con-
struction.

Contemporary revisionists advocate the principle of spon-
taneous development in culture. They accuse tlie CPSU of
administration by mere injunction and claim that the in-
lluence of political interests adversely affects the progress of
literature, art, science and other spheres of spiritual life.
Such assertions play into the hands of the enemfus of social-
ism. The atterqpts to belittle the role of the Marxist-Leninist
party in the guidance of culture lead inevitably to the loss
of p-rincip_les;_it fills people's minds with bourgeois ideology.

The CPSU has always played the leading role in ilie
country's cultural life. The Party's congresseJ and the de-
cisions of the plenary meetings of its Central Committee
constantly underline the importance of Party leadership of
society's spiritual life and the necessity of further enhancing
ideological work among the working class, collective-farm
peasantry and the Soviet intelligentsia.

The resolution of the 24th Congress says that all means
of making an ideological impact on the masses-oral prop-
aganda and agitation, the press, radio and television-
should be employed to assist communist construction. The
Party calls ,for greater co-ordination between ideological
work and the solution of practical tasks in building com-
munism. Therein lies the strength of Marxist-teninist
ideology.
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The Party's guidance in the field of culture is becoming
stronger and more flexible. As in all other areas of public
life, the Party encourages initiative and greater creative ac-
tivity among the Soviet intelligentsia. The Party believes
that literature and art are important instruments for educat-
ing the people in the spirit of communism. It calls on writ-
ers and artists to describe the wonderful present-day achieve-
ments of the Soviet people, base their work on positive
facts, show the enthusiasm of labour and stimulate the So-
viet people to march ahead to a bright future. Everything
that obstructs progress towards communism should also be
illustrated.

In enhancing its leading role in literature and art, the
Party helps some representatives of the artistic intelligentsia
to overcome the incorrect interpretations of the freedom of
art, interpretations which are alien to the Soviet people. The
Communist Party has repeatedly stressed that its ideological
leadership is essential for the progress of socialist literature
and art. This leadership does not imply decreeing or impos-
ing an alien will; it is the expression of the will of the
people.

The Party takes into account the specific nature of litera-
ture and art. It does not meddle with the process of artistic
creation. Such methods are alien to the CPSU. The Party
increases its ideological influence on workers in literature
and art, it helps them to determine the principal direction
of their work, defend and advance the method of socialist
realism in literature and art-Lenin's principle of the Party
spirit, loyalty to communist ideology and commitment to the
people.

In the Central Committee's Report to the 24th Congress,
Leonid Brezhnev noted with great satisfaction that Lenin's
centenary was marked by many interesting novels, plays,
and films which were "permeated with the revolutionary
passion and the spirit of devotion to Leninism".t00

Public education is also at the centre of the Party's atten-
tion. In recent years it has carried out a number of measures
to improve the methods of education in primary and sec-
ondary schools, technical schools and other secondary spe-

100 24th Congress of tlre CPSU, p. 105.
Lot 24th Congress of the CPSU, p. 109.
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cialised schools and higher educational establishments. In
fulfillins its leading role in public education, the Party in-
iirir o"" bringing rip harmoniously developed builders of
comrirunism.

The theoretical conclusions of the Party Programme,
Party congresses and CC CPSU plenary meetings serve as

a mishtv "incentive for the prombtion of ideological work
arrd tire prosress of all social sciences. Many textbooks and
compreh6nsiie works on the history of the CPSU, the fun-
darrftntals of Marxism-Leninism, on Marxist philosophy and
oolitical economv have appeared in recent years. Millions of
Soviet people are studviii Marxist-Leninist theory and the
laws of soiial development' This inspires them to strive for
new achievements in communist construction.

The Communist Partv creatively develops the revolution-
ary theory; it defends its purity and resolutely opposes mod-
..i, .evitionism, dogmatiim, iectarianism and nationalism'

The creative'devilopment of the theory of Marxism-Le-
ninism and the communist education of the working people
are of particular importance in the ideological .struggle,
when tfre enemies oi socialism are directing their efforts
towards undermining the ideological position of socialist
societv from the inside.

Th6 Partv and the Soviet Government follow the Lenin-
ist oolicv of 'peaceful coexistence of states with different
so.ial svste-t] Thit, however, does not imply any weaken-
ing of the struggle between the two ideologies.-There can.be
no"peaceful .o"."*itt.t.. in the ideological field. At the 24th
Corigress Leonid Brezhnev said that we live "under condi-
tioni of unabating ideological struggle, whig.h imperialist
propaganda is wa[ing against our country, against the world
of qocialism."tOl

In line with the instructions of the CC CPSU, Party or.
Eanisations have launched a resolute offensive on the entire
ia.otogi.A front; they expose the essence and methods of
anti-cJmmunist propagandi, and promo-te the political vigil-
ance of the workinf p-eople. They popularise the great ideas
of Marxism-Leniniim and the ideals of communism, reveal
their vital force and superiority to bourgeois ideology; they
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educate the working people in the spirit of irreconcilability
towards bourgeois ideology.

The extension of the tasks of communist education and
the increasing complexity and intensity of the struggle
against bou,rgeois ideology account for the growth of"i-he
|1{ty'l leading r-ole in all fields of society's" spiritual life.
This, 

- 
in -turn, affects processes in the Pariy's internal life

and the forms and methods of its work. The Programme of
the CPSU says: "Being the vanguard of the peopie building
a communist society, the Party must also be in thi van in th6
org-anisa-tion of_ internal Party life and serve as an example
and model in developing the most advanced forms of prrbli"
communist self -governmsn1."lo2

The 24-th-Congress of the CPSU dwelt at length on the
growth of the Party's leading role in communist- construc-
!i-on-and the higher level of its organisational, political,
ideological and educational work. The Congress poi.rted oui
the need to further consolidate the unity ind solidarity of
its ranks, ensure their purity, activise ihe primary Party
organisations, enhance the role of Communisti as executivei
of Party decisions and foster strict observance of the norms
of Party life-and collective leadership. The Congress drew
attention to the development of inner-Party dem6cracy and
stressed that the Party adhered to the principle of electivitv
and accounlability of 

'the 
leading orgu.ir, the'spirit of collec'-

tive leadership and collective work. QuestionJ of Party ac-
tivity are discussed and solved on the 

-broad 
basis of democ-

r-acy. The 24th Congress accepted the programme thesis of
the Party's Slowing role and made a 

-step 
forward in the

theoretical and practical extension of this thesis.
In line with its Programme and the decisions of its con-

gresses, the Party successfully accomplishes its tasks. There
is no- material or spiritual sphere of life in Soviet society
uninfluenced by the Party bineficially. The CPSU and its
Leninist Central Committ'ee keep consiant track of all large
and complicated problems-in politics and economics, theoiy
and practice, science and culture.
- The natural growth of the Party's leading role is mani-
fested in the Soi,iet lJnion's home ind foreig"n policies. The

toz The Road to Communism, p. iB4.
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Party's general line in foreign policy is based on Lenin's
principlJ of peaceful coexistence between states with dif-
Ierenf social iystems. The 24th CPSU Congre-ss stressed in
its decisions that the Party's principal aims in foreign policy
are to ensure peaceful conditions for building communism
in the USSR and for the development of the world socialist
system, relax international tension and 

- 
develop fraternal

ties with Communist and Workers' parties in all
countries.

The CPSU co-ordinates its efforts with those of all de-
tachments of the world communist movement in the ioint
struggle against imperialism, for the interests of the working
peopli, for peace, democracy and socialism.- 

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union took an active
part in the work of international meetings of Communist
and Workers' parties in 1957 and 1960.

The CPSU made a g,reat contribution to the preparation
and the work of the International Meeting of Communist
and Workers' Parties which was held in Moscow from June
5 to 17, 1969. The Meeting, attended by representatives
of 75 Communist and Workers' parties, demonstrated the
great successes of the communist, working-class and libera-
Iion *ove*ents. It adopted tremendously important docu-
ments on the struggle against imperialism at the_ present
stage, on the'unity of aition of Communist and Workers'
par:ties and of all ihe anti-imperialist forces, and it also in-
dicated ways of intensifying the struggle against imperialis,m
and organiiing the actions of the broad masses all over the
world.

The documents adopted by the Meeting and, its- partici-
pants generalised the 

-tremendous 
e-xperience of the com-

munist-movement; they deeply analysed the modern situa-
tion and made an importanl'contribution to the theory of
Marxism-Leninism.

Practice has fully confirmed the correctness of the con-
clusions of the Intlrnational Meeting of Communist and
Workers' Parties (1969) to the effect that the world system
of socialism is a decisive force in the struggle against im-
perialism. At the same time fighters _against imperialism are
worried by the anti-Leninist, great-Han chauvinistic course
of China's present rulers, who are seeking to undermine.the
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unity o-f revolutionary, anti-imperialist forces, thereby dam-
aging their cause.

Having discussed on June 26, 1969 the results of the In-
ternational_Meeting, the Plenary Meeting of the CC CPSU
lpproved the documents adopted by the Meeting, and set
down in its resolution: "On ihe baiis of the resrilts of the
Meetlng, to continue the consistent policy of the CPSU in
consoliiiatin-g the w_orld communist movement on the prin-
ciples of-Marxism-Leninism and proletarian international-
ism; to develop in every way the-ties with the Communist
parties in all fi_elds; to struggle against bourgeois ideology,
Right-wing and "Left"-wing revisionism an-d nationalisrir,
for the purity of Marxist-Leninist teaching."t03

The Party 4d al_l the Soviet peoplJ unanimously sup-
ported the position of the delegation of the CPSU, expounl-
.-{ qt_ the Meeting by the General Secretary of t[e CC
CPSU, Leonid Brezhnev, on the struggle for the consolida-
tion of communist and a new upsurge-of the anti-imperial-
ist movement. Communists and- all -working people of the
Soviet Union expressed solidarity with the world commun-
ist movement and fully supported the policy of the Com-
munist Party of the Soviet Union.

The CPSU regards the construction of communism in the
USSR as the Soviet people's great internationalist duty to
the world socialist system, the world proletariat and all pro-
gressive mankind. Addressing the Conference, Leonid Brizh-
nev said: "The defence capability of the Soviet lJnion and,
to no small extent, of the entire soCialist community, and
the possibility of countering the imperialist policy of aggres-
sion and war depend on our economic achievements.-Our
possibilities -of supporting the revolutionary and liberation
movement throughout the world likewise depend on these
achievements. The force of the example of the new social
system, which is becoming the best agitator for socialism
both among the working people in the capitalist countries
and the peoples who have shalien off the yolie of colonialism,
also depends on them."lo4

In the international field, one of the Party's principal

103 Praada,.June 27, 1969.
\M L. I. Brizhnev, Folloaing Lenin's Course, p. 192.
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tasks is to strensthen the world socialist system and the com-

;;;it of fratirnal peoples. The relations of the socialist
.o""tii.", like the relitions between Communist and Work-
..J ""iii.t in the communist movement, are based on. the

ori",jipt.t of Marxism-Leninism and proletarian internation-
;iil.'The CPSU does all it can to advance these p^riq:

;i"1.;. fo-strinstten the friendship and co-operation of all
tlfo fiaternal iarties, to reinforce the socialist - 

camp- and

r"rt. il it vit.ible' The CPSU, following Lelin's teaching,
has alwavs advocated a correct combination of national and

#;;ti;;ri tu.tt- The Meeting of Communist and Work-
;;;;-P;;li; pointed out this factl The resolution of- the June
i1.";;-M.;ti"s "f the CC CPSU said: "Th-e Me-eting-of
b"*^r1"itt andWorkers' Parties confirmed that the Prip-
a"li Jir..tion of consolidating the socialist system_ is the

cdnsistent implementation of the principles of socialist in-
i"."utio"utisri, correct combination of -national and inter-
;;;il;f66'of the socialist states, and the development of
lrr[it""t mutual assistance and support' The Meeting res-

;i;i;i; a";iared that the defence of socialism is the inter-
nitiorialist duty of Communists."l05-^l; 

i;li.onfbrmity with these concl-usions, the 24th Con-

"ri* ofit. CpSU iroted that many plans of the imperialist
iir*r*tt- t uJ b..t frustrated thanlis to the existence and

,Et"i"ii" "f the world socialist system. This is an absolute

n"ururit.. of the progress and flourishing of socialism'
" Th. historical expJrience of the CPSU and the other fra-
t.r"ui ourti"r indicites that the leadership by-the Marxist-
Leninisii party is an essential condition for the seizure ot

""*., f"'the working class and the construction of social-
I# u"a'.o**t rit*."The Communist Party,-a1me{.with a

revolutionary theory, embodies the unity oi,t,ht"rdeas ot

Marxism-Lehi.ris* {vitt ttre organisational might of the-peo-

;i;.;h;in practice change thJworld along communist lines'
The Partv's^suidins role is a mighty factor tor ac-cele-ratrng

th;";;;[; ?f t irit'v, which leids'to the triumph of com-

*"riis*"-the highest'and most just social system'.
The oractice of building socialism and communrsm ln the

USSti{ Ir,"*t it "t the Paity's leading role grows with the

lob Prauda, June 27, 1969.
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increasing compljxity_of the tasks of building a new societv.
r hrs rs a natural t_end-ency. The Communist?arty i"ji.uti,to the Soviet peopte. the icientifi.uilt ;;b;t;rtir#a-.J"J 

"ipro-gress, .awakens gigantic energy in the *urr.r, 1rnu"ir.,and mobilises the woiting p.opl^E.for_the ,l;G;il ;il;i;:ment the majestic prograi,me bf b.rildirg coniriunis*. '-

4. TIIE INTERNATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE
OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF LENIN,S IDEAS

FOR BUILDING SOCIALISM AND COMMUNISM IN THE USSR

The creation of a deveroped sociarist societv in the ussRis the greatest _result of the Communist p;riy'r-;.'.iiitl";"ii
implementing Lenin's plan. Colossii social '""J-;;;;;;;
retorms ensured the absorute domination of the sociarist eio-nomic s.yste.m and the socialist ownership ,i-t[.-*.r"r'"f
production in the country,s economy. fni Swiet-U"ir""f.:
caqe ? mighty state of socialist industry u"a .ott..ti"._i*i,
agnculture, a state with the world,s most advanced science,
technology and culture.

In the course of building socialism, the Soviet Union
Bpined tremendous experienie, which ir'of gr.J1";";ti";:
a1 significance. 

-Lenin- wrote: 
',,When 

a coirntry h.r-;;[;
the path of profound change, it is to the credit ff tfrut ;;;:try and the party of the working class which *hi;;;J;_
loy rn that country, that they should take up in a practical
manner the tasks that were formerly raised'abstracily, the_oretically. This experience will ,r.ve, bi f;;g;;;;-iir; ";;
perrence cannot be taken away, no matter h6w difficult the
vicissitudes the Russian revolution and th. ilt.;;tir;;i
socialist reyolution may- pass through. li t * g;;. A;;'i;history as_ socialism's gaii, and on i-t tt. f;i;r;-;;.ld ;;";:
lution will erect its socLlisi edifice.,,106

- The Theses of the CC CPSU on the iOth Anniversarv ofthe Great October Socialist Revolution;;;, ;,S;;iJ;;.;;
has demonstrated in practice that thi imji;*.;t"ti;;;1il4
scientific tfregry of Marxism-Leninism f,iUy *.J, th" ;it"i
tnterests of the workers and peasants and all working peo_

*-" ,- enin, Collected. (Uorhs, yol. 27, p. 4IB.
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ple, that all-round social progress is possible only through
ihe socialist development of society, bringing the people
social and national liberation, real democracy, sound peace
and freedom. Socialism has replaced exploitation and op-
pression by friendship, co-operation and mutual assistance
Letween t6iling classis and-between nations; anarchy and
lai.ssez-fai.re-by planned development of the economy a-nd

every sphere oi iocial life; it has instituted truly popular
governrient where the toiling majority was once deprived of
political rights."roz^ 

The following regularities emerged {uring th-e -constrgc-
tion of socialism in ihe USSR: first, leadership of the toiling
masses by the working class, the nucleus of which is the
Marxist-Leninist Party, in the proletarian revolution and
establishment of the dictatorship of the proletariat; second,
alliance of the working class with the bulk of the peasantry
and other sections of the working people; third, abolition of
caoitalist ownership of the basiC instruments and means of
prbduction; fourth, gradual socialist reorganisation of ag-ri-
iulture; fifth, plannid development of the economy for
building socialism and communism and raising living stan-
dards; iixth, ideological and cultural revolution, formation ol
a new intelligentsia loyal to the working people- and the
cause of socialism; seventh, elimination of national oppres-
sion and establishment of the equality and fraternal friend-
ship of people; eighth, defence of socialism from the en-
croachmbnti of internal and external enemies; finally, the
solidarity of the country's working class with the working
class of 

-other 
countries, proletarian internationalism.

These general regularitles, discovered by Marx and Lenin
by an analysis of social progress, are common to all coun-
tiies which build socialism. The attempts of bourgeois ideol-
ogists and revisionists of all stripes to prove that Russia's
eiample of building a new life is of no significance be-cau-se

it was a backward, peasant country are, therefore, completely
unfounded.

Claims to this effect are convincingly refuted by the ex-
perience of building socialism in the countries of Eastern
Europe and Asia wliich join the socialist camp. However, in

r07 50th Anniversary of the Great October Socialist Reaolution, p. 26,
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building socialism it is essential to take into consideration
national and historical peculiarities and to enforce socialist
reforms by the most expedient methods, since the mechanical
imitatio-n_ of practices in another country runs counter to the
spirit of Marxism-Leninism.

The role of national peculiarities, however, should not be
exaggerated; that wo-uld cause great damage.

The experience of building- socialism in the USSR con-
firmed the correctness of the Marxist-Leninist teaching on
the dictatorship of the proletariat. It proved that the itate
of the transitional period cannot be airything but the state
o-f the revoltionary dictatorship of tlie pioletariat. The
domination of the working class-is essential^to overcome the
resistance of the bourgeoisie and begin the construction of
the socialist, and then the communisl societv. The workinE
class is the only class in history which takes power not tE
perpetuate its domination but to destroy the eiploitation of
man by man and eradicate all forms 

'of 
opprission, so as

to cr-eate a new,- classless.society. "The full-friumph of the
socialist cause all over the world is inevitable,t' Leonid
Brezhnev said, "And we shall not spare ourselves in the fight
for this triumph, for the happiness 6f the working peopls.toa

The proletariat, once it Secomes the ruling clisi, emplovs
its dictatorship, first, to suppress the resistaice of the over-
thrown exploiter classes, to-defend the country against the
encroachments of bourgeois states to restore the old" order, to
strengthen peace between peoples and consolidate internation-
al ties with the proletarians of other countries; second, to
ensure the compl,ete_ break-away of the working and exploit-
ed masses from the bourgeoisie, to consolidate the alliance of
the pr^oletariat with the mass of working people and mobilise
them for the construction of socialism undtr fhe leadership of
the working class; and third, to ensure the construction of
socialism and eradicate all classes.

- The- dictatorship of the proletariat is a new and unprece-
dente.d type oJ soilalist dimocracy, the democru.y of th.
workingpeople. "The Soviet system," Lenin wrote, 'iprovides
the maximum of democracy for the workers and p'easants;
at the same time, it marks' a break with bourgeoii democ-

to8 24th Congress ol the CPSU, p.29.
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racy and the rise oI a nea, epoch-making type of d-emoc--

racy, na*ely, proletarian democracy, or the dictatorship of
the proletariat."roe

ihe dictatorship of the proletariat rests on the alliance of
the working class with the toiling peasantry under the lead-
ership of the working class, which is the mos_t progres-siv-e,

organised and united class in modern society. It is precisely
the alliance of the working class and the toiling peasantry
that ensured the victory of the new social system in the
USSR; having become the political foundation of the social-
ist society, it is a guarantee of new achievements in the con-
struction of communism.

The correct, Marxist-Leninist solution of the nationalities
question is an important prerequisite for the accomplishment
of the basic taski of the dictatorship of the proletariat. In
the Soviet Union the equality of all peoples is not a formal
declaration, it is a fact. The achievements of the national
republics, regions and areas in the economy and culture are
unparallelled in human history. The CC CPSU Theses on
the 50th Anniversary of the Great October Socialist Revo-
lution state: "The experience of the development of the
USSR, a union multinational socialist state, reveals the es-
sence and significance of socialism in solving the nationalities
question; it embodies the triumph of the ideas of proletarian
internationalism in practice."ll0 The Soviet IJnion's experi-
ence in the solution of the nationalities question serves as a
basis for the activities of all Communist and Workers' par-
ties in the socialist countries.

The leading and organising role in the system of the dic-
tatorship of the proletariat belongs to the Communist Party.
It is only the Communist Party, which is closely linked
through mass organisations with the people, that can direct
the efforts of the working class, the peasantry, the intelli-
gentsia and the whole people towards one goal-the build-
ing of socialism and communism.-It is not surprising, therefore, that revisionists and other
enemies of the working class want to build socialism with-

10e V. I. Lenin,Collected,Uorhs, Vol.33, p.54.
tto 50th Anniaersary of th.e Great Oclober Socialist Reaolution,

p. 8 (in Russian).
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out Communists. What does this actuallv mean? It means
the loss of the gains made by the working class and all the
working people. This is why the revisionists are backed by
all the reactionary forces in the world.

The experience of the USSR and the countries of Europe
and Asia which, having thrown off the yoke of capitalism,
took the road of socialism has confirmed the correctness of
Marxist-Leninist teaching about the dictatorship of the pro-
letariat. This experience proves that the construction ol so-
cialism requires the eradication of capitalist elements in
town and country, a strong alliance of the working class and
the peasantry, a Leninist nationalities policy, consolidation
of the ideological and organisational unity of the Commu-
nist Party and enhancement of its role in the construction of
socialism.

The other general regularities of building socialism in-
clude the creation of a mighty socialist industry, large-scale
socialist agriculture and new, socialist culture. Thanks to
this, the Soviet people succeeded in building socialism, and
now they are confidently building communism.

Socialist industrialisation ensured the defence capacity of
the Soviet state and afforded an opportunity to equip the
Army and Navy with modern weapons for the defence of
the gains of the October Revolution. The creation of a
powerful industry in the national republics furnished the
opportunity to eliminate the inequality of the formerly op-
pressed peoples. Socialist industrialisation ensured the con-
tinued development of light indusiry and agriculture and
the rising material and cultural standards of the Soviet
peopre.

The Soviet method of industrialisation, rested on the
priority development of heavy industry; the industrialisa-
tion was carried out rapidly on the basis of internal accu-
mulations and state planning. In spite of certain peculiari-
ties, the method has proved to be the only correct one for
countries which took the road of socialism. Therein lies the
international significance of the Soviet method and practice
of socialist industrialisation.

It is quite logical, though, to assume that the question of
industrialisation and accelerated rates of industrial develop-
ment will not be so acute in the highly developed capitalist
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countries, which sooner or later will take the road of build-
ing socialism. But in the case of countries with a medium
leiet of industrial development, particularly the devgl-
ooinE countries. industrialiiation for the creation of the
,iat&iat and technical basis of socialism will remain a ques-
tion of orimarv importance.

The'countri'es oi Eastern Europe and Asia which took the
road of socialism rnuch later than the Soviet Union follow
the only correct plan, T:enin's plan, for building. socialism.
They make wide use of Soviet piactice in socialist industrial-
isati'on and are developing their industry, particularly the
production of the means of pro,duction. This helps them.to
ichieve successes in all fieldJ of the economy and raise liv-
ins standards. New industries are created in conformity with
a iingle national plan on the basis of internal accumulations.

A "great contribution to industrial development. is. being
made- by the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance
(CMEA). which co-ordinates the distribution of industries,
ih. rp.iiulisation of regions according to their raw material
resources, etc.

The Soviet Union renders great and selfless assistance to
the socialist countries. It has helped to build 1,400 projects-
The Soviet Union supplies the CMEA countries with a third
of their requirements in machines and equipment, tw-o-thirds
of their need for coal, nearly all requirements in oil, three-
quarters of their requirements in oil products, 85 per cent of
their requirements in iron ore and 97 per cent of their re-
quirements in pig iron.lll- 

This assistanci is growing. In the Central Committee's
Report to the 24th C6ngress-of the CPSU Leonid Brezhnev
said that the Soviet Union had always helped, and would
continue to help, the socialist countries. That is an interna-
tionalist duty of the Soviet people.

Having adopted the Soviet method of industrialisation,
the socia-list c6untries have scored great successes in their
industrial development. In the GDR, for example, the out-
put of industrial products increased fourfold in 1965 com-
pared with 1950; the republic occupies one of Europe's lead-

tLr Prauda, September 2, 1968

l8-624
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ing places in the per capita production of electricity, and it
has left the FRG and France behind.ll2 This gives the lie to
the allegations of bourgeois ideologists and revisionists who
claim that the experience of the Soviet Union is valid only
for backward countries and that it cannot be utilised in the
highly developed countries.

Following the Soviet lJnion's example, Rumania is devel-
oping her industry with emphasis on the accelerated devel-
opment of the production of the means of production. In the
period from 1948 to 1957, that is, in l0 years, the output of
producer goods went up by 493 per cent, and the production
of consumer goods by 34a.2 per cent. During the first five-
year plan the average annual growth rate of the production
of the means of production stood at 15 per cent, and of con-
sumer goods at t2 per ..o1.113 People's power turned back-
ward Rumania into an industrial and agrarian country with
modern industry.

Poland has scored great successes in the development of
her industry. In 1968 the gross industrial output (excluding
handicrafts) exceeded the level of 1938 by more than 13
times. It is planned to increase industrial output in the period
from 1971 to 1975 by 48-50 per cent. The national income
will go up by 38-39 per cent, from 756,000 million zloty in
1970 to 1,045,000-1,052,000 million zloty in lg75.Lt'4 Indus-
trialisation helped the Polish people to overcome chronic
backwardness and multiply their economic potential.

Of great significance is the Soviet lJnion's experience in
the socialist reorganisation of agriculture. The Programme
of the CPSU says: "The introduction in the Soviet country-
side of large-scale socialist farming meant a great reuolu-
tion in economic relations, in the entire zoay of life of the
peasantry. Collectivisation forever delivered the countryside
from kulak bondage, from class differentiation, ruin and
poverty. The real solution of the eternal peasant question
was provided by the Lenin co-operative plan."ll5

7t2 The Countries of Europe, Moscow, 1967, pp. 95, 97 (in Russian).
rt1 f hs Uorld, Soci,alist System of Economy, Moscow, 1958, p. 369

(in Russian).
Lra Praada, September I, 1971,
tt1 The Road to Communism, p. 45E,
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Ylurry socialist c,ountries adopted Lenin's co-operative plan
and reorganised their agriculture. Before the establishment
of people's po\4/er, agriculture in these countries was back-
ward, th,e masses of peasants led a beggarly life. The land-
owners had enormous estates while thi peasants, who ac-
counted for the bulk of the rural population, had meagre
allotments; they had no opportunity io use machin.r i.rd
scientific methods of agriculture.

The Communist and Workers' parties in those countries
mobilis-ed the people for the solution of the agrarian prob-
Iem. The peasants' struggle for land, againsi exploitation
and ruin made them reliable allies of the working cllass. The
agrarian reform raised the political activity of-the toiling
peasantry, mobilised them for the struggle against the home
reaction and rallied them around the Marxiit-Leninist par-
ties.

- In spite of certain peculiarities in each country, the agrar-
ian reform in general boiled down to the confiscation of
land from war criminals, big landowners and kulaks, and
its distribution among the toiling peasants. Cattle, imple-
ments and buildings were also confiscated.

In Bulgaria landed proprietorship was abolished late in the
19th century, when the country was liberated from the Turk-
ish yoke, and the agrarian reform was aimed at establishins
a land maximum (from 20 to 30 hectares) for peasants workl
irg 9, their farms. It was not anti-feud;l but anti-capitalist
in character, aimed against big kulaks in the interists of
poor and middle peasants.

The reform in the German Democratic Republic put an
end to the big feudal-Junker and landowners'-estates-which
were the pillars of reaction and nazism.

The land reform in the other socialist countries was also
marked by certain specific features. In the Democratic Re-
public of Vietnam, for instance, land was confiscated only
from colonialists and the so-called malicious landowners'-
despots; -land owned by democratically-minded landowners
and landowners who took part in the resistance movement
was redeemed on a 10-year instalment basis.

As distinct from the Soviet Union and the Mongolian
People's Republic, the countries where people's powe-r was
established after World War II did not nationalise all the
l3r
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land durins the agrarian reform; most landed estates were
handed ouir to thi peasants in line with the concrete con-
ditions in the countivside and the nature of the people's
revolution. Thus, the'practice in those countries has proved
ihut th.r. is no impeiative need for the nationalisation of
land in introducing-the principles of socialism- into -agricul-
ture. This, howevei, doei not i*pty any rejection o{ the s-o-

cialisation of land, because no socialism can be built on the
basis of orivate ownership.

The agrarian reform ilas of great political and economic
significan'ce. It helped to abolis[- the-iystem o-f landed pro-
pr"ietorship and to^ consolidate the alliance -of the working
tlass and'the peasantry. At the,same time, the agrarian re-
form was an iinportanl lirk i, the co-o-peration of the peas-

a"trv. The co-oierative, socialist transf-ormation, of agricul-
iui.'*ut an objective necessity-small private farms could
not meet industiy's growing need for raw materials and the

f.opt";t demand'for"food;-they were incompatible with the

socialist system.
The Cornmunist and Workers' parties in the socialist coun-

tries availed themselves of the eiperience of collectivisation
i" tt " USSR and the Soviet lJnion's assistance, and gradu-
;ily b.t; to reorganise agriculture along.socialist lines'..Of
griat ifiportance rias the d-evelopment of the no!-Produltion
Isricultural co-operatives (in the sphere of circulation). Such

.8-operatives imilanted the habitf of collectivism, helped to-

;;#;;; t.rJi".. in the socialisation of the means of
production and paved the way for collective -production'^ That was followed by the'organisation of peasant pro-
duction co-operatives. Simple Ploduction associations aPl

;;;r.d, orly'luborrt *ut toiiulitid in such co-operativtt, 11.d
[frJ ."lUt.i poo. and economically_weak.peasants to cu.lti-

vate land by loint efforts. In Poland, for instance,.the srm-

"i.rt ior* of"peasant association is the agricultural society-
'*h.t. the peaiants retain the ownership of land and all
;;;;; oi-pioarition. The societies jointfu.use machines for
cultivating the land of their members, render services to the

;;";i;Ad ptovide them with high-grade seeds:nd pedi-

ir.. .uttt.; they help to fight pesti and weeds' These em-

B;;"I;-i;-t lf ptot"ctioi coloperatives, different in dif-
feient countries, gave birth to the initial public ownership
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of land. "We believe," said Georgi Dimitrov at the Fifth
Congress of the Communist Party of Bulgaria, "that with the
gradual attraction of poor and middle peasants into labour
io-operative agricultural farms, with the development of
the machine-and-tractor stations, and as a result of the pro-
hibition of land-tenure, reduction and subsequent prohibi-
tion of the sale and purchase of land, reduction and subse-
quent abolition of rents on the decision of the co-operated
peasants themselves, when the conditions will become ripe,
ihe question of nati.onalisation of land, uill be practically
so.laed and it zttill be giuen oaer to the peasants for their use
in perpetuity,"Lt6

Having united the peasants in the simplest forms of co-
operatives, the Communist and Workers' parties took them
along the socialist road to the highest type of production co-
operatives, resembling the collective farms in the Soviet
Union.

The Bulgarian Communist Party, for example, creatively
developed the experience of collectivisation in the USSR,
and founded the labour agricultural co-operatives which are
best suited for the specific conditions in the country.

The socialist reorganisation of the countryside in the peo-
ple's democracies was accompanied by a bitter class struggle.
The enemies of the new system fiercely opposed the co-oper-
ative movement. They committed acts of arson, murdered
activists, tried to intimidate the peasants and attempted to
undermine their trust in production co-operatives.

An important role in the struggle against the last and
most numerous class of exploiters-the kulaks-was played
by the correct class policy followed by the Communist and
Workers' parties which relied on the support of the poor
peasants and strengthened their alliance with the middle
peasants. The essence of this policy was the containment and
gradual elimination of kulak farms and their production,
trade and profiteering activities; as a result, most of the
kulaks were compelled to hand over their land and other
means of produciion to co-operatives and to work for their
own livelihood.

116 Georgi Dimitrov, Selected Uorks, Vol. 2, Moscow, 1957, p. 670
(in Russian).
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Takin.q into consideration the new correlation of class
forces resulting from mass co-operation in the countryside, the
Communist and Workers' parties in the people's democra-
cies permitted the kulaks to join, on certain conditions, the
economically strong co-operatives, so as to re-educate them
through collective labour. The co-operatives accepted them
individually, and in each case the decision had to be endorsed
by the district authorities. That was a special feature of
agricultural co-operation in the countries of people's democ-
racy. It had, of course, nothing to do with the "implanting
of kulaks into socialism", because they had been defeated in
a bitter class struggle, thanks to the flexible policy of com-
pulsion and punishment applied to the rabid enemies of the
new system.

Thus, the co-operation of agriculture in the people's de-
mocracies was marked by individual forms and methods.
The general features, however, were common-public own-
ership of production, socialist reorganisation on the basis
of Lenin's plan of co-operation, elimination of capitalist ele-
ments in the countryside, voluntariness, the principle of
material incentive, etc.

In the countries of people's democracy Lenin's plan for
co-operation was carried out in much more favourable con-
ditions than in the Soviet Union. The decisive factors of
success were the mighty socialist system of economy, exchange
of experience and close co-operation between the coun-
tries, and the experience and the assistance offered by the
Soviet Union. That is a brilliant illustration of the historic
significance of Lenin's plan for the co-operation of peasants
in countries with a triumphant dictatorship of the proleta-
riat.

The cultural revolution, as we mentioned, is an insepara-
ble component of Lenin's plan for building socialism in the
USSR. Lenin believed that, in order to build socialism and
communism, it was necessary to raise the people's cultural
level and imbue their minds with Marxist-Leninist ideo-
logy.

The Communist Party was guided by Lenin's thesis that
socialist culture can be created on the basis of the critical
assimilation of its spiritual wealth of the past and the achieve-
ments of world culture, and by overcoming the ideology
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of the exploiter classes and all the vestiges and prejudices of
the past.

Experience in the USSR has proved that the cultural rev-
olution is a long and complicated process. The education
of the new man and the victory of socialist ideology over
bourgeois ideology require great efforts on the part of the
Marxist-Leninist party.

The cultural r&olution in the USSR is of tremendous in-
ternational significance. The working class and the broad
masses of the-people in any capitalist country, even though
it may be hishlv developed economically and culturally, are
deprived of th6 opportunities which the exploiter classes
have in getting an-education. These opportunities emerge
only after the working class comes to power.

The Soviet experience of promoting culture is utilised in
all the socialist countries. The problem of general primary
education has been solved in the Asian countries of people's
democracy, where the rural population was completely illit-
erate.

Before the victory of the system of people's democracy,
nearly half the population of Rumania, Bulgaria and Poland
was illiterate; now illiteracy has been almost completely
wiped out, and these countries have introduced universal
and compulsory education.

In Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic and
Hungary, where the percentage of literates and the cultural
leveL had been quite high before the revolution, the numbe-r
of students was lncreased by several times and the network
of schools was expanded; these countries introduced com-
oulsorv 8-vear education.' Secondary specialised and higher education was enhanced
in the sociaiisf countries, the number of students and higher
educational establishments went up. In Bulgaria, for exam-
ple, there were only five institutions of higher learning in
1939 with a student body of 10,000, most of whom came
from the propertied classes; now there are 80,000 students
and 26 higher educational establishments. Bulgaria holds
one of the world's leading places in the number of students
in relation to the population. In 1967/68 there were 101 stu'
dents per 10,000 p'.oit. as compared with only 59 in Austria,
63 inBritain and 51 inltaly.In 1965/66 the entire student
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body stood at 1,630,000. There are also 296 secondary spe-
cialised and 301 vocational schools.{r7

In general, the process of the formation of the new in-
telligentsia in the people's democracies followed the pattern
in the Soviet Union. The best representatives of the old in-
telligentsia who took sides with the new government were
employed in the service of the people; the young intelligen-
tsia from the masses accumulated experience and knowledge.
They were imbued with the spirit of progress and they in-
finitely believed in the victory of socialism.

Following the example of the Soviet lJnion, all the so-
cialist countries are expanding the network of research in-
stitutions and cultural establishments in towns and villages.
In their effort to raise the general level of culture, the Com-
munist and Workers' parties focus attention on the upbring-
ing of the younger generation and all working people in the
spirit of Marxism-Leninism, patriotism and socialist inter-
nationalism.

The cultural revolution in the socialist countries is, how-
ever, being carried out in circumstances different from those
in the Soviet Union. The Soviet Union launched the cultural
revolution when it was all alone in the face of the capitalist
world; the socialist countries do so within the mighty system
of world socialism. They rely on the assistance and support
of the Soviet lJnion, and they help one another. Take, for
instance, the progress of science. Not a single socialist coun-
try has to solve scientific problems already solved in one of
the other socialist countries. All scientific achievements and
knowledge, all modern equipment are utilised according to
plan. The socialist countries are widely co-operating in all
fields of science, technology and culture. The leading role
in this co-operation belongs to the Soviet Union; it shares
its great experience generously.

The experience of building socialism in the Soviet Union
is important not only for the socialist countries, but also for
all the working people in the world.

The Soviet lJnion's successes in the economy, culture,
science and technology and its achievement in raising the
living standards of the people make a great impact on the
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minds of millions of people all over the world. They influ-
ence the solution of many important problems in the interests
of oeace. democracv and socialism. The Great October So-
ciaiist Revolution, tLe construction of developed socialism in
the USSR and the formation of the world socialist system
g-reatly contributed to the downfall of the colonial system of
imperialism and the upsurge of the national liberation move-
ment.

The Soviet Union is showing the way to a new life and
a happy future. Addressing the grand session in Moscow
devoted to the 50th anniversary of the Great October Rev-
olution, Dolores Ib6rruri, Chairman of the Communist
Party of Spain, said: "The ice, broken in 1917, continues to
move along the current of history, carrying away the obso-
lete reactionary regimes. Slavery, poverty, oppression and
want of culture are disappearing together with this ice. Man
is emancipating himself from a cruel yoke and from misery.

"Not only peoples, nations and states, but whole continents
rise against imperialism; they are looking for the way to
freedom and independence, their eyes are turned with hope
and trust to Moscow, to the Soviet lJnion."lt8

Communist construction in the USSR makes a great im-
pact on the working class and all the working people in the
capitalist world. It inspires them for the resolute struggle
against the domination of the monopolies and for the triumph
of the new social system. This is borne out by the mighty
movement of the working class and all the working people
in Italy, France and the other capitalist countries. In Frarnce,
for example, nearly l0 million people went on strike in May
and June of 1968, in Italy 18 million people were on strike
in February 1969. In the period from 1960 to 1968 more
than 300 million people were on strike in the developed
capitalist countries (compared with 150 million people in the
preceding 14 years).tte In the United States the strikes and
demonstrations of working people in 1961-65 resulted in the
loss of nearly 220 million man-days in the national economy.

An outstanding feature of our epoch is that socialism,
having proved its advantages oyer capitalism, is becoming a

LLB Pravda, November 5, 1967.
lle L. J. Brezhnev, Folloaing Lenin'stt1 The Countries of Europe, p. 55; Praad,a, July 14, 1969. Course, pp. l68-69,
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decisive factor of world progress. This greatly facilitates the
struggle of the masses in the capitaliit countries for the
establishment of the lo_cialist systim because they have the
support of the Soviet Union and all the socialist states.

Socialist construction in the other countries. particularlv
in.industrially developed countries, will proceed it a quickei
rate when power in those countries is asiumed by the'work-
ing class un-d-er-the lea.l_ership of Marxist-Leninist parties.
In making this {orecast, Lenin- thought it necessary to accu-
mulate practical experience. He wro'te: "We must show ihe
European workers -exactly what we have set about, horv .ive
have set about it, how it is to be understood: that will brinE
them face to face with the question of how'socialism is tE
be achieved. Th.y must see'for themselves-the Russians
have started on something worth doing; if they are setting
about it badly we must do it better. For that'prr.por. *E
must provide as much concrete material as possible'and sav
what we have tried to create that is new."120

.Today the _Communist and Workers' parties of all coun-
tries are availing themselves of the expeiience of the Soviet
Union and other socialist countries. Tiis was stated in the
decisions of recent congresses of the Communist and Work-
grsl Ra-rties i!_Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Rumania, Hungary,
Poland, the GDR and other countri6s.

- 
The historical significance of the implementation of Lenin,s

Rlan for building socialism in the USSR lies in the fact that
Marxist-Leninist teaching -was fully and convincingly con-
firmed by the experience of the CPSU and the Soviei people.
Soviet- society proved in practice that the implementalion of
the scientifi-c.theory of Marxism-Leninism corresponds fully
to the vital interests of workers, peasants and all workine
people, that all-round social progrlss is only possible alon[
the road of socialist development, and thai only socialisri
brings- people social and national freedom, genuinl democra-
cy and lastin.g peace.

. Th.- experien-ce of building socialism in the USSR proved
that- the_ essenlial prerequisifes for the victory of soiialism
are loyalty to the principles of Marxism-Leninism and prole-

ta,rian internationalism, consistent and resolute implementa-
ii"" "f ttt.tl 

principles and the defence of them agailst all
.""r"i.t and opportunists. The Communist.Putty of. the Soviet

Union carries'irigl, tlre banner of Marxism-Leninism and
proletarian internationalism.' ffi" CpSU ut d the Soviet people honourablv fulfil tlreir
i"t"r"utio"ulist duty. This was-whlt Jinos K6!5r, First Sec-

r.trry of the Hungarian Socialist Workers' -Patt7', t3ti o"
iil J.; in June i'gog ut the International M-eeting of Com-
;;;irt ,;a- frork.tt' Parties in Moscow: "Having carried
;;i iil. G..at October Socialist Revolution and evervthing
ittut .r*. after it, the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
;;e th" Sovi.t people have assumed not only the advanced,
t o"o".uft., urrd uidrlo.rs mission of -pioneers, but also the
."t"i"g sacrifices and deprivations; th.ey. have always been

honouilbly accomplishing this mission."12l
Following Lenin's behlsts, the multinational Soviet peo-

,f. fru". sired really historic successes i1 th9 building of
rr.i"iit- ,rd.t the Party's leadership. The Resolution of
it. CC CPSU on the 50ih anniversarv of the-USSR says:
;ilrii,tilr-effo,rts of the Souiet people are aorthi'ly croaned
by ihe creation of a deaelopid 

'sociali,st 
society in the

ussR,"t22- 
Urrde, the Leninist Party's leadership, the Soviet people

are concentrating their efforts on the construction of com-

n rrris*. They believe that their internationa-list duty is to
.r.rt" the material and technical basis of communism,
ri*".et}r." the economic and defence potential of , th"eir

count"ry and of the whole- socialist lYstem, and struggle tor
o.i." ""a 

the security of all peoples. The construction of
;;;;";il* in the USSR is of great-importance for the devel-
opment of the world revolutiona-r)'z process. The Resolution

"i it " 24th Congress of the CPSti on the Central Commit-
i".;r R.port tuyti "Th. new fiv-e-year plan is of immense in-
i"r,,uiioirut significance. Its fulfilment will, be a big contribu-
tion to the common cause of enhancing the economic might
of it. socialist states and consolidating the positions of the
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yo{d socialist system in the economic contest between so_
cialism and capitalism."l23

The Communist Party and the Soviet people. infinitelv
loyql to the ideas of Marxism-Leninism, ,.. ioiiorvinr th;
road. charted by Lenin. True to Lenin,s'behesis, th.- S""i.te:e. are devoting their efforts to the triumph Lf ifr.-ia.u,ot Marxism-Leninism. They are rallying cloier around the
Communist Party.-In following Lenin,s- course, they a;;
erecting a wonderful monument to Lenin-the 'ediffice 

oi
co-mmunism, the great and noble embodiment of his immor_
tal ideas.

{
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On the basis of an analysis of Lenin's
writings, documents and factual ma-
terial, the author shows how the So-
viet people, guided by the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union, brought
about the industrialisation of the
country, the collectivisation of its
agriculture, and the cultural revo-
lution. He traces the Soviet people's
heroic battle for the complete and
final victory of socialism, underlines
the international significance of this
victory and exposes slanderous alle-
gations about the building of socialism
in the Soviet Union.


